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Abstract
For drops sessile on a solid surface, cross flowing air can drive drop
oscillation or shedding, based on the balance and interaction of
aerodynamic drag force (based on drop size/shape and air speed) and
adhesion/capillary forces (based on surface tension and drop size/shape).
Better understanding of the above has applications to, e.g., fuel cell
flooding, airfoil icing, and visibility in rain.

To understand the basic physics, experiments studying individual sessile
drops in a low speed wind tunnel were performed in this thesis. Analysis of
high speed video gave time resolved profiles and airspeed for shedding.
Testing 0.5 µl to 100 µl drops of water and hexadecane on poly(methyl
methacrylate) PMMA, Teflon, and a superhydrophobic surface (SHS)
yielded a master curve describing critical airspeed for shedding for water
drops on all surface tested. This curve predicts behavior for new surfaces,
and explains experimental results published previously. It also indicates
that the higher contact angle leads to easier shedding due to decreased
adhesion and increased drag.

Developing a novel floating element differential drag sensor gave the first
measurements of the microNewton drag force experienced by drops.
Forces magnitude is comparable to gravitational shedding from a tilted
plate and to simplified models for drop adhesion, with deviations that

suggest effects due to the air flow. Fluid properties are seen to have little
effect on drag versus airspeed, and decreased adhesion is seen to be more
important than increased drag for easing shedding. The relation between
drag coefficient and Reynolds number increases slightly with liquid-solid
contact angle, and with drop volume. Results suggest that the drop
experiences increased drag compared to similarly shaped solid bodies due
to drop oscillations aeroelasticly coupling into the otherwise laminar flow.

The bulk and surface oscillations of sessile drops in cross flow was also
studied, using a full profile analysis technique to determine mode shapes.
Oscillation frequency/mode shape is similar for cross flow and quiescent
drops. The highest order models collected from the diffuse literature are
seen to be reasonably accurate, except at maximum and minimum ranges
of contact angle.
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R – spherical cap radius of the axisymmetric drop measured in quiescent

conditions
Ra – average roughness
Red – Reynolds number based on d
Reh – Reynolds number based on h
ReR – Reynolds number based on R
R p – minor axis of an ellipsoid approximating the shape of a sessile drop

S – surface area of an ellipsoid approximating the shape of a sessile drop
Sc – Schmidt number

SHS – Superhydrophobic Surface
U crit – critical air velocity for incipient motion (i.e. for the onset of drop motion),

measured upstream in Chapter 2 (see U up ) and two centimeters above the
streamlined body in Chapters 3 and 4 (see U ∞ ).

U up – air velocity measured upstream of the streamlined body used in tests

U ∞ – free stream air velocity
V – volume of the drop/bubble

VOF – Volume of Fluid (a CFD Technique)
x – streamwise distance from front of streamlined body to location of drop

placement

γ – surface tension
θ – contact angle
θa – advancing contact angle
θmax – maximum contact angle (seen at downstream side of air sheared drop)
θmin – minimum contact angle (seen at upstream side of air sheared drop)
θr – receding contact angle

λ ml ,γ – eigenvalue of a surface tension based drop oscillation mode of degree l
and order m

λml , g – eigenvalue of an gravity based drop oscillation mode of degree l and
order m

λn ,γg – eigenvalue of a sessile drop oscillation of ‘mode n’
µl – microliter

µ – viscosity of air
ρ – air density

ρ1 – density of the inner fluid of drop/bubble
ρ 2 – density of the fluid outside of a drop/bubble

1-D – one dimension(al) (spatial dimension)
2-D – two dimension(al) (spatial dimensions)
3-D – three dimension(al) (spatial dimensions)

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Conceptual Example
This thesis considers some of the interactions between sessile drops and
shearing air flow, specifically, drop oscillation and the onset of shedding.
Consider, as a conceptual example, an automobile after a rainstorm. Water
drops sit (are sessile) on the car body. As the car accelerates, air velocity
increases over the surface (and the drops on it). As the air velocity
increases, there will be advection enhanced evaporation of the drop and an
internal circulation set up. Further increasing the velocity, the drop will
deform from its axisymmetric shape and may begin to oscillate under the
airflow. At higher velocities still, the point of incipient motion will be
reached and the drop will start to shed (run back) along the surface,
possibly being broken up, or (re)entrained into the airflow.

The above list can be termed as the interaction of a sessile drop with
shearing flow, and is not limited to the conceptual example given. The
phenomena directly apply to controlling fuel cell flooding, decreasing
airfoil icing, and improving visibility in rainy driving/flight conditions.
Results can also be applied to driers, condensers, pesticide use, and
medical aerosols. Enhanced oil recovery/floatation/detergency are also
applications, if one considers a system where flowing liquid shears sessile
oil drops/bubbles/particles, respectively, rather than systems where
flowing air shears sessile liquid drops. Liquid-liquid and liquid-solid
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particle systems will not be considered in this thesis, so the author will
generally write of sessile drops and shearing air, but the reader should
keep in mind that shearing liquids and/or sessile bubbles/solid particles
are possible.

From an investigative standpoint, it is fortunate that many of the above
interactions of sessile drops with shearing airflow can be separated and
studied individually. For example, evaporation can be studied separately
from shedding by keeping the air velocity lower than the critical air
velocity for incipient motion. Likewise, evaporation of the drop can be
removed from other examinations either by controlling the relative
humidity (RH) of the airflow, or by conducting the test quickly enough to
limit evaporation. As a counter example, the oscillation, deformation,
internal circulation and shedding of a drop are generally linked, or at least
concurrent. However, one could remove shedding by using a low enough
air velocity, and similarly, some drops could be shed with little to no
oscillation, deformation, or internal circulation depending on the
properties of the fluid and solid.

The interactions between sessile drops and shearing flow will obviously
depend on both drop and shear flow fluid properties such as density and
viscosity. The interactions also depend on surface properties such as the
surface tension between drop and shearing fluid, and the contact angle
between the drop and surface. The contact angle, denoted θ, is the angle
2

measured from the interface under the drop to the tangent of the liquidvapor interface at each point along the three phase contact line. The three
phase contact line describes the extents of the drop’s contact on the
surface where liquid, vapor, and solid phases meet. In this thesis, systems
for which the contact angles are below 90° (indicating a less than
hemispherical drop shape) are termed hydrophilic. Systems for which the
contact angles are between 90° and 150° (drop shape more than
hemispherical) are termed hydrophobic. Systems for which the contact
angles are above 150° (nearer to spherical drop shape) are termed
superhydrophobic, with the surfaces terms to be superhydrophobic
surfaces (SHS)1.

Contact angle hysteresis (CAH) must also be considered in its effects on
sessile drop/shear flow interactions. CAH is the difference between the
maximum contact angle occurring where part of a drop advances across a
surface and the minimum contact angle occurring where part of a drop
recedes across a surface. These contact angles are commonly termed
‘advancing’ and ‘receding’ (θa and θr, respectively), though some
clarification must be made as to under what conditions the measurements
are performed since the contact angles are history and measurement
condition dependent1. The difference in contact angles due to CAH leads to
an adhesion force between drop and surface that resists motion of the drop
along the surface, and can lead to non-axisymmetric drop shapes.
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For the chosen areas of concentration in this thesis (force versus air
velocity up to the point of incipient motion and drop oscillations before
this point) the interactions of sessile drops with shearing flow depend
mainly on the balance of drag force with adhesion/surface tension forces.
Shedding begins when the drag force overcomes adhesion force. Drag
depends, at least, on drop size, drop shape and air speed/density.
Adhesion depends, at least, on drop size, drop shape and liquid-vapour
surface tension. Drop shape is based on contact angle, CAH and
deformation/oscillation of the drop. Oscillation will depend on the driving
force (drag) and its interactions with the restoring force (based on surface
tension and the shape of the deformable drop).

In the following pages, the literature of sessile drop interactions with
shearing flow will be reviewed. The focus is on the chosen topics of
incipient motion and drop oscillation, and a rationale for these choices will
be given.

Though not in the scope of this thesis, evaporation and

breakup/(re)entrainment are also reviewed for the sake of completeness.
The methodology, scope, and outline of the thesis are then presented.

1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 Shedding: Incipient Motion
For a sessile drop under shear flow, when air drag overcomes the total
force of adhesion between the drop and the surface the point of incipient
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motion is reached and the drop is shed (starts to undergo runback) along
the surface. Adhesion and drag are therefore both important in the study
of shedding. As illustrated in Figure 1-1, the force from adhesion is the
summation of surface tension forces acting around a complex and usually
unknown contact line shape, in a varying direction given by an again
unknown distribution of contact angle2. In shedding by shear flow, the
applied force is aerodynamic drag. The pressure drag component depends
on the distribution of air velocity over the drop shape, while the shear drag
component would depend on air velocity and the drop internal circulation
(see 5.III in Clift et al. and the thesis by G. Minor3,4). As a reminder, the
drop could be oscillating under the airflow. This oscillation could affect the
drag force over the drop through perturbations to the wake (see Figure 7.2
of Clift et al, and Lin and Peng3,5), and also lead to an oscillation in the
adhesion force by changing the local contact angle around a fixed or
partially oscillating contact line.
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Figure 1-1: Schematic of a sessile drop showing the distribution of contact
angles around the contact line. This distribution helps determine the force
due to adhesion which opposes the force of drag caused by the non-steady
perturbation of the drop by the boundary layer.

The topic of shedding of sessile drops is of interest for applications since it
is quite ubiquitous, existing anywhere one has a fluid on a surface under
another shearing fluid. This means it has applications to automobiles in
rain6,

airplanes

or

wind

turbines7,8,

fuel

cells4,9,10,

oil

recovery/detergency11–13 , condensers, etc.

Shedding by shear flow has been widely modeled. Models have progressed
from the deformation of drops with fixed contact line14, up to models
involving, e.g., runback (flow) of the drop along the surface15–18, drop
breakup and re-entrainment16,17,19, and oscillation of the drop5,15. The
models put forth above are advanced, but lack experimental data for basic
understanding of the phenomena, as well as validation and calibration of
6

the models. Also, the models are often limited to lower Reynolds numbers
of the drop (ranging from 1-80) and other simplifications (e.g. simplified
flow fields, two dimensional simulations, small density differences
between drop and surrounding fluid). They also consider only simplified
models of adhesion20, meaning their application is suspect. Finally, each
were performed considering a single system of fluid and solid, so a
systematic study of the effects of liquid and solid is needed. This is
especially important since as noted above, both adhesion and drag depend
on contact angles and drop area/shape (i.e. wetting properties of the
system).

In terms of experimental studies, for internal (channel) flow, the work of
Mahé et al.11 is of note as one of the early studies of shedding of various oil
drops by water flow. In that work, they found critical shear rates for
detachment, but the study was largely phenomenological. It also cannot be
directly applied to this thesis since the shearing liquid was water rather
than air as in the present case. This would impact shedding since the
different viscosity and density ratios between water and oil versus air and
water would change the characteristics of momentum transfer from the
shearing flow to the drop.

More recently, interest in fuel cells, and the concomitant requirements of
managing the water produced by them, has increased. This has led to
several papers examining (with experiments and models) shedding of
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drops placed on a fuel cell gas diffusion membrane with small channel
geometries4,9,10,19,21–24 (see Chapter 2 for a more detailed discussion of
most of these works). The work of Esposito et al.22, which was not
published at the time of publication of Chapter 2, is a fairly good work, but
performs little analysis of the criterion for shedding, forcing the fit to be a
simple power law. They also studied only a limited range of volumes on
only one surface).

Of the other above mentioned works, that of Theodorakakos et al.24 is
perhaps the best, finding good comparison between their Volume of Fluid
(VOF) CFD model and experimental results. However, the experimentally
measured contact angles were required as inputs to the model, with a
sinusoidal distribution assumed between the upstream and downstream
measured values, so the model is somewhat ‘tuned’ to the experiment.
They tested three different types of gas diffusion membrane, and found
that drops shed at the lowest airspeed for the membrane with the lowest
contact angle hysteresis (CAH). They also found that smaller drops
required a higher air velocity to shed, explaining this as the effect of
decreased drag due to a decreased obstruction to the flow (interestingly,
they found a recirculation zone downstream of the drop for all tests,
regardless of the decreased obstruction). They performed a good
parametric study of factors such as flow rate of water into the drop,
temperature, pressure, location of drop etc., but found that the main
controlling parameter is the contact angle hysteresis (CAH) of the surface.
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Lacking in the work is a simple predictive model. Each simulation of each
drop size required 2-3 days, and resulted in three separate curves for three
separate surfaces. Therefore, the difficulty in developing separate models
for multiple systems and multiple drop volumes at higher Reynolds
numbers and the computation cost of running CFD for all of these would
likely be prohibitive. Considering the range of solid surfaces that could be
used in applications, attempts should be made to find simpler predictive
curves explaining the shedding of drops across a range of volumes and on
a variety of surfaces.

Minor4, is also an interesting preliminary work giving criteria for drop
shedding. It is also one of only two works found measuring internal
circulation in the drop. Unfortunately, due to difficulties in the design
process only limited analysis of results was performed, and only a small
range of volumes was tested on a single surface. Further, distortion limited
the internal velocity measurements to be in the less interesting core region
of the drop, instead of the more important interface region. Minor4 found
that the maximum internal velocity measured is approximately 2 orders of
magnitude lower than the free stream velocity and that increasing air flow
velocity has a diminishing effect on internal velocity. A similar result was
presented in a conference by Njifenju et al 25, who managed measurements
closer to the interface and found that maximum internal velocities are at
most approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than the free stream.
These results indicate that the internal velocity of the drop is likely a
9

minor contributor to the shedding behavior of sheared sessile drops. It is
thus neglected in this thesis.

As a reminder, all of the above experimental works on fuel cells (therefore
excepting Njifenju et al.25) looked only at a small range of surfaces (various
types of gas diffusion membrane, GDM). Thus they have examined only a
limited range of surface properties (just the porous surface of the GDM,
lacking tests of surface with other hydrophobicities/topographies). So,
more work is needed examining drop shedding from different types of
solid surfaces. Also, the channel flow geometry used in fuel cell work could
result in different aerodynamic forces on the drop due to blockage effects
unless the drop was much smaller than the channel, so tests in external
flow are required.

Aside from the work of the author (see Chapters 2-4, or the literature1),
external flow has been studied by others. Bico et al. and Njifenju et al. 6,25
presented in conferences an examination of both aerodynamic and
adhesion characteristics for water and silicone oil drops on a RainX®
(water repelling) coated surface. They studied volumes from 3-500 µl,
finding that above 100 µl the critical air velocity and runback behavior was
independent of volume, a result they attributed to their drops elongating
into a ‘sausage’ shape with the long axis perpendicular to the airflow
direction. This would effectively make the airflow and adhesion forces
independent of volume by making the problem quasi-two dimensional.
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Conversely, over a small range of drop volumes (~10-30 µl), they found
that a critical Weber number (constant for the range of volumes) was the
criteria for drop shedding (incipient motion). They also attempted to
measure drag force on the drop by tilting the surface while flowing air
upward along it25. As discussed in Chapter 3, this technique is of limited
use since it confounds the measurement of drag by introducing
gravitational force and its effects to distort the drop.

Also considering external flow, White and Schmucker7 studied a system of
water on smooth aluminum, finding the critical runback volume for three
different turbulent air velocities. They performed advanced aerodynamic
analysis, but did not consider wetting and adhesion in great depth. In
order to avoid confusion, it is important when reading the literature to
note that in this thesis, as in our previous work1, incipient motion is
defined as the instant of initial motion of the drop’s entire contact line
downstream, which is different than the meaning that White and
Schmucker7 put forth (i.e. a runback of the drop for a short distance,
followed by a stop). This confusion in terminology is unfortunate, but it is
felt that the term ‘incipient motion’ is the correct term to use in the work
of this thesis, in keeping with its definition in drop shedding by gravity2.

Schmucker and White more recently published another work26, in which
they studied 15-450µl water drop shedding from rough (average roughness
Ra = 3.25µm) aluminum surfaces (θa = 63.5°±3.7°, θr = 8.2°±1.5°). They
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tested level surfaces in a 25 mm by 50 mm working section wind tunnel,
and also tilted the wind tunnel to have gravity and air shear complement
each other to shed drops at lower air velocities (i.e. the opposite case to
Njifenju et al

25).

They also used a speckle technique26,27 to partially

reconstruct the drop’s 3-D surface contours.

Schmucker and White26 found that increasing the tilt of the surface
decreased the critical air velocity, and changed the drop shape compared
to level surface tests, meaning that combined gravity-shear tests should
not be taken to be representative of situations in which shear stress alone
acts. They also found a constant Weber number of 8 as the threshold for
level surfaces in the large volume limit (where drops should deform into
‘sausage’ shapes for which adhesion force is largely independent of
volume). At lower drop volumes, the critical Weber number seems to
decrease with increasing volume. Finally, they used their speckle
technique to attempt a reconstruction of the contact line shape and contact
angle distribution as illustrated in Figure 1-1. Measurement error
(specifically in determining advancing contact angle) prevented high
accuracy in the reconstruction, but adhesion force (related to drag force up
to the point of incipient motion) was seen to be of the same order of
magnitude as the force for shedding drops in quiescent conditions by
tilting the surface.
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In summary, the field of incipient motion and runback of sheared sessile
drops has certainly been opened, but is still a fertile area for study. Missing
(except in the work of the present author) is a systematic investigation of
drop shedding for a variety of systems (with varying contact angles and
fluid properties) and a large range of drop volumes. Such a study would
give fundamental experimental knowledge and be useful to modelers.
Importantly, given that the contact angles are an important parameter24,
surfaces with different hydrophobicities should be compared, and the use
of superhydrophobic surfaces (SHS) to promote drop shedding should be
investigated. Also missing in the above is individual study of the adhesion
and drag forces on the drop. Since these forces are coupled at the point of
incipient motion they are generally not studied separately. Decoupling
adhesion

and

drag

and

studying

each

will

provide

increased

understanding of shedding. Considering that this field is open, and that
the point of incipient motion is the fundamental state leading to
subsequent sheared sessile drop interactions such as breakup and
(re)entrainment, the study of incipient motion has been chosen as the
main focus of this thesis.

1.2.2 Drop Oscillation
The oscillation of sessile drops has applications to areas such as drop
actuation and mixing in microfluidics28–34, as well as transitions between
the Cassie and Wenzel wetting states on rough surfaces35,36. It can also
decrease/overcome the energy barriers responsible for contact angle
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hysteresis and thereby decrease CAH37–43, which can lead to easier
shedding of drops due to decreased adhesion force. It is also expected to
affect the wake downstream of a sessile drop under shear flow, affecting
the drag on the drop (see Figure 7.2 of Clift et al, and Lin and Peng3,5).

The oscillation of free drops (those not constrained by contact with a solid
surface) in a quiescent atmosphere has been investigated extensively. It
seems Plateau first reported44 observing drop oscillations in 1843, with
Rayleigh forming the first models to explain them45,46. Constrained drops
(either sessile, pendant, or otherwise constrained by a solid body) are a
more recent field of study, but again have been studied for the quiescent
case both for axisymmetric47–52 (‘longitudinal’), and non-axisymmetric50–54
(‘lateral’) modes of oscillation. The oscillation of air sheared drops are
little studied, however, with only four papers on the topic5,15,22,55

The body of literature on quiescent drop oscillations is large. In
conducting the oscillation work of this thesis, it was found that several of
the diffuse works on the subject seem to be little used by other researchers.
Also it seems some confusion exists as to the precise physics governing
drop and bubble oscillations. Specifically, confusion seems apparent as to
what models exist to describe oscillations and how such models should be
applied (especially for non-axisymmetric oscillations). We believe the
source of this confusion is twofold: first, due to misunderstanding of bulk
(i.e. center of mass) oscillation and surface oscillation of drops and their
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connection to each other; and second, due to a lack of appreciation for the
complexities of non-axisymmetric wave shapes and the three-dimensional
character of the drop surface. Given its extent, much greater discussion of
the literature is given in Chapter 5, while the basics of drop oscillation and
the four works on sheared sessile drop oscillation are given here.

The oscillation of drops is described generally by (axisymmetric or nonaxisymmetric) spherical harmonics and the related associate Legendre
polynomials. Models (for surface tension restored oscillations) take the
form of:
f ml =

1
2π

γ
ρ1Vλml ,γ

Equation 1-1

where f ml is the ordinary frequency (in Hz) of an oscillation mode of
degree l and order m ; γ is surface tension; ρ1 is the density of the
drop/bubble; V is the volume of the drop; and λ ml ,γ is the eigenvalue of a
surface tension based drop oscillation mode of degree l and order m (a
mode m-l oscillation described by a spherical harmonic of the same degree
and order). The concept of oscillation eigenvalues is used since most
models for drop/bubble oscillation follow the same general form. Various
eigenvalues are possible, depending on degree and order numbers as well
as drop shape. Closed form first principles solutions for the eigenvalue
exist for, e.g. free drops and bubbles56, while infinite series or approximate
equations are necessary to determine the eigenvalue for constrained
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(sessile)

drop

oscillation48–52,54.

Various

models

for

the

eigenvalue/oscillation are considered in Chapter 5, and tested in
comparison to measured data for sheared sessile drop oscillation and data
for quiescent sessile drop oscillation collected from the literature.

As stated before, there is very little experimental research on the
oscillation of sessile drops by shear flow. The only exceptions to this are a
translated Chinese language paper55 and another more recent work22. The
first work55 studied a small range of water volumes (2-6 µl) on rough and
smooth copper with a high speed camera. They found lateral and
longitudinal modes of decreasing frequency with increasing volume, and a
slight inverse effect of airspeed on frequency. However, they did not
attempt to linearize their data and performed little analysis of it. Further,
the single system tested (water on copper) means that they only
considered a small range of contact angles. Contact angle was also not
reported/considered, but was approximately 80° based on images given in
their paper. Finally, their analysis technique (which seemed limited to
visually counting frames from high speed videos) means their frequency
measurements are imprecise. The second work22 was studying shear
shedding and oscillation of sessile drops. They only studied a small range
of water volumes on a single surface (proton exchange membrane for a
fuel cell, water contact angle of approximately 130°). They found a
dependence similar to Equation 1-1 for lateral modes, but did not gather
sufficient data to fit longitudinal modes. Neither did they attempt any first
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principles models, nor consider the effects of contact angle. They found no
dependence of frequency on air speed. Aside from these papers, in most of
the shear shedding works to date, there has been no time resolved
observation of the drop, so high speed drop motions such as oscillation
have been lost. However, in examining the figures of several of the other
works, one can see blurred outlines of the drop, suggesting oscillation.

In terms of modelling, only Zhang et al.15 and Lin et al.5 have reported
observations of drop oscillation under shear flow. Zhang et al. did not
analyze the oscillations in any way. Lin et al. used a simplified two
dimensional CFD model for a single volume. They found that the
oscillation coincides with a pair of vortices inside the drop, and that each
oscillation coincides with a vortex shed from the exterior of the drop,
supporting the idea that sessile drop oscillations will interact with the flow
over the drop and could affect the drag force on a drop under cross flow.

In summary, the oscillation of sessile drops by cross flow is a very new
field, and one that could be related to shedding both in its interactions
with wake drag, and as a cause of drop motion in its own right. Further, as
little/no consideration has been given as to the effects of contact angle on
sheared sessile drop oscillation, and as confusion exists in the literature as
to the models for sessile drop oscillation, a study of these topics would also
be of fundamental interest. As such, drop oscillation under cross flow has
been chosen as a secondary area of study for this thesis.
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1.2.3 Evaporation
The evaporation of sessile drops has applications to areas such as internal
combustion engines57, drying58, pesticides59, and chemical weapons60–62.
Evaporation of free floating drops in a quiescent atmosphere is diffusion
limited and has a well known analytic solution giving the ‘d2 law’ where the
instantaneous squared diameter of the drop varies linearly with time. For
sessile drops, high57,58,63–68 (including superhydrophobic58,64,68) and
low59,61,62,66,67,69,70 contact angle drops have been tested. A similar diffusion
limited process exists when a sessile drop evaporates in quiescent
conditions, though the distortion caused by the solid surface to both the
drop and the concentration field must be taken into account63.

One must also account for the possible change in drop shape as a sessile
drop evaporates. Drops have been observed to evaporate with fixed contact
radii and decreasing contact angles, and/or with fixed contact angles and
decreasing contact radii63. These two regimes lead to different evaporation
rates. Mixed modes of evaporation have also been observed and studied71.
With the further complication of cross flow over the drop, the problem is
advection controlled rather than diffusion limited, and more advanced
analysis is required. This analysis has been performed both in 2-D60 and 3D59,66, and confirmed with more recent experiments61,69, though the
relations derived appear to have been only confirmed for drops of low
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contact angle, in the linear portion of the boundary layer. The nondimensionalized relation for sessile drop evaporation in cross flow is61:
•
1
2
Md
Shd =
= C ⋅ Sc 3 Re d 3
Acw D

Equation 1-2

•

In Equation 1-2, M is the rate of mass transfer, d is the drop’s initial
contact diameter, A is the drop’s exposed surface area, cw is the mass
concentration of the drop’s vapour at the surface, D is the diffusion
coefficient of the drop’s vapour in the air, and C is a unitless factor of
0.852. Sc is the Schmidt number and Red is the Reynolds number based on
d. Equation 1-2 is only valid for constant contact area (i.e. pinned contact

line) evaporation, though corrections for constant contact angle
evaporation are given in the literature61. Also, Equation 1-2 requires
knowledge of the initial rate of mass transfer.

Altogether, though the field is not closed (for example, the need for an
initial measure of mass transfer), it was decided that the evaporation of
sessile drops under cross flow would not be a focus of this thesis. The
reasons for this were twofold. First, the field is already more researched
than other interactions of sessile drops in a cross flow. Second, the
applications of study of the other fields were of greater interest to the
author. Throughout the work reported in this thesis, evaporation effects
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have been mitigated by conducting tests in a short enough time scale that
evaporation effects are negligible.

1.2.4 Runback, Breakup and (Re)Entrainment
The runback, breakup and (re)entrainment of a sessile drop under cross
flow can be thought of as advanced cases of shedding. That is, they would
tend to occur after the point of incipient motion. Breakup would occur if
the drag forces on the drop were sufficient to overcome the cohesive forces
of the drop. (Re)entrainment can occur in two ways. First, if the airflow
generates sufficient lift force on the drop to completely remove a part or all
of it from the surface the drop will be lifted into the airflow and
(re)entrained. Second, if a drop runs back to the end of a solid and the air
flow removes it from the surface it may be (re)entrained. Considering the
more complex nature of these phenomena, few works examine them. The
works that were found are discussed below.

Jones et al.16 simulated oil drops in a water flow, using a Dissipative
Particle Dynamics approach. They found that drops of varying contact
angle reached incipient motion at a sufficient flow rate, and ran back along
the surface. Further, drops with high contact angles (~150º) tended to lift
off the surface after a period of runback if the flow rate was increased
sufficiently beyond the point for incipient motion. Finally, drops with
lower contact angles (≤120º) tended to form necks and breakup into
smaller drops (which were either entrained or fell back to be sessile on the
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surface) when the flow rate was increased sufficiently beyond the point for
incipient motion/runback.

Similar to Jones et al.16, Zhu et al.17 also performed numerical simulations,
this time with a 2-D VOF technique for drops with a continuous input of
water to their base. They found a recirculation zone behind the
drop/rivulet, with pressure drag being the main force causing shedding.
They observed that sometimes the drops would breakup, but did not
investigate this thoroughly. They also found that multiple drops could
coalesce, and that this led to easier shedding due to the larger drop
size/increased channel blockage. Similar to Theodorakakos et al.24 they
found that smaller drops required a larger air velocity for shedding. As a
caveat on the results of Zhu et al.17, it appears that they did not properly
account for contact angle hysteresis in their model, which would explain
their incongruous results for drops not connected to a continuous input of
water.

Golpaygan and Ashgriz have also studied drop breakup with a 2-D VOF
technique for drops with pinned contact lines on a gas diffusion
membrane10. They found that drops would assume an equilibrium shape if
air velocity was low enough, and that drops would breakup at higher air
velocities. They considered the effects of fluid properties on the threshold
for breakup, but since they pinned the contact line of their drops in all
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cases, they could not determine at what point the drop would start to run
back before/after breakup.

Experimentally, Theodorakakos et al.24 have given phenomenological
evidence of blow off, reporting that drops ‘flew’ off the gas diffusion
membrane they considered, and confirming that the same result occurred
with their VOF model.

Bico et al. and Njifenju et al.6,25 also presented work in conferences
looking at runback, finding that drop speed increases with air velocity
(with drop speed on the order of 10-4 times lower than air velocity. They
also found a roughly linear relation between the capillary number based
on drop speed and the Weber number based on air velocity.

So runback, breakup, and blow off/(re)entrainment seem to be largely
untouched areas for research. They are therefore open, but it has been
decided that the wiser course is to gain a firm grasp on the fundamental,
and still largely unexplored/unexplained, area of incipient motion before
investigating more advanced aspects of shedding.

As such, runback,

breakup, blow off, and (re)entrainment are not fields of study for this
thesis.
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1.2.5 Summary
Summarizing Sections 1.2.3-1.2.4, for the interaction of sessile drops with
a cross flow, oscillation, incipient motion, runback, breakup, and
(re)entrainment are all largely open topics. Since incipient motion is the
fundamental point leading to all subsequent shedding behaviours, it has
been chosen as the main topic of this thesis. Oscillation has been chosen as
a secondary topic because it is an area in which fundamental knowledge
can be gained, and as it can have an effect on shedding. Also, oscillations
can be researched with the same data collected for shedding tests. Air has
been chosen as the cross flowing fluid because it is more common in the
applications of interest. External flow has been chosen since it is less
researched than channel flow.

1.3 Goals of this Thesis
Considering the state of present knowledge, and the open fields chosen for
study, the goals of this thesis are to:
1) Understand the relation between drop size and critical airflow at
the point of incipient motion for different liquid-solid systems
under laminar airflow.
2) Gain fundamental knowledge regarding the individual effects of
drag and adhesion forces acting on sessile drops in a cross flow by
measuring each.
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3) Investigate the scarcely studied field of sessile drop oscillations in
cross flow and how these oscillations increase or decrease the ease
of shedding.

1.4 Principal Methodologies
Wishing to study incipient motion in its purest form, we choose to study
individually placed sessile drops. This avoids complications due to wake
interactions between multiple drops. The point of incipient motion is
determined by slowly increasing the air velocity until the drop has moved
210 µm downstream along the surface. A slow increase in velocity has been
shown24 to allow for the precise identification of the critical air velocity for
incipient motion without undesirable dynamic effects, while the distance
of 210 µm was chosen as a suitably small but still discernable distance
signaling the onset of motion.

A wind tunnel was used as the experimental apparatus. High speed optical
monitoring of the drop is the main measurement technique, along with
image processing, a pitot static tube to monitor airspeed, and a floating
element wall shear sensor to measure forces on the drop. Experimental
apparati are discussed in more detail in the following chapters.

Understanding that shedding and oscillation are controlled by fluid
properties
hydrophobic

and

surface

surfaces,

hydrophobicity,
as

well

as

smooth

rough

hydrophilic

etched

and

and

coated
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superhydrophobic surfaces were tested. Two different fluids (water and
hexadecane) were used to form drops, to investigate the effects of surface
tension, density, and viscosity. A range of drop volumes were used to test
the relation between drop size and critical air velocity for incipient motion.
Analysis of results has been informed by considering and balancing basic
equations for drag and adhesion forces, as well as first principles models
for constrained drop oscillation.

1.5 Outline of Remaining Thesis Chapters
This thesis is presented in ‘Mixed-Paper’ format. Chapter 2 is a published
paper, while Chapters 3-5 are draft manuscripts that will be submitted for
publication in peer reviewed journals. For readers of this thesis who wish
to also read the peer reviewed publications, they will be listed with Milne,
A. J. B., and Amirfazli, A. as authors on all papers, and titles will be similar
to the chapter headings.

Chapter 2 contains an investigation of the critical air velocity necessary to
shed sessile drops by cross flowing air, considering the effects of contact
angle and surface tension and finding a normalized curve to explain
behavior on multiple systems. It also investigates the differences between
contact angles seen in a cross flowing air test compared to a tilted plate or
quasistatic advancing/receding test.
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Chapters 3 and 4 relate to the measurement of drag force on sessile drops.
Chapter 3 introduces the novel measurement technique that was
developed, based on a floating element wall shear sensor, combined with a
differential drag measurement technique. The specifics of sensor design,
and the challenges addressed in implementing the technique in a low
speed wind tunnel are discussed.

Chapter 4 presents the first ever

measurements of drag force on sessile drops in cross flow and considers
their implications on adhesion and shedding. Chapter 4 also shows the
non-dimensionalization of the drag versus airspeed curve, finding
similarities to and differences from standard drag curves for solid bodies
which are hypothesized to relate to the oscillating drop coupling with the
wake to increase drag.

Chapter 5 begins with a preface considering the effects (or rather, lack of
effect) of external tunnel vibrations on the cross flow induced shedding of
sessile drops. Further analyzing the drop oscillation results, it was found
that there were misunderstandings and gaps in the literature. As such,
Chapter 5 presents a unifying framework for drop/bubble oscillation and
reviews the literature with an eye toward what models exist to understand
drop oscillations. It also uses full profile oscillation analysis to identify the
frequencies and mode shapes of sessile drop oscillations. It then combines
the newly generated data with collected literature data, giving a wider
range of contact angles, and allowing for multiple literature models to be
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tested for their ability to account for the effects of contact angle on sessile
drop oscillation.

Chapter 6 summarizes the thesis and presents conclusions regarding the
oscillation and incipient motion of sessile drops in a cross flow. It also
suggests future studies that can be performed, including further liquids
and solid surfaces that could be tested, and experiments that could be
performed, to better understand nuances of sessile drop shedding and
oscillation in a cross flow. Other tests using the floating element
differential drag measurement technique are also discussed.

Following Chapter 6, the Appendix gives details of experimental methods,
etc. not fully discussed in previous chapters, including, e.g., illustrative
images from the image processing routines used, and annotated image of
the wind tunnel. Letters of permission for copyrighted material (used in
Chapters 4 and 5) are also contained in the Appendix.
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Chapter 2: Drop shedding by cross flow for
hydrophilic to superhydrophobic surfacesa
2.1 Introduction
When a drop rests (is sessile) on a substrate and is exposed to airflow, the
drop will be shed (move) if the adhesion force of the drop to the surface is
overcome by the external drag forces on the drop. The point at which the
drop starts to move is referred to as the point of incipient motion and after
this the drop is said to undergo runback (i.e., move downstream along the
surface). The adhesion to (or mobility of) a drop on a surface is controlled
by surface tension, contact angle, and contact line shape/size (broadly
speaking, the wetting characteristics). Sometimes wetting characteristics
from one type of test (e.g. simple advancing contact angle tests, or usually
quasi-static advancing and receding experiments) are used in application
to other setups (such as shedding by tilted plate or airflow). As will be
discussed in this paper, this is not always suitable for airflow shedding, as
others have pointed out for tilted surfaces1,2. The drag forces on the drop
are based upon air velocity, and upon drop area/shape (both functions of
contact angle), so both adhesion and drag forces are dependent on wetting
characteristics.

a

A version of this chapter has been published. Milne, A. J. B.; Amirfazli, A. “Drop Shedding by
Shear Flow for Hydrophilic to Superhydrophobic Surfaces”, Langmuir 2009, 25, 14155–14164.
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Shedding of sessile drops by airflow has many applications, including but
not limited to the avoidance of airfoil icing/efficiency of wind turbines3,4,
and water management in fuel cells5,6. The more general case of drop
shedding by fluid flow also has applications to enhanced oil recovery7,8 and
cleaning9. The results of this study will be most applicable to the first three
examples given. The results could also be applied to driers, condensers,
pesticide use and medical aerosols. Since limited experimental insight into
the fundamentals of drop shedding by airflow exists in the literature, as a
first attempt this study aims to elucidate the underlying parameters that
influence drop shedding. Specifically missing in the literature is a study of
drop shedding from superhydrophobic surfaces (SHS). SHS have shown
promise in promoting drop shedding (e.g. on tilted surfaces) and this issue
will also be investigated in the presence of cross flowing air.

Considering the many applications, numerous attempts have been made at
numerical/analytical modeling of drop shedding by fluid flow. Models
have progressed from the deformation of drops with fixed contact line10,
up to models involving, e.g., runback (flow) of the drop along the surface1114,

drop breakup and re-entrainment11,13 , and oscillation of the drop12,13.

The models put forth above are advanced, but lacking is experimental data
for basic understanding of the phenomena, as well as validation and
calibration of the models. Also, the models are often limited to lower
Reynolds numbers and other simplifications (e.g. simplified flow fields,
two dimensional simulations, small density differences between drop and
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surrounding fluid). Finally, all are performed considering a single system
of fluid and solid, so a systematic study of the effects of liquid and solid is
needed. This is especially important since as noted above, both adhesion
and drag depend on contact angles and drop area/shape (each functions of
contact angles, i.e. wettability).

In terms of experimental studies, the work of Mahé et al.7 is of note as one
of the early studies. In this work, they found critical shear rates for the
detachment of various oil drops by water flow, but the study was largely
phenomenological. It also cannot be directly applied to this study since the
cross flowing liquid was water rather than air in the present case. More
recently, interest in fuel cells, and the concomitant requirements of
managing the water produced by them, has increased. This has led to
several papers examining (with experiments and models) shedding of
drops placed on a fuel cell gas diffusion membrane with small channel
geometries. However, the knowledge is incomplete. For example, one
reference15 is an observational study, giving locations of drop creation and
growth, without data on necessary airflow to shed. Zhang et al., 2006 does
present information on the critical airflow for a given drop diameter6. Two
works16,17 are similar, and provide critical flow rates, but the models do not
match results well. This is likely due to the assumption made that the fully
developed flow upstream of the drop remains intact over the drop in a
channel with a high blockage ratio. Also, one work16 uses a poor model of
adhesion that assumes a circular contact line and a stepwise distribution
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with the advancing and receding contact angle on the downstream and
upstream halves, respectively. As an improvement, the other17 introduces a
linear distribution, but still assumes a circular contact line. Finally, both
works16,17 neglect the shear stress that exists on the side walls of the
control volumes used to develop the models. Theodorakakos et al., 2006
has found good comparison between a CFD model and experimental
results18, but it would be difficult to develop separate models for multiple
systems and multiple drop volumes at higher Reynolds numbers.
Additionally, the computation cost of running CFD for all of these would
likely be prohibitive. Minor 2007 gave criteria for drop shedding and also
measured internal velocities in the drop5. However, the range of volumes
was limited, and the internal velocity measurements were far from the
interface.

As a reminder, all of the above experimental works on fuel cells only
looked at a single type of surface (gas diffusion membrane). Thus, they
have examined only a limited range of surface hydrophobicities. Further,
the adhesion to a porous membrane surface such as a gas diffusion
membrane would be expected to differ from a solid surface since water can
penetrate into a porous surface. Also, the channel flow geometry used in
fuel cell work may result in different aerodynamic forces than would be
found in external flow. Thus more work is needed examining drop
shedding from solid surfaces of differing hydrophobicities, and also for
drops exposed to external (instead of channel) flow.
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White and Schmucker3 studied external flow over a system of water on
smooth aluminum, finding the critical runback volume for three different
turbulent air velocities. They performed advanced aerodynamic analysis,
but did not consider wetting and adhesion in great depth. They only
studied a single system. Bico et al. presented19 an examination of both
aerodynamic and adhesion characteristics for water on a RainX® (water
repelling) coated surface. They studied volumes from 3-500 µl, finding
that above 100 µl the critical air velocity and runback behavior was
independent of volume. Over a small range of drop volumes (~10-30 µl),
they found that a critical Weber number (constant for the range of
volumes) was the criteria for drop shedding (incipient motion). Note that
here, incipient motion is defined as the instant motion of the drop
downstream, which is different than the meaning that White and
Schmucker put forth3 (i.e. a runback of the drop for a short distance,
followed by a stop).

The understanding provided by the above studies is somewhat sporadic
and narrow in scope. Missing is a systematic investigation of the criteria
for drop shedding (runback) for a variety of systems for a large range of
drop volumes. Such a study would give fundamental experimental
knowledge on drop shedding and be useful to modelers. Especially, given
that contact angle is an important parameter, surfaces with different
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hydrophobicities should be compared, and the use of SHS to promote drop
shedding should be investigated.

Thus, we present here results and analysis for the shedding of water drops
from hydrophilic poly(methyl methacrylate) PMMA, hydrophobic Teflon,
and superhydrophobic Teflon coated etched aluminum, as well as
shedding of hexadecane drops from Teflon. Drops ranged in volume from
0.5 to 100 µl. The goal of this work is not a detailed study of the fluid
mechanics of drop shedding, but instead to use fundamental fluid
mechanics principles in conjunction with fundamental wetting and
adhesion principles to perform a first encompassing examination of the
problem. In the pages that follow, a theoretical formulation for incipient
motion/runback is first developed, followed by a description of the
experimental setup and procedure. Following this, results are discussed
and analyzed to show the influence of adhesion/drop mobility on
shedding. The special behavior of SHS is explained, and normalization of
the results to self-similar curves is performed. Finally, airflow tests are
compared to tilted plate experiments and quasi-static advancing and
receding tests on the same systems to examine drop shape and contact
angles between test types. The differences found impact drop adhesion
calculations and the implications of this are stressed.
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2.2 Scaling Analysis
The aim below is to develop a theoretical understanding that can be used
to investigate drop shedding by cross flowing air. In order to do this, one
must use experimentally accessible parameters such as upstream velocity,
and measurements of the drop (such as contact base length, height, and
cross sectional area) in the undeformed (quiescent) condition. Thus we use
these parameters to derive our formulation. The exception to this
statement is in the measurement of contact angles. As will be shown in the
discussion, it is necessary that the measurement of contact angle be
performed at or after the threshold for drop runback.

As stated in the introduction, shedding by airflow is controlled by the
balance of adhesion and drag forces. The adhesion force of the drop is
controlled by surface tension, contact angles, and the shape and length of
the contact line20. Specifically, the force is the integration of the surface
tension acting in the direction of the local contact angle around the three
phase contact line. This issue is discussed in more detail in our recent
study20, where it is shown that the force of adhesion (Fadh) for the drop is
given by:
L

Fadh = −γ ∫ cosθ (l )cosψ (l ) ⋅ dl

Equation 2-1

0

with γ being the surface tension, dl runs from 0 at the downstream contact
point of the contact line counter-clockwise around the length of the
contact line, L. The function ψ(l) describes the distribution of the angle
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between the unit normal of the contact line in the plane of the solid surface
and the unit vector pointing in the upstream direction. Meanwhile, θ(l)
describes the distribution of the contact angle around the contact line. The
contact angle is assumed to vary from a maximum value at the
downstream end of the drop to a minimum value at the upstream end.
This distribution impacts the force of adhesion and points to the
importance of using measures of drop mobility in predicting shedding,
rather than simply relying on repellency/hydrophobicity (measures of the
advancing contact angle).

It is difficult to determine ψ(l) and θ(l) terms in Equation 2-1 for this
study, both because it is a dynamic experiment and because the drop
profile is observed from a fixed perspective normal to the airflow. As such,
one can only observe and measure minimum (θmin) and maximum (θmax)
contact angles at upstream and downstream locations, respectively.
Therefore, to make progress in the formulation, a parameter, k, is
introduced (similar to Furmidge’s21 model) to partly account for the
distribution of the contact angle, θ(l). The factor k (effectively a fitting
parameter), along with the length of the drop base as viewed in profile
(Lb), also partially captures the shape of the non-circular contact line ψ(l)
integrated along L in Equation 2-1. Considering this, Equation 2-2 can be
derived as a simplified model of adhesion:
Fadh = k ⋅ Lb ⋅ γ ⋅ (cos θ min − cos θ max )

Equation 2-2
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Whereas Equation 2-2 requires the use of a parameter, k, it provides a
tractable solution for our purposes. It is important to note that the general
form of Equation 2-1 would hold both for a drop being shed by airflow and
a drop being shed by gravity in a tilted plate experiment.

Potential

differences in the value of Fadh would come about based on the shape of
the contact line, ψ(l), and the distribution of the contact angle, θ(l)
between airflow and tilted plate experiments. Considering that k is meant
to account for ψ(l) and θ(l), airflow and tilted plate experiments could also
be expected to result in different k’s.

For a drop exposed to airflow, assuming that there are no net body forces
on the drop (gravity being balanced by normal surface reaction force, and
no other body forces), the only forces acting to shed the drop are
aerodynamic skin and pressure drags. These can be captured using the
drag coefficient at the point of incipient motion (CDcritb) as:
2
Fdrag = 1 ⋅ ρ ⋅ U up ⋅ A ⋅ CD crit
2

Equation 2-3

where ρ is the density of air, Uup is the upstream air velocity, and A is the
frontal area of the deformed drop (here represented by the measurement
of the side area of the un-deformed drop, which is axisymmetric). The
area, A, and perhaps CDcrit, will depend on contact angles since different
contact angles will lead to different drop shapes. Thus, the hydrophobicity

b

As a note, in the original publication, the symbol CD rather than CDcrit was used. It will likewise
be used through the rest of this chapter to indicate the coefficient drag at the critical air velocity
for incipient motion, while in subsequent chapters it will refer more generally to the coefficient of
drag as it varies with air velocity/Reynolds number.
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of the surface controls both the adhesion and drag characteristics of drop
shedding by airflow.

It is plausible that there is viscous dissipation within the drop, but
neglecting this for now, the drop will be shed (run back) when the drag
force (increasing with airflow) equals the adhesion force (a force, like
solid-solid friction, which increases to a point to prevent motion).
Equating Equations 2-2 and 2-3 and re-arranging, results in:

U crit =

2 ⋅ k ⋅ Lb ⋅ γ ⋅ (cos θ min − cosθ max )
ρ ⋅ A ⋅ C Dcrit

Equation 2-4

From Equation 2-4, one can see that for smaller drops (corresponding to
larger (A/Lb)1/2), a larger critical air velocity, U crit , is expected. Further,
one sees that the critical air velocity for incipient motion should depend
upon Lb and the contact angle distribution (i.e. it should depend on the
mobility of the drop).

Equation 2-4 would be a linear function of (Lb/A)1/2 if CDcrit and k(cosθmincosθmax) were constant for a given system. However, whereas observations
show that (cosθmin-cosθmax) remains constant with volume, for a given
system (see Table 2-1), there is no guarantee that k, or especially CDcrit
does so. Thus, the ratio of k/CDcrit is viewed as a variable. It is assumed
that if k changes, it only depends on the changes in drop shape as size
changes. At the time of original publication of this section, no literature
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data could be found for CD of drops on surfaces for any Reynolds number,
nor for solid caps in the Reynolds number range of this study (see Chapter
4 for such measurements on drops). Based on the literature available for
solid hemispheres on a surface, the drops in this study (with Reynolds
numbers ranging from 2900 to 3500) are below the critical Reynolds
number of <~5104 for the turbulent drag crisis22. Also, based on a 2-D
analysis23, hemicylinder results follow the same trends for cylinders in a
free stream up to a Reynolds number of 400, where CD begins to settle to a
constant value. At the time of original publication of this section, it was
therefore hypothesized that the drops are in the range for which CD is
constant with respect to Reynolds number, and further hypothesized that
any changes in CDcrit with volume should only be due to changing drop
shapec. Therefore both k and CD should depend only on drop shape. Since
drop shape changes with drop size, it is hypothesized that Ucrit should be a
(perhaps non-linear) function of (Lb/A)1/2. This is because (Lb/A)1/2 is both
a variable in Equation 2-4 and a variable describing drop size.

c

The first hypothesis proved false (see Chapter 4), while the second (that CD should change with
drop volume) proved correct.
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Table 2-1: Comparison of maximum and minimum contact angles for airflow and tilted
plate induced shedding tests, as well as advancing and receding contact angle measurements
performed by quasi-static volume increase/decrease of a drop sessile on a smooth, flat, level
substrate of the same material as airflow/tilted plate tests. Values were seen to apply for all
drop volumes.

Air Flow

66.7

Average
Standard Min/Rec
Deviation Contact Angle
(degrees) (degrees)
HD-Teflon
1.5
53.6

Tilted Plate

63.9

1.3

Quasi-Static

68.7

0.4

Air Flow

Average
Max/Adv
Contact Angle
(degrees)

54.1

Standard
Deviation
(degrees)

θmax-θmin or
Contact
Angle
Hysteresis
(Degrees)

3.3

13.1

1.5

9.8

0.3

6.6

76.3

62.1
Water-PMMA
3.3
53.1

3.8

23.2

Tilted Plate

71.4

2.3

2.2

18.8

Quasi-Static

73.6

0.7

Air Flow

52.6

1.3

15.4

124.3

58.2
Water-Teflon
0.7
108.2

3.4

16.1

Tilted Plate

124.2

1.4

110.2

2.4

14

Quasi-Static

126.0

0.6

1.0

14.8

Air Flow

161.4

111.2
Water-SHS
0.8
129.8

8.9

31.6

Tilted Plate

164.4

1.6

144.4

5.5

20

Quasi-Static

160.5

2.0

154.9

2.0

5.6

2.3 Experimental Methods and Setup
2.3.1 Wind Tunnel Tests
Experiments were performed in the 215.9 mm by 469.9 mm test section of
a low-speed wind tunnel capable of 0-30 m/s flowd. Set into this section is

d

An annotated picture of the setup is contained in Appendix A.1.
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a symmetric, level streamlined body with a front section in the shape of a
semiellipse (major axis 68.58 mm, minor axis 34.29 mm) (see Figure 2-1),
followed by a flat section of 50.8 mm length into which the surface under
test is mounted flush. The back of the body tapers at 19º to prevent flow
separation and ensure a complication-free flow where the drop was placed.
Use of tell tales on the surface of the body have confirmed that no flow
separation occurs on the body.

Figure 2-1: Side view schematic of wind tunnel with detail image of streamlined body used
for tests of drop shedding by a cross flow, a) fan, b) working section (469.9mm (h) x
927.1mm (l) x 215.9 mm (d)), c) drop on surface mounted in streamlined body, h, d) pitot
tube, e) screen, f) flow straighteners, g) airflow, h) stream lined body and detail image of
same. All linear dimensions in mm. Cut out through center of body allows access for
inserting and removing surface sample and adjusting it to maintain flush top surface.
Camera view is into the page and light is mounted behind the tunnel pointing out of the
page.

A Phantom v4.3 high speed camera (Vision Research Inc.) operating at
100 frames per second captured images of the drop in side view through a
set of telecentric Navitar lenses (part numbers 1-50694, 1-50993, 1-62831
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and 1-6010, Navitar Inc.) operating at a magnification of 0.56. This
magnification resulted in a resolution of 42 µm/pixel. The drop is backlit
by a cold diffuse light source and upstream velocity is measured by a pitotstatic tube upstream of the body connected to a pressure transducer
(Setra, 0-5 inH2O range) that is connected to a DAQ board (National
Instruments).

For each test: a background image without the drop was taken; a drop was
placed manually on a dry surface using a digital micropipette (Fisher
Scientific); and data acquisition was initiated (acquiring timed traces of
voltage from the pressure transducer, and voltage across the camera
trigger switch during the test). While capturing images, the airflow was
slowly and uniformly increased until drop movement was observed.

2.3.2 Boundary Layer and Reynolds Number
Calculations
For the maximum flow speed possible (30 m/s), the Reynolds number for
the body at the location of drop placement (approximately 10 cm
downstream of the leading edge) is ~2105, well below the Reynolds
number for turbulent transition of either a flat plate or a cylinder in a free
stream. Thus, we surmise that the drop is exposed to a laminar boundary
layer. The drop Reynolds number based on upstream velocity and drop
diameter is on the order of 3000. The assumed boundary layer
characteristics have been calculated based on the results Schlichting
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presented24 for laminar flow over a cylinder. The major and minor axis of
the front section of the body have been averaged and taken as the radius
for boundary layer calculation. The drop is placed on the surface just after
the semielliptical front section and so the results for the front half of a
cylinder have been calculated. Based upon these calculations, and
measurements determined from image analysis, the drop height ranged
from approximately 0.9 to 2.5 times the boundary layer height. Thus the
drop is exposed to both the boundary layer and the free stream above the
streamlined body.

2.3.3 Surface Preparation and Liquid Types
Three different surfaces and two liquids were used in tests. Teflon surfaces
were prepared by taking a glass microscope slide as received, dicing it to
size, and cleaning it thoroughly with ethanol and acetone. Approximately
200 µl of Teflon solution (5:1 v:v FC-75 (3-M):Teflon AF (Dupont)) was
pipetted onto the surface and spread using a spin coater. The surface was
then placed under vacuum for at least one hour to drive off solvent, leaving
a Teflon film. PMMA surfaces were prepared the same way, except the
solution was 1% w:w of PMMA dissolved in dry toluene. Confocal Scanning
Microscope (Zeiss, magnification 100x, line profile 150 µm length) images
give measures of the average roughnesse of both smooth surfaces to be Ra

e

The average roughness (Ra) values presented here are a correction to the erroneous values
reported in the original work (see footnote ‘a’ for reference). The erroneous values reported
previously (0.016 µm for smooth glass and 0.589 µm for etched aluminum) were due to a
miscalibration of the machine by its manufacturer, but do not affect analysis since the corrected
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= 0.063 µm. The SHS was prepared using an in-house recipe as follows:
Aluminum (6061-T6, Aircraft Spruce and Specialty Co., Corona, CA) was
cleaned

thoroughly

with

ethanol

and

acetone,

and

etched

for

approximately 1.5 minutes in a 36% solution of hydrochloric acid in deionized (DI) water. The aluminum surface was then removed from the
acid, quenched in a beaker of DI water, rinsed thoroughly in DI water, and
dried in a clean dry nitrogen stream. The surface was then coated with
Teflon in the same way as the glass slide described above. This process
resulted in a rough microtexture and superhydrophobic behavior of the
surface with water. Confocal Scanning Microscope images analyzed in the
same way give measures of the average roughness of the SHS to be Ra =
3.244 µm, significantly rougher than the smooth surfaces.

Two liquids were tested on the three surfaces described above.
Hexadecane (Sigma Aldrich) was taken as received and tested on Teflon
coated glass (this system is labeled as HD-Teflon). DI water was tested on
PMMA coated glass, Teflon coated glass, and the superhydrophobic
surface. The three water systems are labeled water-PMMA, water-Teflon,
and water-SHS, respectively.

Drops of volumes 0.5, 2.1, 3.8, 13, 30, 58, and 100 µl were tested for each
system, with additional tests of 1 µl drops on water-PMMA and water-

results still show that the etched superhydrophobic aluminum surface is significantly rougher than
the coated glass surfaces.
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Teflon. At least 3 tests of a given drop volume were performed for each
system, with suitable repeatability seen. The exception to this was the 0.5
µl drop on water-SHS, due to the great difficulty in placing such a small
drop on a SHS, only one test was performed.

2.3.4 Post Processing and Analysis
The Drop Snake program25 was used to find downstream (θmax) and
upstream (θmin) contact angles for images of the moving drops after the
point of incipient motion (see Figure 2-2). From the high speed video and
the pressure trace, time resolved data on drop shape, drop oscillations,
drop base length and critical air velocity for shedding were determined
using an image processing routine developed by students (including the
thesis author and several summer students) in the Surface Engineering
and Instrumentation Lab at the University of Alberta. The routine was
coded in Matlab and performed image registration, inversion, background
subtraction, edge finding (using the Sobel algorithm), and boundary
tracingf. From the traced boundary, the position of the upstream and
downstream contact points (see Figure 2-2) can be plotted as a function of
time (see Figure 2-3). The air velocity (taken from the pressure trace using
Bernoulli’s equation) was synchronized to the position measurement by
means of a trigger switch closure, which was recorded by both the DAQ
and the camera. From the combined time trace of drop contact point

f

Illustrative images from the processing routine are contained in Appendix A.2.
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positions and air velocity, the critical air velocity can be determined as
illustrated in Figure 2-3 and discussed below.

Figure 2-2: Typical progression of drop deformation and motion (airflow right to left) – all
drops 100 µl in volume; each column represents a given system of liquid-solid as listed above
the column. Upstream and downstream contact points, baselength (Lb), Area (A), θmax and
θmin labeled for water-Teflon. Initially axisymmetric drop (1st row, quiescent conditions)
deforms as air velocity increases (2nd row). At the critical air velocity the point of incipient
motion has been reached (3rd row) and runback commences (4th row).
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Figure 2-3: Typical test result – water-Teflon – 0.5 µl. Horizontal lines denote 42 and 210 µm
(i.e. 1 and 5 pixels, respectively) displacements of both upstream and downstream points
from their position for quiescent conditions. Labeled point ‘a’ marks time that upstream
contact point passes 42 µm threshold, ‘b’ marks slightly later time that downstream contact
point passes 42 µm threshold and is thus taken as the time for incipient motion of 42 µm
drop displacement. Likewise, ‘c’ and ‘d’ mark times for upstream and downstream contact
points to cross 210 µm threshold, respectively. Points ‘c’ and ‘d’ mark approximately the
same time, taken as the time for incipient motion of 210 µm drop displacement.

2.4 Experimental Results and Discussion
Typical pictures of 100 µl drops are shown in Figure 2-2, along with a
schematic showing values such as contact angle and baselength used in
the formulation developed in Section 2.2. Smaller volume drops also
deformed into similar shapes as those shown depending on the system.
The slight differences seen in drop shape and drop size changes may have
an effect on k and CD values as discussed in Section 2.2 and Section 2.4.3.
It can be seen in Figure 2-2 that for all the drops, the initially
axisymmetric drop (1st row, quiescent conditions) deforms into a
streamlined shape for the two lower contact angle systems (HD-Teflon,
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water-PMMA), and into deformed spheroids for the higher contact angle
systems (water-Teflon, water-SHS) as air velocity increases (2nd row). At
the critical air velocity the point of incipient motion has been reached (3rd
row) and runback commences (4th row).

2.4.1 Typical Test Results for Incipient Motion
A typical example of the processed results of a single test is shown in
Figure 2-3. In this test the air velocity was increased relatively uniformly
from 0 to 18 m/s over the course of several seconds. The position of the
upstream and downstream contact points (see Figure 2-2) on the contact
line (determined by the Matlab code) is plotted on the same time scale.
The horizontal lines represent the thresholds for 42 and 210 µm
displacements (1 and 5 pixels) of the upstream and downstream points.
The critical air velocity for incipient motion was defined as the air velocity
measured when both the upstream and downstream contact point had
moved a prescribed distance downstream. In general, this threshold was
crossed by both upstream and downstream contact points at similar times
(within 0.05 - 0.55 s), however using the temporal resolution of the high
speed camera, the instance of shedding was selected when the latter of the
contact points crossed the threshold. Prescribed distances of 42 and 210
µm were used initially (1 and 5 pixels based on optical magnification) to
investigate the effect of this choice on results. After the test was stopped,
the drop was observed to generally continue traveling downstream until it
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reached the end of the test surface (approximately 25 mm), so runback of
the drop occurred after the point of incipient motion.

Figure 2-4, shows the results of shedding tests for a range of drop volumes
of hexadecane on Teflon. Graphs for the other system show the same
trend. All the data supports the observation based on Equation 2-4 that
critical air velocity should increase with decreasing volume. Further,
Figure 2-4 also shows that the results for the two markers of incipient
motion (i.e. 42 and 210 µm (1 and 5 pixels) displacement) are very similar
in trend (again, this is the case for the other systems). Considering
questions regarding the ability to reliably distinguish one pixel of motion
from background noise, it was decided to use the 210 µm (5 pixels)
definition of incipient motion from this point forward in this paper.
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Figure 2-4: Typical results for critical air velocity for incipient motion versus volume for
HD-Teflon surface. Note that critical air velocity increases as volume decreases, and that the
results for the two definitions of incipient motion (1 and 5 pixels, (i.e. 42 and 210 µm,
respectively)) are similar in trend. Error bars denote one standard deviation; for larger
volumes, the error bars are smaller than the symbol size.

2.4.2 Effects of Adhesion on Shedding
Equation 2-4 suggests that critical air velocity should depend on adhesion.
That this is so can be seen in Figure 2-5 (HD-Teflon left off to simplify the
graph). Looking across volumes (dotted lines), cosθmin-cosθmax is constant
for a given system so that the data could be simplified to leave Lb on the
horizontal axis. Since Lb is simply a proxy of drop volume for a given
system, it gives similar curves to Figure 2-4. However, comparing the
three different systems in Figure 2-5 it is seen that for each volume (solid
lines), as Lb(cosθmin-cosθmax) decreases, so does the necessary air velocity
for drop shedding. The decrease in Lb(cosθmin-cosθmax) is related to the
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reduction in drop adhesion (see Equation 2-2) across the three systems.
This shows the important relation between adhesion and shedding, and
reinforces the idea that systems with greater mobility (lower adhesion)
shed drops more easily, with superhydrophobic surface shedding them

waterPMMA

most easily.
30

waterTeflon

20
waterSHS

Critical Air Velocity (m/s)

25

0.5 ul
2.1 ul
3.8 ul
13 ul
30 ul
58 ul
100 ul

15
10
5
0
0

0.0005

0.001
0.0015
L b • (cosθ min -cosθ max )

0.002

Figure 2-5: Critical air velocity for incipient motion versus Lb·(cosθmin-cosθmax) (a measure of
drop adhesion). Each symbol type denotes the three systems at a given volume, for all
volumes, critical air velocity increases with Lb·(cosθmin-cosθmax), for all volumes, the order of
the systems is water-SHS, water-Teflon, and water-PMMA from left to right, as labeled for
the 0.5 µl drops. Error bars denote one standard deviation; for larger volumes, the error
bars are smaller than the symbol size. Solid lines (given by cubic splines) guide the eye along
systems for a given volume; dashed lines (given by cubic splines) guide the eye along volumes
for a given system.

Regarding the meaning of adhesion and application of measured contact
angles, in the past, some researchers have associated repellency (high
advancing contact angle) with low adhesion. As an improvement, more
recently the trend has been to associate high contact angle hysteresis
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(CAH, advancing contact angle minus receding contact angle, defined
traditionally in a quasi-static measurement) with adhesion. In the case of
drop shedding by airflow it is not suitable to use CAH and instead (θmaxθmin) could be used. Considering this definition one would expect waterSHS to show high critical air velocities since it shows the highest (θmaxθmin) value of the four systems (see Table 2-1). However, water-SHS shows
the lowest critical air velocity for runback. This is due to the increased A
(increasing drag) and decreased Lb (in principle decreasing adhesion) of
the water drops on the SHS. Thus the factor Lb(cosθmin-cosθmax) is the
best readily accessible measure of ease of shedding. Considering the factor
Lb(cosθmin-cosθmax), one should note that Lb is itself a function of contact
angle and volume, so the wetting and adhesion characteristics of a system
play several important roles in shedding (runback) of drops by airflow.

Also in Figure 2-5, the data for water-SHS is seen to be flatter for
intermediate and large volumes (an increase of 35% between 100 µl and 13
µl) compared to the other systems that show a gradual increase for
decreasing volume (increases of 48% and 54% for water-Teflon and waterPMMA, respectively between 100 µl and 13 µl). The relative flatness of the
water-SHS data is due to the shift of the curve down and to the left in
Figure 2-5 as a consequence of the relationship between A and Lb, as will
be discussed in the next section, and does not hold at the lowest volumes.
For the range in which it holds, however, this result means that drops of
many different sizes (say in a cloud, or spray situation) would be expected
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to shed similarly, a useful simplification for both models and design
calculations. It is worth repeating here that A is measured in quiescent
conditions from a side view of the sessile drop. In such conditions the drop
is axisymmetric and the measurement gives a measure of the frontal area
of the drop.

2.4.3 Self Similarity of Results
Plotting the results for the four systems it is seen that all are non-linear
with respect to (Lb/A)1/2, confirming the observation made regarding
Equation 2-4 that k/CD changes with volume (specifically, that k/CD is
itself a non-linear function of (Lb/A)1/2). We consider that this variability
in k/CD is due to changes in drop shape with drop size (Section 2.2), due to
flattening of the drop by gravity. Since the ratio k/CD, the critical air
velocity and the drop size are related by Equation 2-4, the ratio cannot be
separately examined at this time. The present analysis will thus continue
using the experimental observation that the non-linearity introduced in
Equation 2-4 by the ratio k/CD can be captured using a fitting equation. As
shown in Figure 2-6 the relationship of critical air velocity to (Lb/A)1/2 is of
the exponential form given by Equation 2-5, meaning that the data appear
linear in the semi-log plot.

U = a ⋅e

L 
b⋅ b 
 A 

1 2

Equation 2-5
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Figure 2-6: Critical air velocity for incipient motion for HD-Teflon (squares), water-PMMA
(diamonds), water-SHS (triangles) and water-Teflon (circles). Error bars denote +/- one
standard deviation and are often small enough that they cannot be seen. Note that waterSHS shows the lowest values of (Lb/A)1/2 for the systems tested, reinforcing the arguments
presented earlier regarding the benefit of SHS over other surfaces for shedding.

The data presented in Figure 2-6 can be used to interpolate critical air
velocities for runback for drop volumes between those

tested.

Extrapolating the results to larger and smaller volumes is not
recommended.

At larger volumes (lower (Lb/A)1/2) a point would be

reached where the drop deforms under airflow into a sausage shape(19),
changing both drag and adhesion and therefore shedding. At smaller
volumes, the drop size would shrink and the drag would become
dominated by shear stress14, again changing the shedding behavior.

Figure 2-6 also demonstrates the particular benefit to shedding that SHS
provide. The water-SHS data points show the lowest (Lb/A)1/2 values, and
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the lowest critical air velocities for runback. The low (Lb/A)1/2 are due to
the superhydrophobic nature of the surface causing the water drops to
bead up, and leading to both decreased adhesion and increased drag. This
combination in turn leads to lower critical air velocities compared to the
other systems.

The data for the three water systems in Figure 2-6 can be fit by three
equations (each with different parameters) of the type given by Equation
2-5. However, by normalizing the results from Figure 2-6 the versatility of
the fitting can be increased. Normalizing by the critical airflow velocity
and (Lb/A)1/2 for the largest drop, the curves collapse into one master
curve as shown in Figure 2-7. Normalization with respect to other drop
volumes (i.e. largest drop versus smallest drop) yields the same self similar
outcome. A similar curve can also be generated using the inverse square
root of the drop height or the inverse sixth root of drop volume as the
controlling parameter, since these are both proxy measurements of
(Lb/A)1/2.
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Figure 2-7: Normalized critical air velocity versus normalized (Lb/A)1/2 for the three water
systems tested. Normalized in the same manner, some previous results(3),(18) fall within the
band of the other water systems, whereas others19 do not (left off graph for clarity).
Exponential fits are displayed for each system (see Table 2-2). Grey band denotes the range
of values given by taking the average of the fitting parameters for water on the three
surfaces +/- one standard deviation of the fitting parameters for water on the three surfaces
(average and standard deviation given in Table 2-2) and results for HD-Teflon deviate from
this band. Error bars left off this graph for clarity.

The fitting coefficients from the curves in Figure 2-7 are given in Table
2-2. The fitting coefficients for HD-Teflon are also included; but this data
was omitted from Figure 2-7 for clarity since it does not collapse onto the
master curve for water systems. HD-Teflon data will be dealt with in
Section 2.4.4. The low standard deviations of the mean parameters for the
water data show that, when normalized, all the systems tested with water
show similar results. The average of these parameters is used in Figure 2-7
to draw the grey band showing the range of values for water on the three
systems tested. As noted above, the average curve should not be
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extrapolated back to its intersect (a value) since this would correspond to
very large drop volumes. Similarly, extrapolation to small volumes is also
questionable (see Section 2.4.2). The value of b on the other hand
describes how normalized Ucrit changes with normalized (Lb/A)1/2,
describing therefore the non-linearity of critical air velocity with (Lb/A)1/2.

Table 2-2: Parameters for Equation 2-5 of normalized critical air velocity versus normalized
(Lb/A)1/2 for the four systems tested. R2 values are goodness of fit measures for the
exponential fit.

System Tested HD-Teflon

WaterPMMA
a (m/s)
0.1448
0.2373
1/2
b (m )
1.9542
1.4606
R2
0.999
0.989
Average
+/standard a
deviation for three water b
systems

WaterWaterTeflon
SHS
0.25
0.2532
1.3852
1.4612
0.989
0.980
0.2468 +/- 0.0084
1.4609 +/- 0.0437

The use of the average parameters in Table 2-2 greatly simplifies the
prediction of shedding behavior for water drops on a wide range of
surfaces due to the self similarity of the systems. For any surface on which
water

contact

angles

are

between

those

on

PMMA

and

the

superhydrophobic aluminum (i.e. ~ 76º to 161º advancing and ~ 53º to
130º receding), one could perform tests for airflow induced shedding at a
single volume (say, 100 µl), and with confidence extrapolate the results to
volumes ranging down to 0.5 µl. Only the undisturbed drop shape at a
given untested volume would be needed to calculate the critical airflow at
that volume. The undisturbed drop shape is itself just a function of contact
angle, drop size, and gravity, and can be calculated by solving Laplace’s
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equation using a program such as that described elsewhere26. Thus again
the importance of the wetting characteristics of a system are shown, as
they will control both the undisturbed drop shape and the normalizing air
velocity (see Figure 2-5). Thus wetting parameters determine how the
normalized curve of Figure 2-7 is transformed to the behavior for a specific
system. Specifically, it determines if the curve is transformed into one with
a long, flat tail such as that for water-SHS or into one with an increase in
critical air velocity across all volumes such as that for water-PMMA (see
Figure 2-5). Figure 2-7 also reinforces the importance of wetting
characteristics on drop shedding by showing a somewhat universal
dependence of critical air velocity on the parameter (Lb/A)1/2.

In support of the above comments regarding the self similarity of the water
systems, the results from White and Schmucker3 have also been plotted on
Figure 2-7. From their stated process of calculating drop height using the
spherical cap assumption, drop volume, and from this, Lb and A values,
can be calculated. Normalizing the results by dividing by the Ucrit and
(Lb/A)1/2 values for the largest drop, the results3 for water on smooth
aluminum (θ = 70 +/- 5) fall within the same band for the three water
systems tested here. The results in that reference3 are for a turbulent flow,
rather than the laminar flow presented here. This suggests that the self
similarity arguments presented above may have application to turbulent
flow systems as well. Also, in that work3 tests were conducted at a number
of set air velocities, placing drops of increasing volume on the surface and
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observing the critical volume for runback. The results of their process
compare well with our converse process of placing drops of a specified
volume on a surface and increasing air velocity. This insensitivity of results
to the method of conducting tests suggests that both methods are
investigating the fundamental process of incipient motion/runback.
Speaking to our results, we have observed that if air velocity is increased at
a high rate (~ 10 m/s2), drop shedding is affected. It is therefore important
if following the protocol in this paper to increase air velocity over the
course of many seconds (~ 0.5 m/s2). The results of Theodorakakos et al.18
and Bico et al.19 have also been compared to Figure 2-7. The results of
Theodorakakos et al.18 (for water drops on a proton exchange membrane
with in channel flow) match relatively well, while those of Bico et al.19 do
not. It is difficult to tell from the conference presentation slides19 how
exactly tests were conducted, so no attempt is made to explain this
discrepancy.

2.4.4 Extension of Self Similarity Arguments to
Systems with Different Liquids
Table 2-1 and Figure 2-2 show that HD-Teflon and water-PMMA have
similar but not identical drop shapes and contact angles. This is also
supported by Figure 2-8, which shows that over the range of volumes
tested, HD-Teflon and water-PMMA have similar values for a variety of
measures of drop shape such as drop height, baselength, aspect ratio and
the ratio (Lb/A)1/2. Considering this, one can assume that the two systems
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would have similar k and CD values. Thus, drag forces will be similar, and
adhesion forces (see Equation 2-2) will depend only on surface tension
values for hexadecane versus water and on the slightly different value of
cosθmin-cosθmax. Considering this, and referring to Equation 2-4, the
critical air velocity for the two systems should differ by a simple
multiplicative factor, MF, as shown in Equation 2-6:

U HD −Teflon
U water − PMMA

Base Length or Drop Height (mm)

12

=

γ HD −Teflon ⋅ (cos θ min − cos θ max )HD −Teflon

γ water − PMMA ⋅ (cos θ min − cos θ max )water − PMMA
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Base Length HD
Base Length PMMA
Drop Height HD
Drop Height PMMA
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Aspect Ratio PMMA
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Figure 2-8: Various drop size and shape parameters versus volume for HD-Teflon (closed
symbols) and water-PMMA (open symbols). Size and shape parameters are similar for the
two systems over the range of volumes shown. Standard deviations have been omitted
because they fit within the symbol size.

Taking contact angle values from Table 2-1 and using surface tensions for
water and hexadecane of 72.8 and 27.47 mJ/m2, respectively, Equation 2-
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6 gives a factor of 0.452. Applying this factor to the results for water on

Critical Air Velocity (m/s)

PMMA produces Figure 2-9.
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difference in contact angles
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Figure 2-9: Critical air velocity versus (Lb/A)1/2 for HD-Teflon and water-PMMA, as well as
results of applying multiplicative factor to water-PMMA results to correct for differences in
surface tension and cosθmin-cosθmax between the two systems. Grey band denotes the range of
values given by Table 2-2 after applying the same multiplicative factor as was applied to
water-PMMA results to correct for differences in surface tension and cosθmin-cosθmax. Error
bars denote +/- one standard deviation and are often small enough that they cannot be seen.

Figure 2-9 shows that multiplication by the corrective factor given by
Equation 2-6 (in this case, 0.452) has brought the results for the two
systems closer together. The differences still seen between the shifted
values for water-PMMA versus HD-Teflon in Figure 2-9 are likely due to
the slight variations in drop shape (see Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-8). The
success of using the multiplicative factor to generalize results from one
system to another allows one to conceptualize how hexadecane would
behave on a surface for which it showed high contact angles (say, one like
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or better than the surface reported on by Chen et al.27 for which advancing
and receding contact angles with hexadecane were 140º and 125º,
respectively). Applying the same idea of a multiplicative factor to the
results for water-SHS, one can conceptualize the airflow induced shedding
behavior of hexadecane on a surface such as that described by Chen et al.27
to be as shown in Figure 2-10.
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Figure 2-10: Fitted critical air velocity for water on SHS and predicted critical air velocity of
hexadecane on a superlyophobic surface for which advancing and receding contact angles
are very high such as for the surface of Chen et al.27.

Figure 2-10 shows that one would expect hexadecane drops, when exposed
to airflow, to shed very easily from a surface with very high contact angles.
Combining this technique of applying a multiplicative factor with the self
similar results shown in Figure 2-7 increases the utility of the equations
presented here since first order predictions can be performed for a wide
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range of systems, instead of only focusing on systems of water drops on
various surfaces.

2.4.5 Drop Shape and Contact Angle Variation
Between Test Types
ElSherbini and Jacobi28 suggested that no difference exists between
contact angles measured in a standard advancing/receding test and the
maximum and minimum contact angles taken by a drop as it is shed from
a tilted plate by gravity. Other researchers1,2 have argued to the contrary
that the style of testing (advancing/receding versus tilted plane) does
make a difference in contact angle measurements. To investigate this in
the context of airflow induced shedding, presented below is a comparative
discussion of contact angles found via airflow shedding, tilted plate
shedding, and traditional quasi-static advancing/receding tests for the
four systems presented in this paper.

Immediately after drop movement, contact angle measurements were
made using side view images. Though difficult to show in the static
pictures of Figure 2-2, the top part of the drops oscillated in the airflow
(though the contact line position remained fixed). Larger oscillations were
seen for larger drops, and for water compared to hexadecane. This
observation conforms to the predictions of Thoroddsen29, relating the
natural frequency of drop vibration to density, surface tension, and drop
size.
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Since the contact angles varied within a range due to the oscillation,
several representative images were analyzed to give average values of the
contact angles. The measured contact angles are shown in Table 2-1. Also
in Table 2-1 are values of maximum and minimum contact angle measured
in tilted plate experiments similar to previous ‘placed from above then
tilted’ tests2, and quasi-static advancing and receding contact angle data.
The advancing and receding data for hexadecane and water on Teflon are
taken from literature30. Advancing and receding contact angle were
measured in the usual way (i.e. profile analysis of drops sessile on a flat
level surface by the quasi-static addition or reduction of volume through a
small hole drilled in the surface30).

It can be seen in Table 2-1 that the maximum/advancing contact angles
are relatively similar, considering the standard deviation, for all three tests
for a given system. On the other hand, minimum contact angles are usually
similar for airflow versus tilted plate tests, but are not necessarily similar
to the receding contact angle measured by quasi-static volume reduction
(the traditional way of measuring advancing and receding contact angles).
This supports the observations made previously1,2, that transferring
contact angle information amongst various applications is not in general
permitted and suggests that care must be taken in applying the results of a
quasi-static advancing and receding test to other situations. Further,
examining the last column of Table 2-1 it is seen that the difference
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between θmax and θmin for air flow experiments seems larger than that for
tilted plate experiments. This suggests that the method of forcing the drop
(surface applied drag forces for airflow tests versus body applied
gravitational force for tilted plate tests) can have an impact on the
distribution of contact angles around the drop (which would change θ(l) in
Equation 2-1, and therefore k in Equation 2-2). This would mean that the
adhesion force of a drop in an airflow experiment could be different from
that of a drop in a tilted plate experiment. This is contrary to the finding of
Bico et al.19, and means that contact angles obtained from one type of test
should be used with care (or not at all) in modeling the behavior of
another test type.

2.5 Conclusions
Shedding of sessile drops by laminar airflow has been investigated for
hexadecane on Teflon, as well as water on PMMA, Teflon, and
superhydrophobic surfaces. Drops ranged in volume from 0.5 to 100 µl.
For the range of volumes tested, the contact angles were not seen to
change significantly for a given system.

Wetting properties are seen to have a major influence on drop shedding by
airflow. Specifically, they affect drop adhesion and cross sectional area
(and therefore drag). Adhesion is seen to be an especially strong
influencing parameter of shedding, with the lowest adhesion (highest
mobility) SHS showing the lowest critical air velocities for shedding of the
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systems tested. The water-SHS system also shows a uniform critical air
velocity over a range of volumes, meaning that in situations where
multiple drop sizes will be present (e.g. clouds or sprays) the shedding
behavior can be assumed to be constant. This is understood as a
manifestation of the wetting characteristics of the SHS (i.e. Lb and A).

For a given system, critical air velocity is well fit by an exponential relation
with (Lb/A)1/2 (both measured for the undeformed drop), meaning that
k/CD is a non-linear function of (Lb/A)1/2. Critical air velocity data for
water drops on any of the three surfaces can be collapsed to self similar
curves. With a corrective factor based on the ratio of surface tensions and
a function of contact angles, the results for hexadecane can be matched to
water results relatively well. Together with the self similar curves, this
further increases the predictive power of the presented results to systems
involving non-aqueous pure liquid.

The self similar curves match external turbulent flow shedding and
laminar channel flow shedding results of other researchers. This shows
that the method of testing (increasing air velocity for a set volume versus
increasing volume for a set air velocity), does not affect results. It further
suggests that shedding behavior may be independent of flow conditions,
meaning that the predictive powers of the normalized results may be
applicable to other flow conditions.
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Finally, contact angle measurements have been compared between air flow
shedding

tests,

tilted

plate

shedding

tests,

and

quasi-static

advancing/receding tests. It was found that the three test types result in
different contact angles, and therefore different measures of adhesion.
Therefore, it is suggested that models for drop shedding should always use
contact angles measured using a suitable experimental methodology (i.e.
one that mimics the expected model conditions).
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Chapter 3: A floating element differential drag
system to measure the force of drag on sessile
drops in cross flowing airg
3.1 Introduction
The interaction of sessile (wall constrained) drops or bubbles with a cross flow is
ubiquitous in nature, with applications to, e.g., airfoil icing, fuel cell flooding,
enhanced oil recovery, froth floatation, condensers, visibility through glass in
rainy conditions, pesticide use, and fluid manipulation in reduced gravity1–8. In
essence, it is important anywhere a discrete fluid phase is in contact with a solid
and in relative motion with a dispersed fluid phase. The interaction can
accelerate evaporation/dissolution, induce internal motion and mixing, drive
oscillation, or cause the drop/bubble to shed (be blown along or off the surface or
be broken into smaller drops/bubbles). Internal circulation, oscillation and
shedding are the result of the drag force of the flow over the drop/bubble.
Circulation is set up by shear (and perhaps pressure) forces5. Oscillation results
from a flutter like instability9 (see Chapter 5). Shedding occurs when drag forces
(based on drop shape, velocity, and drop/air properties) overcome the adhesion
force of the drop to the surface (based on drop shape/contact angle and surface
tension)1–7.

g

A version of this chapter will be published, with co-authors A. J. B. Milne, B. Fleck, A. Amirfazli. B.
Fleck and A. Amirfazli acted as supervisors, making the thesis author the main contributing author in terms
of data collection, reduction, analysis, and writeup.
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Given the importance of the drag force, it surprisingly has never been explicitly
measured. The measurement is challenging due to the small magnitude of the
force (on the order of tens of microNewtons) and the signal's variance in time due
to drop oscillation. It is also challenging due to difficulties in measuring force on
an object (such as a drop/bubble) which is lightly adhered to a surface, but free to
deform and move on the surface if contact angle hysteresis can be overcome.
Unlike a solid body, for a drop there is ‘nothing to attach to’, one cannot fix a drag
balance to a drop, nor can one measure pressure distribution across its surface by
means of pressure taps. So, in this chapter, we present a technique giving the first
measurements of drag on sessile drops under airflow. We first discuss the limited
preexisting related works and the requirements of a measurement device
designed to measure drag force of weakly adhered bodies such as sessile drops.
We then detail our design based on a novel combination of the floating element
technique and the concept of differential drag measurements. The unique
challenges of adapting the floating element technique for this work are then
discussed. Finally, proof of concept is given by showing raw measurements of
drag versus airspeed for drops of varying sizes on both a hydrophilic and a
hydrophobic surface.

To the best of our knowledge our technique is novel, and while we focus on sessile
drops due to our previous work on the topic1, it can easily be extended to bubbles,
and to drag measurements for other deformable and/or movable objects loosely
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adhered to a surface (such as, e.g., vesicles, foams, bacterial/biofilms, and
granular deposits such as dust or snow).

3.2 Previous Studies
Njifenju et al. presented on sessile drops in a cross flow in 20097. They
considered a sessile drop on a vertical plate, balancing the downhill component of
gravity with an uphill component of drag force due to air flowing up the plate.
This gives measurements (reported only as Cd ≈ 0.22) of use in applications such
as windshields, where gravitational and drag forces both act to move the drop.
However, expanding the results to other cases is difficult because the opposing
forces of gravity and drag act to compress the drop, changing its shape and
therefore the drag force acting upon it. The opposing forces also make the role of
drop adhesion uncertain, since it is possible that drag and gravity could balance
with or without some contribution of adhesion force. Drop shape would also be
changed by the compressing effects of drag and gravity, affecting adhesion force.
Further,

the

gravitational

component

shifts

the

bulk

of

the

drop

downhill/upwind, as shown in Figure 3-1a. This is contrary to the drop shapes
normally seen for drops on a more horizontal surface (Figure 3-1b), meaning a
change in drag force.
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a

b

Figure 3-1: Showing drop shape and pertinent drag, adhesion, and gravitational forces affecting
drops on a) a tilted surface with air flowing up the plate, and b) a level surface with air flowing along
the surface. Note the difference in drop shape with respect to the direction of air flow.

Njifenju et al. also reported only a single value of drag coefficient, while it is
expected to vary with airspeed (see Figure 7.2 of Clift et al.10). Finally, the work of
Njifenju et al. considered only a single system of liquid and solid (silicone oil on a
fluoropolymer coated glass surface), i.e. they only considered a single set of drop
contact angles. Contact angle is defined as the angle between the base of the drop
and the tangent of the liquid-vapour interface at the three-phase contact line
where liquid, vapour, and solid meet. Advancing, or maximum, contact angle (θa
or θmax) is observed where the contact line is advancing across the surface, and
receding, or minimum, contact angle (θr or θmin) vice versa. Contact angle and
drop shape are interrelated and affect drag, and the difference between advancing
and receding contact angles (contact angle hysteresis, CAH), or more precisely
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the difference in their cosines, affects drop adhesion to the surface11 (determining
the drag force necessary to overcome adhesion and shed the drop1). For Njifenju
et al.7, θa =55° and θr = 47°, indicating drops shapes well less than a hemisphere,
with relatively low CAH.

Große et al. have used micropillars to measure wall shear, and have also
examined the drag force of small bubbles attached to the end of a micropillar12.
This technique is limited to near-wall, rather than on-wall measurements, and
further limited in that higher flow velocities would introduce flow disturbances
due to the presence of the pillar. Also, sessile drop drag measurements should be
conducted in a way which allows the drop to deform along the surface, with its
contact line moving from the quiescent circular shape as the drop adopts shapes
maximizing adhesion force in opposition to drag. This precludes the use of
micropillar techniques since the limited extents of the pillar top would pin the
drop edges.

Aside from the above, Muthanna et al. have measured drag force on
microparticles attached to AFM cantilevers13. However, to replicate common
conditions, sessile drop drag measurements must be performed on a substrate
which is largely continuous and flat around the drop to avoid flow disturbances.
This precludes AFM measurement techniques since the design and orientation of
the horizontal cantilever leaves relatively large and irregular gaps around the
cantilever. The installation of an AFM in a well-conditioned wind tunnel is also
challenging. Finally, the cantilever technique would also not allow drops to
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deform freely on the tip of the catilever, similar to the restriction of micropillar
techniques.

Instead of measuring drag, one could attempt to measure adhesion, since
adhesion is a proxy measurement for drag up to (at at) the point of incipient
motion1. Adhesion force calculation requires a knowledge of the surface tension
and the three dimensional interface of the drop11. The deformation and
oscillation of the drop make this strategy more difficult for drops in cross flow
than for quiescent drops, but Schmucker and White have developed a speckle
shift technique for 3-D drop imaging and applied it to sessile drops in cross
flowing air14. However, they found that difficulties in finding the contact angles
(especially the advancing contact angle) lead to unavoidable errors in calculating
adhesion force. Further, their system is limited to a small range of contact angles
due to limits of the optical system to find speckle shift near the edges of the drop
for high and low contact angles. Altogether, this means that while they can find
qualitative trends for drop/contact line shape and contact angle distribution, they
can only confirm that adhesion force for drops in cross flowing air is in the same
order of magnitude as adhesion force for drops on a tilted plate without giving
specific values of force. They have also used their technique to confirm and
expand on the previous finding1 that drops shapes are different for tilted plate
versus cross flow shedding, indicating the importance of studying the latter
separately.
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Aside from experiments, there is also a dearth of models for sessile drop drag. No
general analytic results exist, as drop shape, oscillation, and internal flow
conspire to make the governing equations intractable for realistic choices of drop
shape/size and properties of the fluids. Numeric results are also currently
limited to simplified cases in terms of contact angle, low Reynolds numbers,
similar properties between the fluids etc6,15–19. The models that exist and those to
be developed also lack experimental data for comparison, a problem the
experimental technique we outline here can address.

3.3 Measurement System
To overcome the deficiencies in previous measurement efforts, we introduce here
a novel measurement system which relies on the floating element technique and
differential drag measurements.

The floating element technique is a long known technique for directly measuring
localized shear force on part of a surface. An element of the surface is allowed to
float (i.e. is mounted flush to, but separated by a gap from the rest of the surface)
and connected to a shear force measurement device. Floating element techniques
have commonly been used in the past to measure wall shear, generally in
turbulent boundary layers20–25. As such, researchers have worked toward
decreasing the size of the elements in order to improve spatial resolution,
whereas the present application requires a surface large enough to hold a typical
drop. Numerous works exist discussing variations of the technique, its benefits,
challenges and shortcomings26–35. Specifics of the measurement setup used in
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this work are discussed below, along with the challenges inherent in adapting the
floating element technique to incorporate differential drag measurement of a
deformable, movable drop.

The differential drag technique is a concept we have adapted from solid body
drag measurements. In the past, differential drag has commonly been used, e.g.,
to measure the drag on some solid body held in a free stream by a strut, by taking
a reference measurement of drag on the strut by itself, and a composite system
measurement of drag on the strut and the body combined, with the drag on the
body being the difference between the two (accounting for some interference drag
caused by the mutual interference of the strut on the flow over the body, and vice
versa)36–39.

For drag measurements on sessile drops, we take a reference measurement over
the floating element surface without any drop present, and a composite system
measurement of the same surface with a sessile drop on it. As illustrated in
Figure 3-2, the difference between the two measurements (corrected by the
relative areas of the surface exposed during the two measurements and
neglecting interference drag for simplicity) gives an estimate of the force of drag
on the drop alone. To our understanding, this is the first time that differential
drag measurements have been made using a floating element as the reference to
measure the drag on adhering particles such as sessile drops.
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a

b

c

Figure 3-2: A schematic of the floating element sensor (not to scale) showing: a) no deflection in
quiescent conditions, b) some deflection under airflow due to the force, F1, which corresponds to wall
shear with the drop absent, and c) some greater deflection under airflow with the drop present due to
the force, F2, which corresponds to drop drag, wall shear over the uncovered portion of the sensor,
and any interference effects (assumed negligible). The force of drag on the drop (Fdrop) is thus the
difference between F2 and F1, accounting for the contact area of the drop.

The sensor used for this work is based on a single vertical cantilever shear force
sensor—custom manufactured by Novatech Measurements Limited, St Leonards
on Sea, UK—based on their F301 model low range stylus shear loadcell. It
consists of a slim flexible metal cantilever, ~ 20 mm long, ~0.5 mm wide, and
~2.5 mm thick, with a rigid plastic beam of length ~140 mm and diameter ~8
mm attached to its top to provide a mechanical advantage to increase sensitivity.
The cantilever is instrumented with a full Wheatstone micro strain gauge bridge
circuit, excited and read by a custom circuit (Mantracourt Electronics Ltd.,
Exeter, UK). As constructed, it can measure forces linearly in the range of +/~20 mN with a resolution of 1 µN, and was calibrated by the manufacturer using
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dead weights. The sensor is enclosed in a protective outer cylinder, limiting its
range to +/- ~12 mN. The outer cylinder also shrouds the system from drag along
its length, confirmed in wind tunnel tests with the cylinder exposed and the tip of
the sensor shrouded. A schematic of the sensor and its installation is shown in
Figure 3-3

Figure 3-3: Schematic of the sensor (not to scale) showing: a) thin flexible metal beam,
clacantilevered at its base (instrumented by full Wheatstone bridge, not shown), b) rigid plastic beam
providing mechanical advantage, c) 9 mm diameter surface installed for testing, mounted flush and
with a 1 mm clearance from, d) The walls of the streamlined body installed in the wind tunnel (see
previous literature1 for details of streamlined body). Sensor is sealed from external environment via
e) a solid enclosure sealed to the top wall of the streamlined body with two o-rings at the point of
entry by the sensor casing.

Surfaces of 9 mm radius were attached to the top of the sensor shaft, with the
sensor mounted vertically through a symmetric, streamlined body, which in turn
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is mounted in a laminar 0-30 m/s suckdown wind tunnel of 215.9 mm x 469.9
mm working section. The wind tunnel and streamlined body are described in
detail elsewhere1, with two pertinent differences noted in this paper. One such
difference is that a hole was drilled through the bottom of the streamlined body
to accommodate the sensor, and that the top of the streamlined body was
modified to contain a 10 mm radius hole. The sensor was mounted so the 9 mm
radius surface was flush with the flat, level portion of the streamlined body
around it, and double o-ring seals were used to prevent infiltration of outside air
past the sensor. Contrary to the usual goal (for wall shear measurements) of
minimizing element size to improve spatial resolution, the surface was set at 9
mm radius to allow sufficient area for drops to be placed atop the surface such
that their three phase contact lines were far from the edge of the surface (leaving
the drops free to deform/move, signaling the onset of shedding and simulating
the general conditions for sessile drops in a cross flow). The 1 mm gap between
the surface and the streamlined body limits the gap's impact on the external flow
field, while allowing a sufficient range for the sensor of +/- ~1 mN, without
changing its resolution.

As constructed, and with a typical surface of, e.g., 2 mm thick glass attached to its
tip, the sensor had a resonant frequency of ~5 Hz, and a settling time on the
order of minutes. The settling time of the as-manufactured sensor resulted in too
noisy a signal when operated in the wind tunnel. To correct this, the space
between the sensor’s outer protective cylinder shell and inner shaft was filled
with silicone oil. Silicone oils of different viscosities were tested; a 10 cSt oil
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(Sigma-Aldrich) was settled on as it provided a sufficiently reduced settling time
(on the order of a second) without decreasing the natural frequency noticeably.
Given the low natural frequency of the sensor, time resolved measurements of the
variation in force due to drop oscillation are not possible, and this paper will
generally report results measured at 20 Hz, and bin averaged to give a 2 Hz
measurement rate.

3.4 Preliminary Testing
Preliminary tests with the sensor (both un-damped and damped with silicone oil)
installed in the tunnel gave unexpected results in that the sensor moved
upstream with increasing airflow. Drops were still shed downstream, confirming
that the bulk flow was in the downstream direction, and the sensor gave positive
differential drag measurements, (i.e. giving negative readings of force for
reference tests of the surface alone, and less negative readings for composite
system tests with the drop present). Several possible causes27,33 of such an
incongruous result were considered, including a recirculation zone over the
surface, leaks from the ambient into the tunnel past the gap around the surface,
inequality in the gap thickness around the surface, failure to mount the surface
flush to the streamlined body, and failure to level the surface. Oil streak
visualization confirmed that surface velocities were in the downstream direction,
eliminating consideration of recirculation. The sensor was sealed from ambient
pressure (confirmed by the absence of bubbles arising in the silicon oil filling the
interior of the sensor, and over filled to cover the o-rings), which precluded either
ambient pressure effects or secondary flows caused thereby. Misalignment was
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ruled out by purposefully biasing the sensor position to leave larger or smaller
gaps at various azimuthal positions without effect. Likewise, purposefully
mounting the sensor so that the surface was either sunk into or projected from
the streamlined body gave no effect. The effects of levelness were ruled out by
rotating

the

surface

and/or

sensor

such

that

any

non-level

mounting/imperfections would change their location and effect.

The negative force readings were ultimately determined to be due to an adverse
pressure gradient along the streamlined body's surface31. The blockage caused by
the streamlined body causes acceleration of the air flow near the surface at the
nose of the streamlined body. This higher momentum is diffused upward as the
flow attempts to equilibrate as it flows down the body. The diffusion away from
the surface leads to a deceleration near the surface in the direction of flow, as
shown previously for flow over ellipsoidal cylinders40,41, generally at or before the
point of maximum cross sectional width. This deceleration leads to an increase in
pressure (see Figure 8.5 of White40 or Chapter 10c and d of Schlichting41. This
effect was confirmed with pressure taps located near the floating element, but
laterally displaced ~32 mm, and spaced ~15 mm apart, also shown in Figure 3-4.
An adverse pressure gradient of ~100 Pa was measured over 15 mm at ~27 m/s
airspeed (see Figure 3-5) using the pressure taps. This gradient would cause a
pressure force on the side walls of the sensor, and also cause a secondary flow
under the sensor27, as shown in Figure 3-6. Disconnecting the sensor shaft from
the surface, and fixing the surface in place, the secondary flow over the shaft of
the sensor alone was found to cause a force of ~ -300 µN at ~27 m/s. This, along
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with pressure forces and secondary flow shear forces on the underside of the
sensor surface could easily overwhelm the expected drop drag force (and
composite measure of wall shear and sessile drop drag) on the order of 10-200
µN.

Figure 3-4: Schematic (not to scale) explaining adverse pressure gradient over sensor installed in
wind tunnel showing: a) outer shell of sensor penetrating floor of wind tunnel, b) surface mounted
flush in streamlined body, c) pressure taps used to measure pressure gradient, and d) nose of
streamlined body which causes blockage effect and accelerates the flow over the nose. The
deceleration of this flow as it travels down the body leads to an adverse pressure gradient.

a

b

Figure 3-5: Pressure gradients measured a) without and b) with the side walls angled to correct the
flow as shown in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-6: Schematic (not to scale) showing how an adverse pressure gradient can cause negative
(upwind directed) forces on the sensor. The gradient would apply a pressure force to the edges of the
surface (not shown) and also set up a secondary flow under the surface. This flow would cause shear
and pressure drag forces on the underside of the surface as well as over the shaft of the sensor.

While differential drag measurements still gave positive drags on the drop, it was
deemed desirable to remove the adverse pressure gradient since the secondary
flow could theoretically re-enter the main flow through the gap upstream of the
sensor and change the flow over the drop. To remove the adverse pressure
gradient, the side walls of the tunnel over the streamlined body were modified
(the second of two pertinent modifications compared to the previous setup1) to
give them an inward tilt of ~5 degrees each as shown in Figure 3-7. This
contraction counteracted the surface deceleration (confirmed by measuring a
favorable pressure gradient of ~10-20 Pa over 15 mm at ~27 m/s airspeed, as
shown in Figure 3-5). Given that the drops tested typically shed at much lower
airspeeds1, this result was considered acceptable, especially considering that the
differential drag measurement technique relies upon relative, rather than
absolute, measures of drag. The tunnel, with the modified angled walls, was
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characterized by means of a pitot tube trace with measurement locations varying
vertically from 1 cm above the streamlined body to near the roof of the tunnel,
and laterally from the centerline to approximately 5.7 cm. The pitot trace
indicated that the flow was largely two-dimensional, varying with height but not
varying greatly with lateral location as shown in Figure 3-8. With angled walls,
the sensor read positive force values near to the predicted values for a flat plate
section, and higher positive forces with the drop present, as discussed below.

Angled wall

Original wall

Figure 3-7: Schematic showing the angling of one of the tunnel side walls over the working section of
the wind tunnel to counteract the adverse pressure gradient caused by flow deceleration along the
surface due to boundary layer development. The other angled side wall, original wall/roof of tunnel,
and the upstream and downstream portions of the wind tunnel are hidden for the sake of clarity.
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Distance from Surface of
Streamlined Body (cm)

Uup=5m/s Uup=10m/s Uup=15m/s Uup=20m/s Uup=25m/s

Air Velocity (m/s)
Figure 3-8: Results of pitot tube trace showing two-dimensionality of air velocities around the drop.
The horizontal bars shown at heights 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 cm show the variation in air velocity as
position varies from the center line to approximately 5.7 cm lateral displacement. Labels above each
curve correspond to the air velocity measured upstream of the streamlined body, abscissa shows air
velocities measured above streamlined surface at the streamwise location of drop placement, but
laterally displaced several centimeters. Air velocities reported in Chapters 3 and 4 as U∞ were taken
at 1 cm above the streamlined body’s surface. The lowest measurements reported in this graph were
taken at 1 cm above the surface of the streamlined body, meaning this graph does not show the
boundary layer.

3.5 Proof of Concept
To prove the utility of the sensor to measure drag force on sessile drops in a cross
flow, a series of tests were performed. This section describes the experimental
setup of these tests, then discusses the use of the sensor in making wall shear
(reference) measurements as well as system measurements leading to
measurements of drag on sessile drops.
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3.5.1 Experimental Setup
Proof of concept tests were performed for drops of water on PMMA-coated glass
(denoted ‘PMMA’ in this chapter), and Teflon-coated glass (denoted ‘Teflon’).
This gives different values of contact angle for the drops (and therefore different
drop shapes), with average downstream (advancing side) and upstream (receding
side) contact angles of1 θwater-PMMA_Downstream/θwater-PMMA_Upstream = 76.3°/53.1°,
θwater-Teflon_Downstream/θwater-Teflon_Upstream = 124.3°/108.2°. Drops of 100, 58, 30, 13,
4, and 2 µl were tested to find the limits of resolution of the sensor.

Considering the size of drops and the air velocities at which they shed, the flat
plate Reynolds number at the location of the sensor and drop was less than or
equal to 2x105, suggesting laminar flow. The Reynolds number based on free
stream air velocity and drop spherical cap radius was less than or equal to 2000,
again suggesting that flow over the drop would start in a laminar state, though
likely with a destabilized wake. Air velocity was measured by pitot tubes, and the
values reported in this section were taken with a tube mounted 1 cm above the
sample at the same location as the drop, but displaced laterally by several
centimeters. Tests were recorded by a Phantom v4.3 high speed camera (Vision
Research, Wayne, NJ), operating at 200 fps and recording each drop and its
surrounding at a resolution of 42 µm/pixel.

3.5.2 Reference Measurements
Before each set of sessile drop shedding tests on a given surface, reference
measurements must be made of the force measured by the sensor without any
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drop placed on it. Figure 3-9 shows the power law fit of the aggregated results of
several of these reference measurements for the water-Teflon tests, with the error
bars in the graph indicating the highest and lowest extent of individual reference
measurements. The individual reference measurement results are shown in
Appendix A.3. It is seen that the actual dependence on air velocity is quite similar
to the flat plate shear drag (also shown in Figure 3-9), given by the formula
presented as Equation 7.25 by White40:
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Equation 3-1

where x is the distance measured along the streamlined body from its nose to the
location of drop placement, and r substrate

is the radius of the floating element

surface under the drop (i.e 9 mm).

The discrepancies between Equation 3-1 and the composite fit shown in Figure
3-9 are likely due to the fact that the sensor is not, in fact, installed in a flat plate.
The overall good agreement indicates that the floating element wall shear sensor
is working correctly to measure the reference force of air shear on the installed
surface. It also suggests that the floating element is not unduly affecting the flow
over the streamlined body. The other tests showed similar reference
measurements. Variations within the error bars of Figure 3-9 (corresponding to
the variation between individual runs as shown in Appendix A.3) are likely due to
misalignments of the sensor for individual tests27. Their net result should be
insignificant, however, since the differential drag measurement technique will be
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exposed to similar deviations for both the reference and composite
measurements.

Further,

composite

system

tests

are

unlikely

to

pass

approximately 10 m/s, based on the critical air velocity for shedding of most
drops (see previous works1, as well as Chapters 2 and 4).
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Figure 3-9: Power law fit of force measured by the floating element shear sensor (without drop
present) versus airspeed measured 1 cm above surface for the composite results of five different
reference tests. Also included is the expected force for flat plate drag theory. Error bars denote the
highest and lowest extent of individual reference measurements, with the individual reference
measurements show in Appendix A.3.

3.5.3 Introduction Effects
Before considering composite system force measurements, the introduction of
the tilted walls and the sensor was also investigated for its effects on the critical
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airflow for incipient motion (i.e. for the onset of shedding). The critical airflow
was measured in the same way as previously1. Briefly, using image processing
techniques, high speed videos of the drop can be analyzed to determine the frame
showing incipient motion (defined as motion of at least 210 µm of the upwind
and downwind contact points of the drop on the surface). Synchronized
measurements of airspeed give the corresponding critical airspeed for incipient
motion, which can be averaged between repetitions for a given volume of drop
and liquid-solid system. Figure 3-10 shows results for the present tests with tilted
side walls and the sensor installed for both systems, along with results for the
same system taken without the side walls tilted and without the sensor installed1
(i.e. with an immobile surface in the location of the drop, with no gap in the
streamlined body).

As can be seen, the critical air velocities for incipient motion are similar in trend
for the two cases, with a general bias toward lower velocities for shedding for the
present tilted-wall case. This is likely due to the positive pressure gradient that
the walls introduce, and indicate that direct comparisons of, e.g., velocity
between the previous and present experiments should be done with caution. The
similarity in trend and magnitude, however, indicates that the tilted side walls
and sensor do not introduce unacceptable changes to the drop shedding behavior.
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Figure 3-10: Critical air velocity for incipient motion of sessile drops in a cross flow versus drop
volume for both systems, for the tests presented in this paper, and tests conducted previously1
without the floating element differential drag sensor or tilted wind tunnel side walls installed. Error
bars denote one standard deviation.

Since the trends for the present tests are similar to those seen previously, the
same observations can be made1. First, larger drops are shed more easily. It is
also seen that higher surface hydrophobicity lead to easier shedding of drops.
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3.5.4 Composite System Measurement, Uncertainty
Estimation, and Drag Measurements
Confident that the floating element sensor can measure wall shear in the absence
of drops, and that drops are shed at similar air speeds compared to previous
tests1, it remains to consider composite systems measurements. Figure 3-11
shows representative reference and composite force measurements for both
surfaces at the highest and lowest volumes tested. The composite signal is
generally higher than the reference signal in all cases, all intermediate volumes
showed signals in between the ranges shown in Figure 3-11.

Figure 3-11: Representative reference (no drop) and composite system (drop plus surface)
measurements versus air velocity for a 2 and 100 µl drops of water on PMMA and Teflon.
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As stated above, the composite system measurement is generally noticeably
higher than the reference measurement for both the largest and smallest volumes
tested on both hydrophobic (Teflon) and hydrophilic (PMMA) surfaces. At lower
air velocities, there is an uncertainty in measurement as reference and composite
measurements are similar. However, it is known that the drops experience zero
force and zero velocity, and a measurable force at some sufficiently high velocity,
so the precise dependence of force on air velocity in the intermediate range is not
of great consequence. As seen in Figure 3-11, the range of air velocities for which
this uncertainty exists depends on the system and volume, with the smallest
drops of water on PMMA displaying the largest uncertainty range (from 0 m/s to
≤ ~10 m/s) and the largest drops of water on Teflon displaying the smallest range
(from 0 m/s to ≤ ~1.5 m/s). Outside of this range of uncertainty, larger drops,
which present more area to the flow, show larger signal differences, while smaller
drops show smaller differences. It can also be seen that drops on Teflon, which
adopt a more spherical shape and therefore present more of a blunt face to the
flow, experience larger forces at any given airspeed compared to water on PMMA.
As a note, the composite system measurements in Figure 3-11 terminate at
different values of air velocity, with each termination corresponding roughly to
the point at which the drop began to shed and at which point the test was
stopped.

With drag signals clearly distinguishable, questions remain as to the resolution
and error inherent in the measurements. The sensor, as constructed, has a
precision of 1µN if used in a vibration free environment. A floating element in a
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wind tunnel obviously does not provide such an environment, so the resolution of
the measurement system is limited by the uncertainty due to vibrational noise.
Assuming a Gaussian distribution of noise, the standard deviations for reference
and composite systems measurements are, on average, ~8.95 and ~4.49 µN,
respectively. Since reference and composite systems are subtracted in the
differential drag technique, the combined standard deviation is determined to be
10.01 µN by the standard process of taking the square root of the summed
squared standard deviations. This indicates that the 1 µN resolution of the sensor
is overwhelmed by an approximately 10 times higher standard deviation in
measurements. Regardless, a 10 µN uncertainty is sufficient for determining the
drag forces on sessile drops.

With the precision and uncertainty determined for the sensor, accuracy is now
considered. Here, a comparison to expected values of the drag force to shed drops
will be made to test the sensor’s accuracy. For differential drag calculations, the
power law fit of the reference signals in Figure 3-11, corrected for the area of the
surface covered by the drop and evaluated at each value of airspeed, is subtracted
from the composite system measurement. This assumes, for the sake of simplicity
at this time, negligible interference drag (changes in drag due to the mutual
interference of the drop and surface on the flow over each other) in the composite
signal.

The point of incipient motion is determined from the high speed video, after
which the calculations of differential drag force, taken at a lower sampling rate,
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can be interpolated to determine the force required for shedding (interpolation,
rather than extrapolation, can be used since the motion of the drop is quite minor
about the point of incipient motion). Figure 3-12 shows averaged drag force for
each volume and system along with the gravitation force needed to overcome the
adhesion of a drop on a tilted plate for the same systems and similar volume
ranges1 without airflow present. It can be seen that the forces measured by the
floating element differential drag sensor are of a similar magnitude to the
expected adhesion force. Some differences are seen in the exact values of force,
and in the way force changes with volume, but this is expected based on previous
work1,14 that has seen that drop shape (and therefore adhesion and drag forces)
are different between cross flow and gravity shed drops. The differences are
examined in more detail in Appendix A.4, but nevertheless, the excellent
agreement in order of magnitude between the measurement of drag forces on
sessile drops in cross flow and the gravitational force for tilted plate experiments
indicates that the sensor is measuring drag with good accuracy, and that the
assumption of negligible interference drag is reasonable at this time.
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Figure 3-12: Force to shed a drop versus drop volume for the two systems tested. Diamond symbols
show air drag measured in the present work, while squares are the gravitational force needed to shed
a drop from a tilted plate measured previously for the same systems1. Error bars denote one
standard deviation.
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3.6 Summary
A novel measurement technique has been developed, based on differential drag
measurements taken with a floating element shear sensor that is modified to
allow for the placement of sessile drops on its surface element. Due to the long
settling time of the high sensitivity cantilever, the sensor was damped with
silicone oil. Initial tests read negative values of force for the reference (drop
absent) measurement, and less negative values for the composite system (drop on
surface) measurement. Recirculation zones, leaks, and other causes were ruled
out and the source of the negative readings was found to be an adverse pressure
gradient along the surface, causing a secondary flow underneath it and along the
sensor shaft, as well as pressure forces along the surface’s edge. The adverse
pressure gradient was removed by modifying the side walls of the tunnel to
prevent the flow from decelerating over the sensor surface, leading the sensor to
read positive values. The modifications were seen not to greatly affect the
shedding of drops by cross flowing air.

Initial tests show that the floating element sensor does not appreciably alter the
flow around the sessile drops placed on top of it. Reference measurements give
forces close to the prediction for flat plate drag, and composite system
measurements show a clear increase in signal for drops of 2 and 100 µl of water
on hydrophilic PMMA and hydrophobic Teflon coated glass. The clear signal,
with a low uncertainty, permits the first direct measurements of the drag force on
sessile drops to be reported in this paper. The values of drag force to shed drops
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by a cross flow is shown to be of the same order of magnitude as the gravity force
to shed similar drops from tilted surfaces. This indicates that the floating element
differential drag sensor has good accuracy as well, and can be used to measure
the force of drag on sessile drops and other weakly surface adhered particles.
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Chapter 4: Measuring the force of drag on sessile
drops in cross flowing airh
4.1 Introduction
The interactions of sessile (wall constrained) drops or bubbles with an external
cross flow is important anywhere a discrete fluid phase is in contact with a solid
and in relative motion with a dispersed fluid phase. These interactions can
accelerate evaporation/dissolution, induce internal motion and mixing, drive
oscillation, or cause the drop/bubble to shed (be blown along or off the surface or
be broken into smaller drops/bubbles). As such, understanding of sessile
drop/cross flow interactions has applications to airfoil icing, fuel cell flooding,
enhanced oil recovery, froth floatation, condensers, visibility through glass in
rainy conditions, pesticide use, and fluid manipulation in reduced gravity, etc.1–8
Internal circulation, oscillation and shedding all depend in part on the drag force
experienced by the drops.

Surprisingly, drag force has not been well measured in literature. The sole
previous work measuring drag depended on balancing gravitation and drag
forces7 (which has the draw back of distorting drop shape and therefore drag (see
Chapter 3)). Alternatively, researchers have attempted to measure the full three
dimensional shape of the drop interface to determine adhesion force9 (a proxy of

h

A version of this chapter will be published, with co-authors A. J. B. Milne, B. Fleck, A. Amirfazli. B.
Fleck and A. Amirfazli acted as supervisors, making the thesis author the main contributing author in terms
of data collection, reduction, analysis, and writeup.
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drag force before the point of incipient motion that leads to drop shedding1) using
an innovative speckle shift technique. The current state of the art of the technique
is limited, however, to a small range of contact angles, and even within that
range, the technique can only give qualitative trends rather than highly accurate
quantitative measurements of contact angle and adhesion9. Contact angle is
measured between the base of the drop and the tangent of the liquid-vapour
interface at the three-phase contact line where liquid, vapour, and solid meet.
Advancing contact angle (θa) is observed where the contact line is advancing
across the surface, and a lower receding contact angle (θr) vice versa. For sessile
drops in a cross flow, θmax and θmin, respectively, replace the advancing and
receding nomenclature since ‘advancing’ and ‘receding’ are generally used for
quasi-static volume addition/removal tests in quiescent conditions and it was
found (in literature1 and Chapter 2) that drops in cross flow can display different
values of contact angle. Contact angle and drop shape are interrelated and should
affect drag by impacting the flow around the drop. The difference between
advancing and receding contact angles (contact angle hysteresis, CAH) affects
drop adhesion to the surface10 (determining the drag force necessary to overcome
adhesion and shed the drop1).

Models for sessile drop drag are also lacking. No general analytic results exist, as
drop shape, oscillation, and internal flow make the governing equations
intractable for realistic conditions. Numeric results are also limited to, e.g.,
extremely low contact angle, low Reynolds numbers, similar properties between
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the fluids, etc.6,11–15 The models that exist also lack experimental data for
comparison, a problem we address here.

The measurement of sessile drop drag force is challenging due to its tens of
microNewtons magnitude, and the signal's variance in time due to drop
oscillation. It is also difficult due to the drop’s fluid nature and light adherence to
the surface (making it free to deform and move on the surface). To overcome
these difficulties and address the lack of measurements in the literature, we
developed and proved a technique based on a combination of the floating element
technique and differential drag measurements in Chapter 3. We seek here to use
our floating element differential drag sensor to understand how the drag
necessary

to

shed

the

drop

varies

with

drop

volume,

surface

properties/hydrophobicity, and fluid properties. We also seek to understand how
drag is related to Reynolds number and the airflow conditions around, and
affected by, the drop.

While we focus on sessile drops due to our previous work on the topic1, the
techniques we use to measure/analyze drag in this work can easily be extended to
bubbles, and to drag measurements for other deformable and/or movable objects
loosely adhered to a surface (such as, e.g., vesicles, foams, bacterial/biofilms, and
granular deposits such as dust or snow).
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4.2 Experimental Methods and Materials
The sensor system design and characterization, and its implementation in the
wind tunnel used, are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, with only a brief
discussion here. To measure drag force on sessile drops we adapt the differential
drag technique. Differential drag on solid bodies is determined from
measurements of the drag on the body held in a free stream by a strut, and of
drag on the strut by itself. The drag on the body is then the difference between
the two measurements (accounting for interference drag caused by the mutual
interference of the strut on the flow over the body, and vice versa)16–19. For
sessile drops, a reference measurement is taken over a floating element surface
without any drop present. Then a composite system measurement is taken of the
same surface with a sessile drop on it. As shown in Figure 4-1, the difference in
the measurements (corrected by the relative areas of the surface exposed during
the two measurements and neglecting interference drag for simplicity) gives a
measure of the force of drag on the drop alone.
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a

b

c

Figure 4-1: A schematic of the floating element sensor (not to scale) mounted flush with the
surrounding body showing: a) no deflection in quiescent conditions, b) some deflection under airflow
due to the force, F1, which corresponds to wall shear with the drop absent, and c) some greater
deflection under airflow with the drop present due to the force, F2, which corresponds to drop drag,
wall shear over the uncovered portion of the sensor, and any interference effects (assumed
negligible). The force of drag on the drop (Fdrop) is thus the difference between F2 and F1, accounting
for the contact area of the drop.

Our sensor is based upon a modified single cantilever shear force sensor
(Novatech Measurements Limited, St Leonards on Sea, UK). This cantilever is
mounted vertically in an aerodynamic body in a laminar wind tunnel (0-30 m/s
suckdown wind tunnel of 215.9 mm x 469.9 mm working section). The wind
tunnel and streamlined body are described in detail elsewhere1, with
modifications described in Chapter 3. As implemented, the sensor has an
uncertainty of ~10 µN, and a range of +/- ~1 mN. The sensor has a resonant
frequency of ~5 Hz, meaning higher time resolution measurements of force are
not possible. This paper will generally report results measured at 20 Hz, and bin
averaged to give a 2 Hz measurement rate.
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Sessile drop shedding tests were performed for drops of water on PMMA-coated
glass (denoted ‘PMMA’ here), Teflon-coated glass (denoted ‘Teflon’), and a
superhydrophobic surface (denoted ‘SHS’) of Teflon-coated, etched aluminum.
Details on the surface preparation and characterization are giveni in Chapter 2.
Drops of hexadecane (denoted ‘HD’) were also tested on Teflon-coated glass. The
different liquids and surfaces were used to study the effects of contact angle
(controlling drop shape) on sessile drop drag force. Average downstream
(advancing side) and upstream (receding side) contact angles for the systems
were1

θmax_HD-Teflon/θmin_HD-Teflon=66.7°/53.6°,

PMMA=76.3°/53.1°,

θmax_water-PMMA/θmin_water-

θmax_water-Teflon/θmin_water-Teflon=124.3°/108.2°,

SHS/θmin_water-SHS=161.4°/129.8°.

θmax_water-

It can be seen that the contact angles (and

therefore drop shape) are similar for the HD-Teflon and water-PMMA systems, a
fact that will be exploited to study the effects of surface tension and other fluid
properties. Drops of 100, 58, 30, 13, 4, and 2 µl (deviations on volume ranging
from 1.5 to 0.2 µl for the largest and smallest volumes, respectively) were tested
to study the effects of drop size, with three or more repetitions of each volume for
each liquid-surface system.

Considering the size of drops and the air velocities necessary to shed them, the
flat plate Reynolds number at the location of the sensor and drop was less than or

i

It should be noted that due to a manufacturer’s calibration error, the previously stated roughness values1
are incorrect. The correct average roughness (Ra) values for the previous and present work are Ra = 0.063
µm and 3.244 µm, for the smooth coated glass and rough etched coated aluminum, respectively, as
measured by white light confocal microscopy. This does not change previous conclusions1 since the
roughness values still show that the coated glass surfaces are significantly smoother than the SHS.
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equal to 2x105, suggesting laminar flow. The Reynolds number based on free
stream airspeed and drop spherical cap radius was less than or equal to 2000,
again suggesting that the flow over the drop would start of in a laminar regime,
but it will be seen that the wake and flow is likely destabilized by drop
oscillations. As discussed previously1 and in Chapter 2, the assumed boundary
layer characteristics have been calculated based on laminar flow over a cylinder.
Based upon these calculations, and measurements determined from image
analysis, the drop height ranged from approximately 0.9 to 2.5 times the
boundary layer height. As such, the drop is largely exposed to velocities at or near
the free stream. While ideally a full characterization of the boundary layer would
be made to calculate an effective air velocity ‘felt’ by the drop, the free stream
velocity will be used as it is a more accessible measurement to all users, and
since the drop does ‘feel’ the free stream over a large portion of its surface. Free
steam air velocity was measured by pitot tubes, with a tube mounted 1 cm above
the sample at the same location as the drop, but displaced laterally by several
centimeters. Tests were recorded by a Phantom v4.3 high speed camera (Vision
Research, Wayne, NJ), operating at 200 fps and recording each drop and its
surrounding at a resolution of 42 µm/pixel.

4.3 Force to Shed Drops
As noted in Chapter 3, the drag force to shed drops is similar in order of
magnitude to the gravitational force to shed drops from a tilted plate in quiescent
conditions. Appendix A.4 contains a discussion/analysis of this comparison, as
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well as discussion/comparison to the Furmidge20 model for adhesion as a proxy
model for cross flow shedding.

4.4 Force versus Air Velocity
Figure 4-2 shows drag force versus free stream air velocity for a selection of
volumes for each system, with power law fits of individual and combined data.
The data for all volumes is given in graphs in Appendix A.5. In Figure 4-2, it can
be seen that the differential drag measurements are generally well fit by power
law relations. Additionally, it can be seen that larger drops experience greater
drag forces at lower airspeeds compared to smaller drops, confirming previous
hypotheses1.

This partially explains why larger drops, which have higher

adhesion forces due to their longer contact lines, are shed at lower airspeeds than
smaller dropsj.

In comparing the results for various systems to each other, the data in Figure 4-2
can be considered in two ways. One is to consider the forces experienced at the
point of incipient motion, the other is to consider the force at any given airspeed
for each system. Considering the force at shedding (as is done in more detail in
Appendix A.4), it is seen that water-PMMA experiences the highest forces,

j

As a note, the maximum force and air velocity values shown in Figure 4-2 are roughly equivalent
to the force and critical airspeed for shedding. However, Figure 4-2 also shows some data taken
after the drop began to shed, but before it moved far enough for its weight to appreciably shift and
affect the force measurement of the sensor. The force to shed the drops is discussed in Appendix
A.4.
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followed by water-Teflon, with water-SHS experiencing the lowest forces of the
water systems. HD-Teflon experiences slightly higher forces than water-SHS.

Considering the forces experienced at a given airspeed for each system, for water
drops it is seen that the water-Teflon and water-SHS systems generally
experience similar forces, and that the water-PMMA and HD-Teflon systems also
generally experience similar, but smaller magnitude, forces. This can be seen by
plotting just the power law fits for each of the systems on the same graph for
matching ranges of air velocities as is done in Figure 4-3. The range of air
velocities in Figure 4-3 is limited to those for which all drops are pinned (i.e.
limited to the critical air velocity for the water-SHS system). While some
measurements of force or differences between curves in Figure 4-3 are below the
10 µN uncertainty of the sensor, the fact that the fits average in general at least
three tests each improves this resolution. There is also the possibility of
uncertainty in the measurement of composite versus reference measurements for
the smallest drops of water on PMMA (and HD on Teflon) as discussed in Section
3.5.4, but as discussed there, the trends in Figure 4-3 should be correct, even if
the exact shape of the curves may not be.
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Figure 4-2: Force versus air velocity for different drop volumes for each system calculated using the differential drag technique (i.e. corrected to
remove the drag on the surface). The differently coloured data points (available in the electronic version) denote different repetitions of the tests.
Dotted lines are power law fits to individual tests, solid lines are fits to the collected data for each volume. Negative readings of force are a result of
measurement scatter due to tunnel vibration.

100µl
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100µl

100µl

13µl
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Figure 4-3: Power law fits for water volumes of 100, 13, and 2 µl on the four systems for matching
ranges of air velocities for which all drops are pinned. Scatter in individual measurement is at most
~10µN, the composite fits shown achieve a higher resolution through averaging in general at least
three tests.

Considering Figure 4-3, the drops for water-PMMA and HD-Teflon do not sit as
high in the boundary layer as drops for the other systems, and also present a
flatter, more streamlined shape (See Figure 2-2). This suggests that they would
disturb the flow less and experience less force. They also present less frontal area
to airflow than drops of water on more hydrophobic surfaces, as illustrated in
Figure 4-4. Drops for water-SHS and water-Teflon are closer to spherical in
shape, meaning that they sit higher in the boundary layer, they also present more
cross sectional area and more of a blunt face for any given volume (see Figure
4-4). The fact that water drops are shed at lower air velocities from SHS, while
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experiencing similar forces compared to water drops on Teflon, suggests that it is
the lower adhesion force for the water-SHS that eases shedding. The effects of the
differences in exposed area will be explored in the next section by consideration
of the drag coefficient.

Figure 4-4: Cross sectional area versus drop volume for the four systems tested. Note the similar,
higher values of area for water-SHS and water-Teflon, and the similar, lower areas for water-PMMA
and hexadecane on Teflon. Standard deviations are within symbol size

4.5 Coefficient of Drag
Non-dimensionalizing the relationship between drag force and air velocity can
give insight into the separate effects of drop size and drop shape/contact angle,
and give indications as to the effects of fluid properties. We use the usual
relations for coefficient of drag and Reynolds number here. The coefficient of
drag, C D , is defined by:
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FD =

1
ρU ∞ 2 C D A
2

Equation 4-1

where FD is the drag force, ρ is air density, U ∞ , is the free stream air velocity,
and A is a reference area of the drop (here taken to be the cross sectional area of
the axisymmetric drop measured in quiescent conditions). The Reynolds number
is defined by:
Re h =

ρU ∞ h
µ

Equation 4-2

where h is the axisymmetric drop height measured in quiescent conditions and

µ is the viscosity of air. As a reference length, the drop height is used rather than
the more fundamental choice of spherical cap radius for two reasons. First,
spherical cap radius is non-unique in that each drop with a contact angle above
90° by some value will have a related, smaller volume drop with an identical
spherical cap radius and a contact angle below 90° by that same value. A more
unique length scale for sessile drops then is the drop height, which when
specified along with drop volume is unique for each contact angle as long as
gravitational effects are negligible. The second reason for choosing drop height as
a length scale is that this choice better collapses data between systems, as will be
seen. The analysis and discussion of drag coefficient versus Reynolds number
based on spherical cap radius can be found in Appendix A.6.

In Equations 4-1 and 4-2, quiescent measurements of cross sectional (equal to
frontal) area and drop height are used. As air velocity increases, however, the
drop deforms, changing its area and height. Further, it is uncertain if frontal area
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(related to form drag) or total surface area (related to shear drag) is a more
appropriate choice of reference area (both reference choices would change as the
drop deforms). Quiescent measurements are used (as discussed in Chapter 2),
since they are experimentally accessible, and furthermore, since they can be
calculated a priori based on a knowledge of contact angle and drop volume/fluid
properties. Time resolved measurements of the shape/area of the drop might
prove more useful in non-dimensionalizing force, but are not experimentally
accessible, and further, would result in a reference area that changes over time,
somewhat defeating the idea of a reference. Regarding the uncertainty in the
importance of frontal versus total area, since quiescent measurements are used in
calculating area, cross sectional area is equal to frontal area, and related to total
surface area by known relations for a spherical cap. This means that the use of
one reference area should capture the effect of the other. For the interested
reader, measurements and calculations of drop properties are included in
Appendix A.6.

Considering Equations 4-1 and 4-2, it is immediately apparent that neither
accounts for drop properties (surface tension, density, viscosity), nor do the
equations explicitly account for contact angle, nor for the oscillation of the drops,
their internal circulation, and the deformation of drops away from axisymmetric
as velocity increases from quiescent. Drop properties are constant between all the
water systems. Contact angle is approximately constant with volume for each
system considered separately, and similar for HD-Teflon and water-PMMA. This
means that some study of the effects of changing drop properties can be made by
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comparing HD-Teflon and water-PMMA, but the different contact angles
between the three water systems makes any other direct comparisons difficult.
Differences in deformation, oscillation, and internal circulation within a system
should manifest as differences in the relationship between coefficient of drag and
Reynolds number for different drop volumes in the same system.

Figure 4-5

presents drag coefficient versus Reynolds number for all drop

volumes for the four systems tested, for Reynolds numbers corresponding to the
range of near quiescent to just past incipient motion (similar to Figure 4-2).
Given that the force versus airspeed relations were well fit by power laws, the
drag coefficient versus Reynolds number relations could be found from the power
law fits. However, this would make each relation appear as a single straight line
on the log-log graphs. This line would effectively present an averaged relationship
between drag coefficient and Reynolds number, similar to an averaged slope of a
function over some interval compared to instantaneous tangents of the same
function. This averaging would limit knowledge of how drag coefficient changes
with Reynolds number. Instead, discrete values of force and airspeed were
considered for each drop volume and each repetition of the tests, resulting in a
richer demonstration of the relationship, at a tradeoff of slightly noisier signals.
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Figure 4-5: Coefficient of drag versus Reynolds number based on drop height for sessile drops under
cross flowing air for the four liquid-on-solid-surface systems tested and various volumes. An
alternative plot showing all volumes together for each individual system is given in Appendix A.6.
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Considering Figure 4-5 in total, all four systems show roughly similar behaviours
to each other, and over all volumes. These general similarities might be behind
the self similar curves for shedding found previously1 and discussed in Chapter 2.
Considering the curves in more detail, it is seen that drag coefficient does not
generally level off with Reynolds number, with most relations showing either a
roughly linear decrease, or more often a decrease followed by brief leveling and
then an increase in drag coefficient with Reynolds number. The roughly linear
decrease can be ascribed to Stokesian drag behavior for the drops. The fact that
all four systems, with different fluid properties, contact angles, and volumes,
show similar slopes in this region suggests that it is indeed the Stokesian regime,
in which the exact shape of objects is generally not important. However, the
linear regimes shown in Figure 4-5 do not follow the 24/Re relation common for
Stokes drag over solid bodies in free space, instead showing higher drag
coefficients. The difference is likely due to the presence of the solid wall changing
the airflow conditions/introducing vorticity in the incoming boundary layer,
which has been suggested to increase drag coefficient for solid bodies on surfaces
modeled for a range of Reynolds numbers from 0.1 to 10021.

The increase in drag coefficient at higher Reynolds numbers is contrary to the
behavior of solid bodies, which tend to show drag coefficients which level off
from the Stokesian regime with increasing Reynolds number (up to the turbulent
drag crisis). We hypothesize that the increase can be understood by drawing an
analogy to the behavior of free drops (e.g. drops floating/falling freely in air, not
in contact with a surface), which also show an increase in drag coefficient versus
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Reynolds number as shown in Figure 4-6. The increase in drag for free drops is
ascribed to an aeroelastic coupling, in that flow over the drop causes the drop to
oscillate, which in turn causes vortex shedding/increased wake drag, which in
turn reinforces the drop oscillations. In this way, drop oscillations destabilize the
wake and increase drag force22, a phenomenon which has been suggested to exist
for sessile drops as well23. Oscillation of the drops, which based on the work of
Chapter 5 is certainly observed at higher air velocities, could therefore explain the
general increase in coefficient of drag at higher Reynolds number. The increase in
drag coefficient occurs at lower Reynolds numbers for the sessile drops studied in
this chapter (~500 to 700) compared to free drops (for which the increase is seen
above Reynolds number of 1000, see Figure 4-6). However, sessile drops oscillate
more easily and at lower frequencies than free drops, due to the constraint
imposed by the surface (see Chapter 5), suggesting that oscillations would have a
greater effect at lower Reynolds numbers for sessile compared to free drops.

Another possible cause of the increased drag at higher Reynolds numbers is
boundary layer thinning. As free stream velocity increases, the height of the
boundary layer decreases, exposing the drop to a higher mean velocity across the
extent of its height. The effect of boundary layer thinning tends to plateau,
however, as the boundary layer becomes thinner and thinner, meaning that the
shape of the curve would be concave downward. Conversely, the increase seen at
higher Reynolds numbers in Figure 4-5 seems to be concave upward (increasing
more so as Reynolds number increases, rather than plateauing), which leads us to
propose drop oscillation as the cause of the increase.
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Figure 4-6: A reproduction of Figure 7.2 from Clift et al.22, describing the drag coefficient versus
Reynolds number for free (not in contact with a surface) drops, and solid spheres. Note the increase
in drag coefficient for water drops in air (compared to solid spheres), which is due to oscillations of
the drop causing vortex shedding/increased drag in the wake through an aeroelastic instability.
Permission for use of this copyrighted work was given by the publishers, as noted in Appendix A.7.

Further to the above, within each system shown in Figure 4-5, different volumes
present similar curves, but generally show a shift to higher drag coefficients for
larger drop volumes (most clearly seen for the water-PMMA system, but also
seen in general for the other systems). Increasing volume also slightly increases
the Reynolds number at which drag coefficient begins to increase. Considering
volume changes, the deformation of smaller versus larger drops seems similar1,
which indicates the difference seen in Figure 4-5 is due to some changing effect
of internal circulation or oscillation with drop volume. It was certainly seen
during the work of Chapter 5 that larger drops underwent larger magnitudes of
oscillation, which could increase drag force beyond the effects of increased drop
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size alone, explaining the observed results. Determining the exact effects and
implications for shedding of these changes can be aided with measurements of
drag force using the floating element differential drag technique.

Considering comparisons between systems, HD-Teflon and water-PMMA
systems have similar drop shapes, meaning that the effects of drop shape on
coefficient of drag should be similar. Surface tension, while affecting the
maximum adhesion opposing shedding, should not affect drag except perhaps in
terms of its effects on oscillation, likewise for drop viscosity. It is seen that the
HD-Teflon and water-PMMA curves are practically identical for the range of
Reynolds numbers they share. This can be seen more clearly in Figure 4-7, which
plots the data for a limited range of Reynolds number. This similarity indicates
that the three-fold variation in viscosity, and surface tension, and the slight
change in density, do not greatly affect the coefficient of drag for the two systems
in the Stokesian and level drag coefficient regions. However, since HD-Teflon
drops are shed at lower Reynolds number, higher Reynolds numbers are untested
for HD-Teflon. Changes might be seen at higher Reynolds numbers if drops
remained pinned to the surface, and greater changes in fluid properties might
also show a larger effect, but no great effect of fluid properties is seen in the
present data leading up to the point of incipient motion.
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Figure 4-7: Coefficient of drag versus a limited range of Reynolds number based on drop height for
sessile drops in cross flowing air for the four liquid-on-solid-surface systems tested and various
volumes.

In further comparing systems, it is seen that Figure 4-5 does not completely
collapse the data. While the order of magnitude and rough curve shape for all the
systems are similar for all volumes, water-Teflon routinely shows slightly higher
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drag coefficients than water-PMMA and HD-Teflon, and water-SHS shows
slightly higher drag coefficients than water-Teflon. These subtle differences
indicate some additional effect of drop shape not capture by the nondimensionalization by drop height. In comparing water-Teflon and water-SHS,
each show a similar slope in the Stokesian region (see Figure 4-7). However, the
water-SHS systems remains in the Stokesian regime without showing much of a
leveling/increase in drag coefficient, meaning that any possible differences in
water-SHS behavior at higher Reynolds numbers cannot be probed with the
present data.

4.5.1 Coefficient of Drag for Incipient Motion

The drag coefficient experienced by drops at their point of incipient motion can
be determined by analyzing the high speed video to find the point at which the
drop starts to move as described in Chapter 2 and previous literature1. Also, in
Chapter 2 and the previous literature1, scaling analysis and experimental results
were used to determine that the critical air velocity for incipient motion depends
exponentially on the ratio (Lb/A)1/2. The variable Lb is the base length of the drop
measured from the side view for the quiescent drop (meaning it is equivalent to
the same measurement taken from a frontal view); it is a variable in a standard
proxy model from drop adhesion1,20. The scaling analysis/results also indicated
that the ratio (k/CD)1/2 must also vary in an exponential way with (Lb/A)1/2, where
k is a fitting parameter in the same proxy model. As discussed in more detail in
Appendix A.4, the fact that the force for shedding by cross flow is similar to the
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force for shedding by tilted plate indicates that k is roughly constant with volume.
This means k is roughly constant with (Lb/A)1/2, indicating that the drag
coefficient at the point of shedding should vary exponentially with (Lb/A)1/2.
Figure 4-8 shows that this is indeed the case generally. Figure 4-8 shows the
reciprocal square root of the drag coefficient versus (Lb/A)1/2 along with
exponential fits for the HD-Teflon, water-PMMA, and water-Teflon systems. It
can be seen that for these systems, the relationship generally appears to be
exponential. The water-SHS system does not show an identifiable relationship,
likely because the forces measured are closer to the sensor’s threshold, and
noisier, as seen in Figure 4-2. Strategies for improving the resolution of the
sensor are discussed at the end of Chapter 6. In fitting the exponential
relationships in Figure 4-8, the second largest volume of HD-Teflon was
neglected as an outlier, as was the largest volume of water-Teflon, as discussed in
Appendix A.4.
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Figure 4-8: The reciprocal of the square root of drag coefficient versus the square root of the ratio of drop baselength over area, showing the generally
exponential relation between the two for at least three out of four of the systems tested.

In further considering the drag coefficient at incipient motion, it is seen in Figure
4-5 and Figure 4-8 that water-SHS sheds drops at approximately the same drag
coefficient compared to water-Teflon or water-PMMA, while showing slightly
higher drag coefficients at any given value of Reynolds number. As discussed
previously, for a given value of air velocity water-SHS drops experience similar
forces compared to water-Teflon drops (see Figure 4-3), while requiring lower
forces for shedding (see Figure 4-2 and Appendix A.4). The combination of
similar drag force with generally higher drag coefficients, and shedding at similar
values of drag coefficient/lower forces indicates that the water-SHS system drops
are more easily shed due to the decrease in adhesion force (rather than an
increase in drag force). The other water systems require higher drag forces at
incipient motion due to the larger adhesion forces that must be overcome.

4.6 Conclusions
Using a novel floating element differential drag sensor, the first direct
measurements of the drag force on sessile drops of water and hexadecane on
surfaces of PMMA, Teflon, and an etched superhydrophobic surface have been
analyzed.

Drag force versus air speed is seen to be well fit by power law relations.
Interestingly, it is seen that drops of water on Teflon and water-SHS experience
similarly high forces for a given airspeed, even though drops shed most easily
from the superhydrophobic surface. Calculations show similar/higher coefficient
of drag for drops on the superhydrophobic surface, indicating that it is the
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decreased contact line length/adhesion of drops on the superhydrophobic surface
which lead to easier shedding.

The best non-dimensionalization is found by scaling the Reynolds number with
the drop height, rather than the drop spherical cap radius. Non-dimensionalizing
data, it is seen that drag coefficient does not level off with Reynolds number, as is
typical for solid bodies, but instead shows a decrease similar to Stokes drag at
lower Reynolds numbers and an increase of drag coefficient at higher Reynolds
numbers. It is hypothesized that the increasing drag coefficient is due to
oscillations of the drop interacting with the wake and increasing drag through
aeroelastic coupling, similar to the behavior seen for free drops. The drag
coefficient versus Reynolds number relation also generally increases slightly with
drop volume for a given liquid-solid system, indicating that drop size effects on,
e.g. oscillation and internal circulation, are affecting drag coefficients and drag
forces in a way which cannot be accounted for by standard nondimensionalization strategies.
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Preface to Chapter 5
This chapter gives a review of the literature on oscillating drops and bubbles,
focusing on models to predict the frequency of different modes of oscillation,
giving a unifying framework for the analysis and understanding of the topic,
presenting a full profile analysis technique for drop oscillation studies, and
testing literature models with experimental data. As outlined in the thesis
introduction, the oscillation of sessile drop exposed to airflow was expected to
possibly affect shedding, both because drop oscillation can lead to shedding in its
own right1–7, and because the oscillation of drops could impact wake drag (see
Figure 7.2 of Clift et al, and Lin and Peng8,9). Chapter 5 does not strictly deal with
either of these topics, since it became obvious that the first point is not important
in the present set of experiments, and since the second cannot be sufficiently
investigated with the techniques available for this thesis. The above two issues
relating oscillation to shedding are discussed below, prior to the body of Chapter
5.

The techniques to analyze the oscillation of sessile drops in cross flow are
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. Briefly, from the profile measurements
discussed in Chapter 2, a trace of centroid position with time can be made, as can
measurements of the instantaneous deformation of the surface away from its
equilibrium profile. Fast Fourier transforms (FFT) of either signal can give
measurements of the frequency and (for profile measurements) mode shape of
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drop oscillations. The frequencies of centroid (roughly speaking, centre of mass)
oscillations for the HD-Teflon, water-PMMA, and water-Teflon systems
discussed in Chapter 2 are given in Figure P5-1 (they are also given in the main
body of Chapter 5).

Figure P5-1: Bulk oscillation frequency versus the inverse root of volume for systems of drops of
water on PMMA and Teflon, and hexadecane on Teflon under cross flowing air, with the direction of
bulk (centroid) motion denoted in the legend (x denoting lateral (horizontal) motion, y denoting
longitudinal (vertical) motion relative to the flat surface). Volumes shown (from left) are 100, 58, 30,
and 13 µl. Error bars denote one standard deviation. Grey band is a 10 Hz window centered around
30 Hz, since 30Hz is the dominant vibrational frequency of the wind tunnel in which tests were
conducted.

Also shown in Figure P5-1 is a 10 Hz wide band centered about 30 Hz. The tunnel
was observed to vibrate with a dominant natural frequency of 30 Hz. As can be
seen, high, medium, and low volumes of drops for all of the systems show natural
frequencies close to 30 Hz. If the oscillation of the tunnel were to have an effect
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on the shedding of drops, it would be most likely to affect those drops with
similar frequencies. Figure P5-2 is adapted from Chapter 2 and shows the critical
air velocity for incipient motion versus the inverse sixth root of volume (chosen
since this dependence linearizes the curves on the semi-log plot shown). The
drops with natural frequencies near 30 Hz are distinguished in Figure P5-2 by
unfilled symbols, and it can be seen that the six drop volumes in question (two for
each system) display critical air velocities for shedding in line with drops for
which the natural frequency of oscillation is far from the tunnel’s vibration
frequency of 30 Hz. This indicates that the ambient tunnel vibrations do not
affect drop shedding. Higher amplitude and/or frequency of forcing may affect
shedding10, but it was decided that such energy intensive, large disturbances to
the environment of the drop would not be investigated in this thesis.
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Figure P5-2: Critical air velocity for incipient motion versus inverse 6th root of volume. Data
adapted from Chapter 2. Unfilled symbols indicate volumes for which drops of that system have
natural frequencies of oscillation near the tunnel’s dominant vibrational noise at 30 Hz. Volumes
shown (from left) are 100, 58, 30, 13, 3.8, 2.1, 1, and 0.5 µl. Standard deviation within symbol size.

The other direct influence of sessile drop oscillation on incipient motion and
shedding by cross flow is the possible coupling of the oscillating drop into the
wake, increasing wake drag (see Figure 7.2 of Clift et al, and Lin and Peng8,9). The
water-PMMA system showed the most marked increase in drag coefficient with
Reynolds number (an indication of oscillations affecting wake drag, as discussed
in Chapter 4). While the Reynolds number for the onset of drop oscillation does
seem to correspond to the Reynolds number at which drag coefficient increases
for water-PMMA, the lack of multiple systems to test, and uncertainties in the
data as to the exact point of onset for oscillations means that no concrete
conclusions can be drawn. This topic will therefore be left for future work, which
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should be undertaken in a wind tunnel with decreased vibrational noise to allow
for an unambiguous determination of the onset of oscillation. Tests could also be
undertaken

with

drops

pinned

to

the

surface

with

chemical

heterogeneities/roughness to increase the Reynolds number range of tests,
thereby allowing for more observation of the increase in drag coefficient with
Reynolds number (see Chapter 4).

In order to prepare for these future tests, a better understanding of the oscillation
of sessile drops in cross flowing air is desired in terms of frequencies, mode
shapes, and effects of fluid properties and contact angle. In analyzing the present
results, it was found that some confusion existed in the literature as to the
physics governing sessile (or more generally, surface constrained) drops and
bubbles. It was also found that much of the literature is diffuse and does not seem
to be known to others in clear terms. Therefore, a review of literature models and
the creation of a framework for understanding them was undertaken, as well as
the creation of a full profile oscillation analysis technique that may be useful in
the proposed future tests. These tasks are discussed in the body of Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Understanding bubble/drop oscillations:
a framework for diffuse literature, application to
sessile drops in cross flowing air, and comparison
of literature modelsk
5.1 Introduction
Consider a drop or bubble; as common as a drop of rain or a pot of boiling water,
with applications as diverse as aerosolized medicines or floatation of metal ores.
Under the influence of surface tension, drops and bubbles adopt spherical shapes
if free from constraint and external forces. In contact with a surface the
constrained drop or bubble forms a shape similar to a spherical cap.

Now consider the oscillations of a drop or bubble. Deformed and/or displaced,
the drop/bubble is driven back towards equilibrium by a restoring force such as
surface tension, gravity, etc. As will be discussed shortly, the analytic works on
drop/bubble oscillation have mainly focused on wave shapes that are
axisymmetric about either an arbitrary axis for a free drop/bubble, or about the
normal of the solid surface for a constrained drop/bubble. Recently, the pace of
applied research in drop oscillations has increased, especially for the case of

k

A version of this chapter will be published, with co-authors A. J. B. Milne, B. Defez Garcia, M.
Cabrerizo-Vílchez, A. Amirfazli. B. Defez Garcia contributed to image analysis algorithm development, M.
Cabrerizo-Vílchez, A. Amirfazli acted as supervisors, making the thesis author the main contributing
author in terms of data collection, reduction, analysis, and writeup. Letters of permission and support are
included in Appendix A.7.
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sessile drops. Perhaps due to the more rapid pace, some confusion seems
apparent as to the precise physics governing drop and bubble oscillations, what
models exist to describe them, and how such models should be applied
(especially for non-axisymmetric oscillations). We believe the source of this
confusion is twofold: first, due to misunderstanding of bulk (i.e. center of mass)
oscillation and surface oscillation of drops and their connection to each other;
and second, due to a lack of appreciation for the complexities of nonaxisymmetric wave shapes and the three-dimensional character of the drop
surface.

The literature on drop/bubble (especially sessile drop) oscillation is also diffuse,
with no publication giving a categorizing framework for its understanding.
Considering the diffuse nature of the literature available, and the different
possible cases of drop/bubble oscillation, this chapter first presents an overview
of the present understanding of drop and bubble oscillations, including
mathematical models proposed to predict resonant frequencies. This overview is
categorized in terms of free versus constrained drops, and in terms of
axisymmetric versus non-axisymmetric oscillations, with an emphasis on sessile
(surface constrained) drops. A framework for summarizing, categorizing and
understanding drop/bubble oscillations is then given. A full profile processing
tool for the study of free or constrained drop/bubble oscillation is introduced and
its use illustrated in analyzing new experimental results for sessile drops in cross
flowing air. These new results are finally combined with those from literature to
test various models given in literature.
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5.2 Status of Understanding in Literature
The new experimental work presented in this chapter focuses on the surface and
bulk oscillations of sessile (i.e. constrained) drops driven by cross flowing air and
restored by surface tension, since it is an area of interest to the authors11. As
such, this literature review will focus on the surface oscillations of drops opposed
by surface tension. Little literature was found on oscillations opposed by gravity,
though what was found will be reviewed. No works were found studying pure
bulk oscillations of either free or constrained drops/bubbles, likely due to their
uncommon nature as will be discussed below.

5.2.1 Axisymmetric and Non-Axisymmetric Surface
Oscillations of Free Drops
The oscillation of free drops (those falling/floating freely in their surroundings)
has been studied since at least 1843, when Plateau reported observing them
following the breakup of falling fluid streams12. Lord Rayleigh considered drops
in vacuum, balancing surface tension and inertial forces to arrive at a formula for
the frequency of axi-symmetric capillary wave oscillations of spherical drops13.
Lord Kelvin14 and Lamb15 both considered oscillations balancing inertia and
gravity. Gravity waves are less predominant than capillary waves for small drops
as evidenced by the low Bond number (~0.14 for a 1 mm drop of water in air).
Lamb also expanded the capillary analysis to drops or bubbles in an infinite
medium of arbitrary density16, and to viscous drops15, finding that for low
viscosities there is no effect on frequency. Finally, Landau and Lifshitz17 and
(briefly) Lamb15 have considered non-axisymmetric waves. In terms of frequency,
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mathematical models can be categorized by whether the restoring force for
oscillations is surface tension or gravity based. For surface tension restored
oscillations, drop/bubble oscillation models take the form of:

f ml =

1
2π

γ
ρ1Vλml ,γ

Equation 5-1

where f ml is the ordinary frequency (in Hz) of an oscillation mode of degree l
and order m , γ is surface tension, ρ1 is the density of the drop/bubble, V is the
volume of the drop, and λ ml ,γ is the eigenvalue of a surface tension based drop
oscillation mode of degree l and order m (a mode m-l oscillation). We give
Equation 5-1 in terms of volume here, since the radius of the drop is poorly
defined for a non-spherical (cap) drop shape, and to allow comparison of
frequencies for constrained drops of the same volume with different contact
angles.

The concept of oscillation eigenvalues will be used throughout this paper since
most models for drop/bubble oscillation follow the same general form. The
eigenvalue technique acknowledges the similar physics governing drop/bubble
oscillations in multiple cases, and facilitates comparison between the models. The
eigenvalue depends on degree and order number, as stated, and can also depend
on fluid properties, contact angle or constraint type for constrained drops and
bubbles. The eigenvalue does not depend on surface tension, γ . The subscripted

γ in Equation 5-1 instead denotes the deformations are restored by a surface
tension derived force.
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For free drops/bubbles undergoing small amplitude oscillations about a spherical
shape, eigenvalues are given by16,18:

λml ,γ =

3((l + 1) + (ρ 2 ρ1 )l )
4π l (l − 1)(l + 1)(l + 2)

Equation 5-2

where ρ 2 is the density of the fluid surrounding the drop/bubble. Equations 5-1
and 5-2 combined return the formulae originally derived for drops13,15–17 and
bubbles16 by substituting ρ 2 = 0 and ρ1 = 0 , respectively.

Equation 5-2 is derived from first principles by considering each oscillation mode
as a spherical harmonic and using the properties of the related associated
Legendre

polynomials.

Non-axisymmetric

modes

correspond

to

non-

axisymmetric (i.e. tesseral or sectoral) spherical harmonics, resulting in parts of
the drop oscillating non-axisymmetrically. As Equation 5-2 shows, these nonaxisymmetric modes are degenerate, in that they have the same frequency as the
axisymmetric (zonal spherical harmonic) oscillations (i.e. the eigenvalue does not
depend on order, m ). Equation 5-2 also shows that mode m-0 is not allowed for
drops since it would equate to volume change of an incompressible fluid; it is,
conversely, allowed for bubbles. Mode m-1 is not allowed for either free drops or
free bubbles since it would amount to movement of the bulk of the drop without
any surface distortion, and therefore without any restoring force. It can thus be
stated that surface oscillation of a free drop/bubble is generally decoupled from
oscillation/motion of the bulk of the drop/bubble.
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Subsequent researchers have advanced the field with consideration of higher
viscosity inner and outer fluids (see, e.g., Morrison et al.19 and Miller and
Scriven20, the references therein, and references in Bauer and Chiba21). Others
have examined the combined effects of capillarity and electromagnetism13,19,
indicating that electromagnetic forces can affect (generally decreasing) the
restoring force of oscillations. Non-spherical (but still axisymmetric) equilibrium
drop shapes have also been considered22–24. Finally, large amplitude (nonlinear)24–27 axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric drop oscillations have been
researched. It is suggested, at least at higher oscillation magnitudes, that the
axisymmetric mode shapes are unstable, tending toward non-axisymmetric
modes27. Natarajan and Brown26,27 have also studied resonant energy transfer
between different axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric modes of oscillation,
something which in general depends on the higher order (non-linear) terms
describing drop oscillation.

Consider now when gravity is the restoring force for oscillations. Then free
oscillation models take the form of14,15:

f ml =

1
2π

g 1
R λml , g

Equation 5-3

where g is gravity, R is the radius of the sphere/spherical cap made by the drop,
and λml, g is the eigenvalue of an gravity based drop oscillation mode of degree l
and order m , which depends on contact angle/constraint type for constrained
drops. The subscript, g , indicates that gravitational forces are involved in the
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oscillations, but does not imply a functional dependence of the eigenvalue on the
magnitude of the gravitational acceleration.

For free drops oscillating

axisymmetrically, the eigenvalues are given by:

λ ml , g =

2l (l − 1)
2l + 1

Equation 5-4

Equation 5-4 is again derived from first principles by considering spherical
harmonics. Non-axisymmetric modes have been very briefly considered15, with
the indication being that they are degenerate (meaning that Equation 5-4 should
be valid for any value of m ). Again, one can see in Equation 5-4 that modes m-0
and m-1 are forbidden for free drops. Equation 5-4 was derived for drops in a
vacuum. No works have been found for gravitationally restored oscillating
bubbles, nor have many further works been found considering free, or
constrained, oscillation of drops restored by gravity. This is likely because
gravitational forces are not usually important for drops or bubbles, as indicated
by the generally low Bond number.

Regardless of the governing model, in terms of applications, researchers have
considered shifts in scattered electro-magnetic radiation from oscillating drops28,
and generation of electro-magnetic radiation by oscillating charged drops29.
Oscillating drops have also been used as a means of measuring viscosity30 and
surfactant concentration/dynamic surface tension31, to give but two examples.
Considering the long history of their study, and the advancements that have been
made in studying ranges of viscosities, densities, and magnitudes of oscillations,
the understanding of free drop and bubble oscillations can be considered
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advanced at this point, and will be left at this stage for the remainder of this
chapter.

5.2.2 Axisymmetric

Surface

Oscillations

of

Constrained Drops
While the oscillation of free drops has a long history, the study of constrained
drop oscillations is significantly younger. In 1979, Rodot et al. seem to have been
the first to report observations for a drop constrained to the end of a rod, forced
to oscillate axisymmetrically in a fluid of matched density to remove the effects of
gravity and study pure surface tension restored oscillations32. They did not
attempt to present a mathematical model for their results.

No closed form, analytic, first principles eigenvalues equations exist in literature
for constrained drops. Several researchers18,21,33–39 have produced infinite
summation formulae to calculate eigenvalues and frequencies for various modes
(including non-axisymmetric modes34–37) and various contact angles/kinds of
drop constraints. Frequencies and/or eigenvalues are tabulated/graphed in the
original references18,21,33–39 and by Smithwick and Boulet40 and Yamakita41. These
results will not be repeated here, but the works will be reviewed below, first in
terms of their combined findings, followed by reviews of their individual works.
Their models will be compared to experimental results in Section 5.5.

All previous researchers18,21,33–40 found that constraining the drop increases the
frequency of oscillation for each mode compared to a free drop (as long as the
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drop is not a hemisphere with a completely free contact line as in Chiba et al.35).
The amount of increase is dependent on contact angle and mode. The solid
support also allows a lower frequency mode of oscillation equivalent to the
forbidden first harmonic for free drops and bubbles. This is because, for
constrained drop/bubble oscillation, surface oscillation is generally coupled to
oscillation of the center of mass. This can be understood conceptually by
simplifying a constrained drop to a cup of liquid. As illustrated in Figure 5-1, for
such a system all modes of surface oscillation must displace the bulk of the liquid.
Thus, as the surface modes oscillate with their characteristic frequencies, the bulk
of the liquid mass will oscillate with the same frequency. This generally holds for
all modes, indicating that for constrained drops and bubbles, bulk and surface
oscillations are generally coupled.

Figure 5-1: Illustration of oscillations occurring in a cup of liquid. The surface oscillation modes all
require an oscillation of the center of mass, at the same frequency as the surface oscillation.
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All previous researchers18,21,33–40 also found that each mode of a constrained drop
corresponds to a summation of multiple Legendre polynomials37,38. This is in
contrast to the oscillation of free drops, for which each mode corresponds to a
single Legendre polynomial. Below, we review the abovementioned works
individually.

Strani and Sabetta were the first to perform a mathematical analysis of
constrained drop oscillations, producing an analytic model of Rodot et al.’s work
by balancing capillarity and inertia in a similar manner to Rayleigh for spherical
drops, oscillating axisymmetrically, but constrained by solid spherical cap bowls
of the same radius as the unperturbed drop18. Changing the bowl angle thus
simulates different contact angles of a drop on a flat surface, though with an extra
mass of liquid in the depression of the bowl and a different boundary condition
from that which would exist if there was a flat surface beneath the drop. Strani
and Sabetta’s analytic model agreed well with Rodot et al.’s, experimental results.
They found the same relation for drop oscillations as given in Equation 5-1. Also,
the infinite series solution they presented for the eigenvalue simplifies to
Equation 5-2 for the case of 0° bowl angle (180° contact angle, i.e. a free drop).
Watanabe produced a similar model for the axisymmetric oscillation of drops on
flat surfaces33 which also showed good agreement with Rodot et al. and gave very
similar results to the model of Strani and Sabetta. This indicates that models for
constrained drop oscillations may be insensitive to the precise geometry (e.g.
bowl or flat) of the solid under the drop.
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One should note that there is a slight typographic error in Strani and Sabetta,
which Smithwick and Boulet corrected40. Smithwick and Boulet also tabulated
approximate results of the infinite summations outlined in Strani and Sabetta
and found good agreement between calculated and measured frequencies for
mercury drops sessile on flat surfaces, within a small range of contact angles from
128.6° to 139.1°.

Further advancements have been made by Bauer and Chiba34 and Chiba et al.37,
who performed a similar analysis to Strani and Sabetta, but for many more types
of geometric constraints on the drop such as paired spherical bowls, drops
surrounding a spherical shell, and most recently37 drops constrained with their
centers of curvature at the apex of conical solid bodies or conical valleys. Drop
shapes from some of their models are thus somewhat similar to the range seen
for sessile drops on flat surfaces, but with either valleys or protrusions through
what would be the solid flat base of a sessile drop on a flat surface. They did not
compare any of their models to experimental results. Further, Bauer and Chiba’s
results for axisymmetric oscillations of a drop in a single spherical bowl seem
suspect since they predicted practically identical frequencies for nonaxisymmetric oscillations of the same system. This contradicts their later work37
and, as will be discussed in Section 5.2.3, is unlikely to be correct.

A selection of images from Chiba et al37 are reproduced in Figure 5-2. The
leftmost (mode 0-1) illustrates the first axisymmetric mode. The middle image
(mode 1-1) illustrates the first non-axisymmetric mode (a so called ‘bending’
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mode described by Lyubimov36, to be discussed in more detail in Section 5.2.3).
The rightmost (mode 2-1) is another non-axisymmetric mode which we will later
argue is observed in our experimental data. It can be seen in Figure 5-2 that each
surface oscillation shown would correspond to a bulk oscillation of the drop’s
center of mass, as illustrated previously in Figure 5-1.
a

b

c

Figure 5-2: Oscillation modes of, (a) degree 0 and order 1, (b) degree 1 and order 1, and (c) degree 2
and order 1. Diagrams are taken from Figures 5, 7, and 9, respectively, of Chiba et al.37, with
permission for use of this copyrighted work given by the publisher as noted in Appendix A.7.

The above reviewed studies considered purely surface tension restored
axisymmetric oscillation of constrained drops. However, only three sets of data
have been used to test these models32,40,41. The first data set32 considers a wide
range of contact angles, but only for the case of drops in a matched density fluid
(which, based on Equation 5-2, would be expected to change frequencies
significantly compared to drops in air). The agreement between this data set and
the models adjusted to the matched density system it represents is reasonable,
but not perfect18,33. The later experimental works40,41 each consider small ranges
of contact angles. They each found good agreement with the model developed by
Strani and Sabetta18, expressed for drops in a vapor. Thus, while the evidence
suggests at least one of these models is accurate, they should still be tested
against larger combined data sets for drops in air/vapor to ensure that the model
of Strani and Sabetta was applied correctly.

Futher, the models should be

compared against each other in order to validate them. Neither the Bauer and
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Chiba34 nor Chiba et al.37 models seem to have been tested experimentally in any
way, nor have they been tested against other proven models.

Notwithstanding the need for further validation, the advanced state of modeling
of constrained simple inviscid drops and bubbles has led researchers to advance
their analysis to the more complex cases of viscous drops, higher amplitude
oscillations, and moving contact lines, as discussed below. It should be noted that
calling drops with mobile contact lines ‘constrained’ is perhaps not completely
accurate since the contact lines can move, but the term shall be retained here to
denote that the drops still interact with a solid body over part of their surface.

Strani and Sabetta have expanded their analysis to include mild viscous effects,
finding little effect on frequency and mode shapes, but effects on the damping of
oscillations38. Bauer and Chiba also expanded their analysis by considering the
effects of viscosity21, with similar findings to Strani and Sabetta. Other
researchers have studied the effects of larger viscosity with finite element analysis
FEA42–44. The first study42 compared their FEA results with experimental runs,
finding good agreement. The last two studies43,44 also examined large amplitude
oscillations, finding changes in the oscillating frequency for large viscosities
and/or amplitudes. Large amplitude sessile drop oscillations have also been
studied experimentally45, with findings that as the forcing amplitude increases,
the contact line becomes unpinned and oscillates, and that non-axisymmetric
modes of surface oscillation appear, eventually leading to the breakup of the
drop.
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The group of Chiba et al. have also considered the coupled system of a drop on an
oscillating cantilever, numerically solving an eigenvalue problem to study inviscid
hemispherical drops with contact lines that are free to move35. The discussion of
drop-cantilever coupling is beyond the scope of this chapter, but their findings of
drop oscillations matched theory for free drops closely (since an inviscid
hemispherical drop with a free contact line is a precise model of half of a free
drop). More advanced research has included contact line dynamics by means of
the Hocking condition39,46, but again only for hemispherical inviscid drops. It was
found that a moving contact line decreases the oscillation frequency, and changes
mode shapes. The stick-slip behavior of a contact line undergoing Hocking-like
motion was also seen to dissipate energy from an oscillating drop even in the
inviscid case.

Despite the relatively advanced state of knowledge of axisymmetric constrained
drops oscillations, full models still require the use of infinite series to calculate
eigenvalues. Because of this, other researchers have made various simplifications
to present closed form models for drop oscillation47–49. Perez et al. modeled the
first axisymmetric mode for a sessile drop, flattened by gravity, with a free
“contact line”47 caused by levitating the drop on a gas layer. Thus the mode
should correspond to mode 0-1 with a slipping contact line. They presented an
empirical relation for the eigenvalue as:

λ01,γ =

1
f (R )
6

Equation 5-5
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where f (R ) is an ad hoc function of the various radius measurements of the
deformed drop and the factor of 1/6 is a fitting parameter, ensuring excellent
agreement with experiment. They also presented a model based on a variational
approach, namely:

λ01,γ =

1
5
≈
2
16π
∂ S ∂R p

Equation 5-6

2

where S is the surface area of an ellipsoid approximating the drop shape, and R p
is the minor axis of the ellipsoid. Neglecting higher order terms allowed them to
approximate this function as λ01,γ ≈

5
for nearly spherical drops. Equation 5-6
16π

was found to fit data fairly well when accounting for the higher order terms at
large volumes, but poorly at low volumes. Further, neither Equation 5-5 nor 5-6
can in fact be used as a general model, since a levitated drop has a contact angle
of 180° while in general a constrained drop can take any contact angle. Perez et
al. did not allow for a dependence on contact angle in their model.

Noblin et al. have considered drops sessile on flat surfaces, excited
longitudinally48,49. They have developed a theory based on the planar 1-D gravitycapillary wave formula, using an assumed average wavelength found by dividing
the arc length of a profile view of the drop into an integer number, n , of half
wavelengths. Considering both pinned and freely oscillating contact lines they
found reasonable agreement in the limited range of contact angles considered.
They found poorer agreement for lower mode number, and better agreement for
higher modes; however, as Vukasinovic noted45, any model (even Equation 5-2 of
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Lamb for free drops) will give reasonable results for constrained drops as mode
number increases. The relation Noblin et al. gave48,49 can be expressed as the
eigenvalue function:

λn ,γg =

f n ,γg =

1
3
 ngπρV
 nπ  
 nπ

+V 
have 
  tanh 

 2θR  
 2 Rθ

 2γθR

1
2π
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 nπ
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Equation 5-7

3

where λn ,γg is the eigenvalue of an oscillation mode of ‘mode n ’ and θ is contact
angle. The hyperbolic tangent term exists to attempt to account for the finite
height of the drop (captured by some average height, have ). Equation 5-7 is given
with respect to drop spherical cap radius, R , rather than only volume, V since
the equation in terms of volume is needlessly complex. The equation for ordinary
frequency, f n,γg (in Hz) is given for clarity. Equation 5-7 is also given in terms of
n , while Noblin et al. originally derived their equation with respect to j , one half

the number of nodes along the drop profile48,49. The use of n (with n = 2 j − 1 )
follows Sharp et al.50, who performed a similar analysis to Noblin et al., but for
non-axisymmetric oscillations. The work of Sharp et al.50 will be discussed with
other non-axisymmetric models in Section 5.2.3.

Neither the use of n nor j as a mode numbering scheme completely accounts for
the three-dimensional nature of oscillations. As discussed earlier, non150

axisymmetric oscillations involve both a degree and order number ( l and m ,
respectively), which cannot be mapped to values of n . There is thus a
fundamental concern regarding the applicability of Equation 5-7. However, the
experimental work to be presented in this paper will be used to test Equation 5-7
in the manner prescribed in the original works48–50 (i.e. determining n directly
from consideration of the profile view).

In summary, the axisymmetric oscillation of constrained drops is relatively well
understood. It has advanced far enough, for example, that recent research looks
at systems of pendant and sessile drops coupled by a hole through a surface51
(with the anticipated application of fast variable focus lenses for cameras).
Further research applying drop oscillations include measuring contact angle41,52
or evaporation rate53 using axisymmetric oscillations of sessile drops. Forcing
sessile drops (or Whilhelmy plate menisci) to oscillate to relax them into their
most stable contact angle has also been investigated1–3,5–7,54, as has oscillating
drops to transition them between the Wenzel and Cassie states55,56. One major
application of oscillating sessile drops is promoting or inducing motion of the
drop along the surface either by axisymmetric57 or non-axisymmetric57–59
oscillations of a drop on a surface with an incline58 or a surface energy
gradient57,59, or by means of non-symmetric wave forms along a surface without a
surface energy gradient57,58,60–62. Considering all of the above, the understanding
of axisymmetric constrained drop oscillations is considered relatively advanced
in this paper. Regardless, the models will be tested against each other, and
against experimental data.
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5.2.3 Non-Axisymmetric

Surface

Oscillations

of

Constrained Drops
Concomitant to the study of constrained drop axisymmetric oscillations has been
a (less vigorous) study of non-axisymmetric oscillations (i.e. those with non-zero
order number). These were first observed by Bisch in 1981, who laterally forced a
rod on which a drop was suspended in a matched density liquid63. He thus
considered surface tension restored oscillations with the effects of gravity
‘canceled’ by buoyancy. He found that non-axisymmetric modes have lower
oscillation frequencies compared to the axisymmetric modes he also observed63.
Bisch did not present a mathematical model.

Compared to the models for axisymmetric oscillations, there have been fewer
research groups34–37 that have produced first principles infinite summation
formulae to calculate eigenvalues and frequencies for non-axisymmetric modes of
constrained drop oscillation. Similar to axisymmetric models, values are graphed
and tabulated in the references34–37. These models will be compared to
experimental data in Section 5.5, but the works will be discussed now. Lyubimov
et al.36 modeled the non-axisymmetric spherical harmonic oscillations of an
inviscid hemispherical drop (i.e. equilibrium shape contact angle fixed at 90°) on
a flat surface with a contact line constrained by the Hocking condition. They
found a breaking of the degeneracy of non-axisymmetric modes for pinned or
partially pinned contact lines (i.e. they found that non-axisymmetric oscillation
frequencies depended on the order number (the amount of non-axisymmetry)).
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This differs from free drops and bubbles, for which non-axisymmetric modes had
the same frequencies as axisymmetric modes. For fully free contact lines,
Lyubimov et al.36 found that non-axisymmetric modes were degenerate. This is
not surprising since a drop with 90° contact angle and a free contact line behaves
precisely like half of a free drop. They also found a low order mode (the first nonaxisymmetric mode of degree one and order one (mode 1-1, see Figure 5-2))
which they termed a “bending” mode. This mode was present for sufficiently
pinned contact lines, but absent for free contact lines since it would equate to
lateral motion of the drop without any surface deformation/restoring force. This
is a similar concept to the low frequency mode for axisymmetric constrained
drops first found by Strani and Sabetta18, which is absent for free drops for the
same reason. In the case of Lyubimov et al., however, the “bending” oscillation is
at an even lower frequency, and is itself a non-axisymmetric subset of the mode
found by Strani and Sabetta that requires both contact on a solid body and a
sufficiently pinned contact line. Lyubimov et al. did not compare their model to
experimental data.

Bauer and Chiba advanced the theory of non-axisymmetric constrained drop
oscillations by considering drops in spherical bowls of arbitrary half-angle,
oscillating both non-axisymmetrically and axisymmetrically for various mode
numbers34. Their model gave frequencies practically identical for nonaxisymmetric

and

axisymmetric

modes.

This

unexpected

result36,37,40,63

contradicts their later work, and other works, and is thus suspect. Chiba et al.
also studied the oscillation of hemispherical drops with free contact lines coupled
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to an oscillating beam35. Similar to Lyubimov et al., Chiba et al35 found that the
non-axisymmetric

modes

were

degenerate,

not

surprisingly

since

the

hemispherical drops have a free contact line and are thus effectively half of a free
drop. One should note in reading Chiba et al35 that they follow a different
numbering scheme for their modes, which, for example, means that the bottom
row of their Figure 2 (labled as the first mode) displays modes 0-2, 1-1 and 2-2
according to the numbering used in this chapter. They present three dimensional
simulations in their Figure 2, showing some possible non-axisymmetric mode
shapes. Neither model has been compared to experimental data.

Most recently, Chiba et al. have modeled drops with a 90° contact angle,
constrained with their centers of curvature at the apex of a conical solid body
with either a pinned or freely moving contact line37. The half-angle of the cone
was varied from near 0° (a deep valley filled with liquid) to near 180° (a tall thin
spike with the nearly spherical drop centered on its apex). Drop shapes are thus
somewhat similar to the range seen for sessile drops on flat surfaces, but with
either a conical valley or spike instead of a flat surface. They allowed their drops
to oscillate axisymmetrically or non-axisymmetrically. They followed the same
numbering scheme for modes as Chiba et al35, finding that the lowest mode of
nonaxisymmetric drop oscillation has a frequency ~1/2 lower than the
corresponding axisymmetric oscillation (though the ratio depended on contact
angle). This can be taken as confirmation and expansion of Lyubimov’s finding36
that the degeneracy of the non-axisymmetric modes is broken for all cases of
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pinned contact line, and all cases of slipping contact line except for 90° contact
angle on a flat plate.

Chiba et al.’s 2012 findings37 for a slipping contact line on a 90° half-angle cone
(i.e. a flat plate with 90° contact angle) matched their 2006 work35. The similar
cases of pinned oscillations on the cone structure37 and the spherical cap bowl
structure34 gave similar, but not identical frequencies for non-axisymmetric
modes. However, there is a discrepancy with the same work34 for axisymmetric
modes (which found practically identical frequencies for non-axisymmetric
versus axisymmetric oscillations34 compared to frequencies ~1/2 lower37). This
may be due to the difference in geometry, but is more likely a mathematical error
in the earlier work34. The 2012 model of Chiba et al.37 was again not compared to
experimental measurements.

Perhaps due to the dearth of first principles models, their limited range of
applicable contact angles35,36, or the problems inherent in some of them34, several
research groups have searched for simpler models of surface tension restored
drop oscillations. Another possible reason for researchers seeking for simpler
models might be the relative obscurity of the works34–37; the fact that they have
been little referenced in the literature suggests that researchers are not aware of
their existence/applicability, which this present review will hopefully address.
Regardless of the cause, researchers have attempted to form simpler models of
non-axisymmetric constrained drop oscillation as discussed below.
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Smithwick and Boulet found similar results to Bisch63, i.e. lowered frequencies
for non-axisymmetric versus axisymmetric oscillations, for their experimental
study of microscopic drops of mercury condensed inside an evacuated cuvette40.
They tried to explain their non-axisymmetric results using a simplified form of
the polygonal oscillation theory presented by Takaki and coworkers64–68.
Smithwick and Boulet noted that the application of this theory is non-ideal due to
the extreme deformation of the drops studied by Takaki and coworkers64–68. In
addition, they arbitrarily considered the difference in frequencies instead of the
frequencies themselves to improve the fit of the model across part of the small
range of contact angles studied (128.6° to 139.1°). Also, the model was simplified
to the point that the eigenvalue consisted of a simple constant factor that
increased with mode number independent of contact angle. Considering that the
model of Takaki and coworkers is designed for extremely large (up to 1.7 cm
diameter), and extremely deformed ‘puddles’ of liquid (with mobile64–67 or
pinned68 contact lines), their models will not be considered in this paper. If one
attempts to expand their analysis to non-flattened drops, additional terms
containing the drop radius are needed. This violates the ultimate dependence of
frequency on drop size/volume (as seen in Equation 5-1), and may explain some
of the errors Smithwick and Boulet40 found in applying the model. Takaki and coworkers themselves noted that their model should only be applied to gravity
flattened ‘puddles’.

Instead of modeling the dynamics of constrained drop oscillations, Celestini and
Kofman took a different approach to modeling ‘lateral’ (non-axisymmetric)
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sessile drop oscillations69. Looking only at the lowest frequency ‘bending’ mode
(mode 1-1), they modeled dynamic drop motions as equivalent to the static drop
deformations caused by changing the direction of gravity (i.e. by tilting the plate
on which the drop rests). They found reasonable agreement for various drop sizes
within a small range of contact angles around 130°, but did not investigate how
their model (presented for contact angles between 90° and 180°) performed for
drops of different contact angle. Their model for the eigenvalues is:

λ11,γ =

1
2π (1 − cos θ )h(θ )

Equation 5-8

where h(θ ) is a function (graphed in their paper69) of the contact angle of the
drop. The additional term involving the contact angle, θ , comes from the
equations for the surface area and volume of a spherical cap.

Similar to the model of Noblin et al. for axisymmetric oscillations48,49, Sharp et al.
have modeled sessile drops oscillating in mode 1-1, comparing their model to
drops excited by a laterally directed single pulse (a puff) of air50. They
experimentally tested a wide range of contact angles, but did not consider the
effects of gravity. As with Noblin et al.48,49, Sharp et al.50 approximated the three
dimensional drop oscillation (fully three dimensional in this case due to the nonaxisymmetry) using the one-dimensional wave equations and an average
wavelength assumed to be equal to the arc length of the drop divided into a
number of half-wavelengths. With an additional fitting parameter, they claimed
good agreement between experiment and model, but as will be examined in
Section 5.5, this model does not fully capture the behavior of the drops.
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Moving further from the basis of the capillary wave equation, Esposito et al.70
formed a model based on a simple oscillator formula for water drops on a model
fuel cell gas diffusion membrane. They found reasonable agreement in terms of
trend, but did not apply their model to drops with different contact angles or
modes of oscillation. Esposito et al. supposed that the eigenvalue would be based
on the drop curvature70. Approximating the curvature of the drop by measuring
the cross sectional curvature and approximating the out of plane component
based on the surface area to arc length ratio for a sphere, they proposed (for a
single value of contact angle) that mode 1-1 follows:

λ11,γ =

1
3.12

Equation 5-9

Attempting to expand Equation 5-9 to different values of contact angle (by
considering the curvature of drops with different contact angles, one discovers
that additional terms containing the drop radius are introduced. This would
change the ultimate dependence of frequency on drop size/volume (violating the
assumption of surface tension restored drops). This in turn means that the model
of Esposito et al., while perhaps tuned to their single value of contact angle,
cannot be applied in general.

Finally, perhaps unaware of the models that exist, several groups58,59,62,71,72 have
attempted to use Lamb’s model for the axisymmetric oscillation of a free drop for
sessile drops undergoing non-axisymmetric (or sometime axisymmetric)
oscillations. Not surprisingly, they have found that the trend (a dependency on
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the square root of surface tension divided by density and drop size) is correct.
Otherwise, the application of Lamb’s model to these cases is uncalled for due to
the differences in geometry and oscillation modes, and the effects of contact
angle. This criticism is not meant to diminish the excellent CFD58, experimental
work71, measurement technique developement72, and application to ‘ratcheting’
drops along surfaces58,59,62 outlined in the respective papers. Some of the above
works noted the approximations inherent in their approach to modeling.

To summarize, the oscillation of constrained drops excited laterally is somewhat
understood, but the non-axisymmetry introduces new complexities related to the
3-D nature of the drop, which are not fully explored. Specifically lacking is a
model similar to Chiba et al.’s37 for a drop of arbitrary contact angle on a flat
surface (which will not be attempted here). There has also been no study of nonspherical cap equilibrium drop shapes/an investigation of possible effects of type
of forcing.

Most previous works have considered mechanically excited

surfaces/deformed drops. One work investigated sessile drops in a cross flow70,
and this field is one of the authors main areas of interest11, but it is uncertain if
the forcing by airflow and deformation of the equilibrium shape would change
oscillation behavior.

Further, none of the first principles34–37, semi-empirical69,73, or low order40,48–50,70
models available have been tested with rigorous experiments for a wide range of
contact angles, fluid properties, etc. There is also some confusion in the literature
as to the fact that constrained drop oscillations that involve surface deformations
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must involve center of mass displacement for each mode. There is further
confusion as to the relation between axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric
oscillations of free and constrained drops in that some researchers have tried to
use a given model in situations where it is not applicable.

As a final note, like all drops and bubbles, constrained drops undergoing
oscillations can be restored by forces other than surface tension. Gravity has been
considered as the restoring force for non-axisymmetric constrained drop
oscillations. Moon et al.73 exposed a pendant drop to an external gravitational
field and acoustically driven oscillations. The drop swung like a pendulum, with
the same

g R dependence as for Equation 5-3 (which considered free drops

undergoing self-generated gravity restored oscillations). An eigenvalue for the
situation studied by Moon et al. can be expressed as:

λml , g ≈ 0.151

Equation 5-10

In Moon et al.73, the frequency of oscillation was found to be even lower than that
of surface tension restored oscillations of the same drop (which they also
investigated somewhat). However, the ranking of frequencies, in general, would
depend on surface tension, density, and drop shape. The gravity restored
oscillations of Moon et al. are of further interest since they illustrate a case of
constrained drops undergoing mostly bulk oscillation as opposed to the more
commonly observed surface oscillations linked with bulk oscillations (see Figure
5-1). For extremely small solid constraint areas, a pendant system oscillating as a
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pendulum could almost completely decouple bulk oscillation from surface
oscillation. However, as Chiba et al. explained37, for a pinned contact line even
infinitesimal constraints on the drop can cause a slight but not vanishing
deviation in the frequency and mode shape of a constrained drop which is
approaching the free state. In other words, as the constraint size approaches zero,
the limit of the constrained drop oscillation is not the same as free drop
oscillations, at least for some modes of oscillation. In general then, a constrained
drop should be thought of as having bulk and surface oscillations coupled, as
Dong et al. acknowledge58.

Having reviewed the literature, we next present a framework for categorizing and
understanding free and constrained drop/bubble oscillation. We then introduce
in Section 5.4 a full profile measurement technique which we think is useful since
in all of the works discussed above (with a few exceptions43,45,49), experimental
measurements have largely been limited to point measurements (e.g. the center
of mass, or the apex position) instead of full profile measurements. This is despite
the fact that oscillations generally involved surface deformations and the related
motion of the center of mass. Collected literature data and the new experimental
data are then compared to literature models to test their effectiveness.

5.3 Conceptual Framework
The framework is shown graphically in Figure 5-3. To begin considering
drop/bubble oscillations, one first needs to consider the source of the oscillation.
The oscillation can be driven (forced) by an oscillating body force and/or an
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oscillating surface force. Alternatively, natural oscillations can be due to
drop/bubble displacement from an equilibrium position (e.g. motion away from a
potential minimum in a gravitational, electromagnetic, or acoustic pressure field)
or due to drop/bubble deformation from an equilibrium shape. One also needs to
consider the restoring forces, whether they be surface tension, gravity, etc.
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Figure 5-3: Graphical representation of a framework for understanding the oscillation of drops or
bubbles.
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Of importance also is the state of the drop/bubble, either free of constraint or
constrained by a surface. For a free drop/bubble, the aforementioned sources of
oscillation can give rise to an oscillation of the bulk or an oscillation of the
surface. For pure bulk oscillation, there is no surface deformation and the
drop/bubble moves in bulk with motion in cardinal directions about the potential
minimum. An example would be an acoustically levitated drop which ‘wobbles’
about the pressure minimum of the levitator without any appreciable surface
oscillation (because of, e.g., high viscosity). If the potential minimum shifts, the
drop/bubble would oscillate about this moving point. For pure surface
oscillation, there is no motion of the center of mass and the drop/bubble
deforms, its surface oscillating normal to some equilibrium shape with restoring
forces (surface tension, and/or gravity, commonly) attempting to restore the
equilibrium shape. The equilibrium shape can be as simple as a sphere, or more
complicated if the free drop/bubble undergoes some external steady forcing, such
as in a cross flow. Similarly, the shape of the equilibrium interface can change
over time if the drop/bubble undergoes changing forces (e.g. a cross flow of
varying intensity). Examples of free drop/bubble surface oscillations are diverse,
including falling raindrops and rising bubbles.

The connection (if any) between bulk and surface oscillations depends on the
situation. For free floating drops and bubbles, oscillations of the bulk and of the
surface are generally decoupled since oscillations of the surface cannot move the
center of mass of the drop/bubble. On the other hand, in the example given
above, a drop in an acoustic levitator would likely undergo surface oscillations as
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its bulk was driven to oscillate, with the surface oscillations caused by instabilities
introduced by imperfections in the levitator’s force distribution.

For constrained drops/bubbles, the situation is different. Here bulk and surface
oscillations are generally linked since the constraint leads most changes of center
of mass to result in a change of surface shape (and vice versa). As a result, one
sees a mixture of the behaviors seen for pure bulk and surface oscillation, in that
the surface oscillates about the instantaneous equilibrium profile and the center
of mass oscillates about the instantaneous equilibrium center of mass. The bulk
oscillation is fluid however (i.e. not all portions of the drop will oscillate at the
same magnitude and there may be internal circulation) in comparison to a solid
body like motion of pure bulk oscillation. An example (studied in this paper) is a
sessile water drop exposed to airflow, such as raindrops on the windshield of a
moving car. Pure bulk oscillation of constrained drops/bubbles is also possible,
with a similar definition as for free drops/bubbles. Examples would be a drop
with no contact angle hysteresis rolling or sliding about the bottom of a curved
bowl or a drop help pendant by an infinitely small constraint (though the second
example is imperfect, as discussed in Section 5.2.3).

In terms of characterizing the oscillations, one can consider multiple bulk modal
frequencies along each axis. If an orienting force (e.g. gravity) or direction is
present, then oscillations along this axis can be termed ‘longitudinal’ while those
about the remaining axis can be termed ‘lateral’. It is also possible that the
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drop/bubble could be undergoing rotational oscillations in which case the ‘lateral
axes’ would be rotational (i.e. azimuthal and possibly inclination angles).

For surface oscillations, there are likewise multiple surface modes, each
corresponding to harmonics of the equilibrium shape. The zeroeth mode (the
degree zero spherical harmonic corresponding to volume expansion and
contraction) is generally forbidden for drops (as it relies on compressibility)
while it is allowed for bubbles. The first mode is forbidden for free drops or
bubbles because it would amount to motion of the drop without surface
deformation. It would thus be pure bulk oscillation, requiring different driving
and restoring forces. The first mode is allowed for constrained drops due to the
link between surface and bulk motions for constrained drops.

Most researchers have considered axisymmetric surface oscillations of a spherical
(cap) shaped drop/bubble. For free drops/bubbles, these modes are described by
axisymmetric spherical harmonics and the associated Lengendre polynomials,
each defined by a distinct degree (commonly called mode) number. Each mode
corresponds basically to an integer number of half-wavelengths across the
surface of the drop. Constrained drops and bubbles are also defined by degree
number for axisymmetric oscillations, but as discussed in Section 5.2.2 the
spherical harmonic mathematics are more complex, and the number of halfwavelengths across the drop changes compared to the same mode for free
drops/bubbles. This last point suggests that defining/modeling drop/bubble
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oscillations by simply counting half-wavelengths is insufficient, a point that will
be expanded on throughout this paper.

Non-axisymmetric oscillations of a spherical (cap) shaped drop are again
described by spherical harmonics, in this case non-axisymmetric. Due to the nonaxisymmetry, the mode shape is fully three dimensional, requiring both an order
and degree number to define them. Similarly though, in any profile through the
drop a mode will again correspond to an integer number of half-wavelengths
measured along the equilibrium profile of the drop. The number of halfwavelengths may not be constant for each profile for a given mode, however,
again casting doubt on the use of this technique for modeling oscillations.

Finally, if the drop does not have a spherical (cap) shaped equilibrium surface,
then the modes should still correspond to (axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric)
non-spherical harmonics65. These, however, would in general be mathematically
intractable.

Regardless of the exact nature of the oscillation, each mode shape will oscillate
with its own frequency, with a dispersion relationship describing the connection
between them. As stated above, for constrained drops there should be a link
between the multiple modal frequencies of bulk oscillation, and the multiple
modes of surface oscillation.
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We stress again that all of the above framework can be applied to oscillating
bubbles as well as drops. However, the slightly different physics (a compressible
inner fluid, a possibly incompressible outer fluid, differences in densities, etc.)
will change the behaviors seen and the mathematical descriptions of them, as
well as the frequencies of oscillations. Also, the existence and occasional presence
of a 0th and 1st mode, and the relatedness of drop and bubble oscillation, raises
three final comments.

First, some researchers whose work is reviewed in Section 5.2.3 have commented
on separate ‘Rayleigh modes’13 and ‘rocking (or bending) modes’ being present
for

constrained

drops

undergoing

axisymmetric

and

non-axisymmetric

oscillations, respectively). All of these modes, if driven by a balance between
surface tension and inertia, are ‘Rayeligh’-type modes and are governed by the
same physics and similar equations (Equation 5-1), just different eigenvalues.

Second, some researchers have commented on a ‘first Rayleigh mode’ for a drop
when in fact they mean a drop oscillating in the second axisymmetric mode. This
misnomer likely stems from the fact that the 0th mode is forbidden for drops,
with the 1st mode is forbidden for the free drops Rayleigh considered (as well as
for free bubbles). However, these modes do exist and should not be neglected
since they are present for bubbles and constrained drops/bubbles, respectively.

Third, neither the terms ‘Rayleigh mode number’ nor ‘Strani and Sabetta mode
number’18 should be used to define non-axisymmetric modes. The two numbering
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systems are identical (if used correctly, as discussed in Section 5.2.2) so no
distinction should be made when discussing axisymmetric oscillations. And as
stated above, both an order and a degree (or mode) number are required to
define non-axisymmetric oscillations.

5.4 Experimental Setup and Full Profile Processing
The models described by Equations 5-1 through 5-10 will be considered and
tested (as applicable) in comparison to experimental results in Section 5.5. First,
the experimental methods and materials will be described for the new data
collected for this chapter.

The physical setup of the experiment is given in detail elsewhere11. Briefly, a
laminar wind tunnel (0-30 m/s measured by an upstream pitot static tube,
working cross section of 215.9 mm x 469.9 mm) was fitted with a symmetric
streamlined body into which a 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm surface could be mounted flush.
The surface was a smooth piece cut from a glass slide, and spin coated with either
Teflon or PMMA. The boundary layer Reynolds number at the surface was ≤
~2x105, indicating laminar conditions. Drops of 13-100 µl of either DI water
(from a Millipore machine) or hexadecane (Sigma Aldrich) were placed on each
surface. The drop Reynolds number was ≤ ~3000, again indicating laminar
conditions. Calculations indicate that the drop height ranged from approximately
0.9 to 2.5 times the boundary layer thickness. A high-speed camera (Vision
Research Inc.) captured 100 frames/s of a backlit side view of the drop oscillation
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with a resolution of 42 µm/pixel. Tests involved placing a drop in quiescent
conditions and slowly increasing the airspeed until the drop began to move back
along the surface. Results presented in this paper were taken before the point of
incipient motion, i.e. results correspond to pinned contact lines. A detailed
discussion of incipient motion is given elsewhere11. It was seen that with
increasing airspeed, the drop deformed from its spherical cap shape, and
oscillated about this deformed shape.

Processing was performed via several Matlab routines developed in the Surface
Engineering and Instrumentation Lab at the University of Alberta (contributed to
by Beatriz Defez-Garcia, the thesis author, and several summer students). For
each frame of video, the airspeed measurement was synchronized, and image
processing algorithms used to identify the drop, calculate the centroid of the side
view, and locate the profile view of the drop interface through edge finding.
Centroid time traces were binned into bands of airspeed 0.5 m/s wide (i.e. 0-0.5
m/s, 0.5-1m/s, etc.), and an FFT performed for each bin, giving time resolved
spectral information (giving frequency of bulk oscillation). The edge traces were
also binned in the same manner, and each bin was processed following the
schematic shown in Figure 5-4. First, each bin was used to create a reference
profile by spline fitting each profile, interpolating points from each fit at a series
of identical positions along the curve, averaging these points across all the frames
in the bin and performing a single spline fit to all the averaged points (Figure
5-4a and b). This average profile was taken to be the time varying non-spherical
equilibrium shape of the drop (time varying since the air velocity was increasing
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in time). Each instantaneous profile was compared to the average profile for each
bin, and the normal distance between the curves was measured for 32 points
along the profile (Figure 5-4c).
a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 5-4: Schematic showing surface oscillation processing performed for each frame

A two-dimensional FFT was performed on the stacked normal distance curve,
resulting in time resolved spectral information (giving wave number components
of surface oscillation and their related frequencies, Figure 5-4e and f). To
improve resolution, the normal distance curve was artificially repeated eight
times to increase the length of the signal as illustrated in Figure 5-4d and Figure
5-5. Each repeated curve was inverted (i.e. multiplied by negative one) and
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flipped along its length, which results in an amplification of all wave forms with
any integer number of half-wavelengths along the arc length. Since the drop
profile will have nodes at the contact points (since the contact line is pinned), this
technique should introduce limited error. It is worth noting here that mode 2-1
(Figure 5-2c) does not present a regular sinusoidal signal component (as
illustrated in Figure 5-5c). Performing a Fourier transform of an artificially
created and repeated mode 2-1 signal (Figure 5-5l and o) gives a mixture of two
sinusoidal signals as shown, one of which corresponds to mode 0-1 (Figure 5-2a
and Figure 5-5a). The component in Figure 5-5c cannot be recovered from the
non-repeated signal either, so the mixed results shown in Figure 5-5o will be
taken as indication of the presence of mode 2-1.
Mode 0-1

Mode 1-1

Mode 2-1

Original
component
Inverted

Flipped
left to right
Repeated
signal
Signal
recovered
from FFT
Figure 5-5: Showing the process of inverting and flipping each component of a signal to increase FFT
resolution. The original components are a subset of the possible components of the normal distance
curve along the drop arc length (as seen in Figure 5-4), and correspond to mode (a) 0-1, (b) 1-1, (c)
and 2-1 in Figure 5-2. No error artifacts are introduced for cases a and b, but the individual
waveforms are retrieved from the FFT of the repeated signal while they would not be for the original
signal alone. Case c cannot be correctly recovered with or without signal repetition, and instead is
interpreted by the FFT as two waveforms, one identical to that for mode 0-1 (but with a different
magnitude), and one indicating a half wavelength across the arc length of the drop.
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The above described processing techniques rely upon a two-dimensional profile
view of the three dimensional drop. It therefore depends on an approximation
similar to that made by Noblin et al.48,49 and Sharp et al.50 in terms of
wavenumber analysis, though the frequency analysis is exact. It also measures
the oscillations of the profile, rather than assuming their type. As such, it allows
for examination of the processed results to determine if the mode shapes and
frequencies fit the assumption of Noblin et al.48,49 and Sharp et al.50 It can also be
used in the future to determine the growth rate of oscillations and as a framework
for the processing of a three-dimensional data set if current74,75 or future threedimensional drop imaging techniques come to fruition. For now, the processing
routine as described has been used to produce the results discussed below.

5.5 Results and Discussion
Following the framework expressed in Figure 5-3, we begin our discussion by
examining the source of oscillations for the newly presented experimental results,
that of sessile drops under airflow. The constant body force of gravity can be
neglected, and there are negligible imposed body displacements (external
vibrations). The moving airflow does apply a surface force to the drop, but the
free stream air velocity is quasi-steady, slowly increasing with negligible
oscillation in time. While this increasing air velocity can easily be understood to
deform the equilibrium profile of the drop, it is not immediately clear how the
quasi-steady free stream flow could cause drop oscillation.
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The source of the oscillation is in fact an applied oscillating surface force induced
by the interaction of the quasi-steady airflow with a deformable surface through
an aeroelastic, flutter-like instability. The quasi-steady airflow first causes the
drop to deform due to air drag, taking a tear drop like shape on the surface with
the bulk of the drop pushed downwind. A vortex is then shed from the downwind
side of the drop8 leading to a momentary decrease in the local surface drag force
on the drop. The decreased force allows the drop to try and regain its shape, with
the bulk of the drop moving upstream. This increases drag force once more,
restarting the cycle of oscillation. As will be seen, the vortex shedding couples
with the natural frequency of the drop, in that the shedding excites the natural
(characteristic) frequency of the drop, which in turn regulates the frequency of
vortex shedding.

As discussed above, frequency and mode shape measurements were made for
multiple air velocity bins, in order to observe any change in their characteristics
with air velocity/due to changes in the equilibrium shape of the drop. No
noticeable dependence on air velocity was seen. This is in contradiction to the
findings of Lin et al.76 but in agreement with the findings of Esposito et al.70
Based on our findings, we will neglect the changing airflow, and present results
obtained by taking a single 2-D FFT across all air velocities from near zero to just
before the point of incipient motion (while the contact line is still pinned) as
illustrated in Figure 5-4e and f. Nonetheless, the normal distance-arc length-time
signal was generated using time varying equilibrium profiles determined using
the method illustrated in Figure 5-4a through c.
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Figure 5-6 shows drop bulk oscillation frequencies versus the reciprocal of the
square root of drop volume, for drops of water on Teflon and PMMA, and drops
of hexadecane on Teflon. Figure 5-6 shows the raw data, not normalized to
account for the differences in fluid properties (surface tension and density)
between hexadecane and water. It was taken by performing an FFT of the time
trace of centroid position (i.e. it indicates the frequency of the bulk oscillations of
the drop, not considering the surface oscillations in any way). Figure 5-6 also
shows the linear fit to each data set forced through the origin since in the absence
of gravity, an infinitely large drop should approach zero oscillation frequency.
The high R2 value of the fit indicates that the restoring force for these drop
oscillations are largely, if not wholly, capillary (see Equation 5-1) rather than
capillary-gravity in nature. As further validation, Equations 5-1 through 5-4 can
be combined to give a gravity capillary wave formula for free drops in air. Doing
so yields Equation 5-11:
f ml =

1
2π

g 2l + 1 γl (l − 1)(l + 2 )
+
R 2l (l − 1)
ρ1 R 3

Equation 5-11

For a representative 1 mm drop of water in air, Equation 5-11 yields gravitational
effects of only 1%. Disregarding for a moment the concerns in using a onedimensional equation for three-dimensional drop oscillations, one can also
consider the gravity capillary model put forward by Noblin et al.48,49 in Equation
5-7. In Equation 5-7, the greatest gravitational effect is seen for the lowest mode
number. Assuming a drop of water in air, with approximately 1 mm spherical cap
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radius, the effect of gravity on the frequency of drop oscillation ranges from
0.02% to only 4.6% as contact angle ranges from 10° to 150°. Based on these
order of magnitude arguments, we will neglect the effects of gravity in our drop
oscillation analysis from this point forward.

Figure 5-6: Bulk oscillation frequency versus the inverse root of volume for systems of drops of
Water on PMMA, Water on Teflon, and Hexadecane on Teflon, with the direction of bulk (centroid)
motion denoted in the legend (x denoting lateral (horizontal) motion, y denoting longitudinal
(vertical) motion relative to the flat surface). Surface oscillation degree and order are also listed in
the legend based upon matching the frequencies of bulk and surface oscillations. Error bars denote
one standard devation.

Each data set in Figure 5-6 has been labeled by its corresponding mode
number(s). These mode numbers have been determined based on the whole
profile analysis results, a representative sample of which is shown in Figure 5-4.
This analysis methodology allows for calculation of both frequency and the two176

dimensional profile of mode shape of each mode of surface oscillation. In general,
peaks for mode 0-1, 1-1 and 2-1 were observed, with the ‘bending’ 1-1 mode
generally the strongest, and with the frequency of each model closely matching
the frequency of bulk oscillations. The excellent agreement of the frequency of
surface oscillation modes with the frequency of bulk oscillation modes indicates
that, as stated previously, bulk and surface oscillation modes are related to one
another for the case of constrained drops.

As discussed regarding Figure 5-5, mode 2-1 (illustrated in Figure 5-2) is
interpreted by an FFT as two separate waveforms, one of which is identical to
mode 0-1. According to Chiba et al.37, modes 0-1 and 2-1 are expected to have
nearly identical frequencies for contact angles below 90°, and similar frequencies
for contact angles between 90° and 120°. As seen in Figure 5-4, the two lesser
peaks indeed have similar frequencies, with wavenumbers that indicate the
definite presence of mode 2-1, and the possible presence of mode 0-1. It is
difficult to say for certain therefore if both modes are present without additional
views of the drop. We believe that both peaks are present since the relative
magnitude of the two peaks in FFT is often approximately equal, with some cases
for which mode 0-1 shows a stronger peak than the other mode. As Figure 5-5
showed, pure mode 2-1 should present as a mixture of two signals, with a weaker
mode 0-1 signal.
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5.5.1 Testing Models for Mode 1-1 Oscillations
Having characterized the drop oscillation by its fundamental modes, we now seek
to test the various mathematical models (Equations 5-5 through 5-10, and the
infinite series results available in literature) that have been suggested as
eigenvalue relations between mode number and frequency of drop oscillation for
various contact angles (various drop shapes). We start by examining the lowest
frequency mode (the ‘bending’ non-axisymmetric mode 1-1), which is also the
least studied of m-1 modes. Equations 5-5 and 5-6 are invalid for modeling mode
1-1, as they are for drops undergoing mode 0-1 oscillations. Equation 5-10 will not
be tested as it is for drops oscillating under the effects of gravity, which have been
seen to be negligible in this case. Equation 5-9 is neglected as it was already
determined to not be generally applicable. This leaves Equations 5-7 and 5-8.
Further, the predictions of Lyubimov36 and of Bauer and Chiba34 and Chiba et
al.37 have been read from their respective papers for comparison to experimental
data.

The experimental data and model predictions are shown in Figure 5-7. Figure 5-7
includes the new experimental data from this work, as well as data from several
literature sources, including the extensive work of Sharp et al.50 The experimental
data was collected for sessile drops maintaining pinned contact lines, with
different causes of oscillation including an imposed deformation of the surface50,
an imposed oscillating body force from an oscillating substrate63, and (as in the
present work) cross flowing air70,76. All data have been cast as eigenvalues to
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normalize the effects of varying fluid densities, drop sizes, and surface tensions.
The tight clustering of data points in Figure 5-7 shows that sessile drop
oscillations are similar for all these cases, suggesting that the deformed
equilibrium drop shapes of the drops in the present work have little effect on
oscillation characteristics. Other work in our lab (not shown here) confirms this
finding for sessile drops forced to oscillate by a vibrating substrate, finding that
they have similar frequencies to the drops in cross flow. Altogether, this indicates
(as discussed in the second paragraph of Section 5.5) that drops in cross flow
undergo natural oscillations, with the frequency of oscillation and vortex
shedding determined by the natural frequencies of the drops. Regarding model
predictions, while not shown on Figure 5-7, one can surmise that the mode 1-1
eigenvalues for contact angles of 0° and 180° should both be infinite. This is
because for a contact angle of 0° the resulting infinitely thin liquid sheet should
support no capillary waves. Conversely, a contact angle of 180° indicates a free
drop, which forbids observation of any mode with order one (e.g. modes 1-1, 0-1,
2-1, …).
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Figure 5-7: Eigenvalue versus contact angle for mode 1-1 oscillations of sessile drops. Experimental
data are shown as solid symbols, model predictions were read at discrete points and are connected by
straight lines except for the single prediction at 90° made by Lyubimov.

Comparing the model predictions to experimental data, several trends can be
seen. The medium order model of Celestini and Kofman69 consistently
overpredicts the eigenvalue (underpredicting oscillation frequency). This
indicates that the static drop profiles used to predict dynamic drop oscillation are
insufficient. Conversely, the medium order models of Noblin et al.48 and Sharp et
al.50 consistently underpredict eigenvalues (overpredicting frequency). This was
seen by Sharp et al. for mode 1-150, while Noblin et al. did not study this mode.
Sharp et al.50 proposed applying a constant correction factor to the predictions.
Doing this, one can achieve reasonable agreement with experimental data over
the range of contact angles from ~30° to ~120°. However, higher and lower
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contact angles then require a varying correction factor, invalidating this
approach. The model of Bauer and Chiba34 (for drops in spherical bowls of the
same radius), gives reasonable agreement, as does the model of Chiba et al.37 (for
drops centered on the apex of conical peaks/troughs). Both models are plotted in
Figure 5-7 based on the apparent contact angle that would be made between the
drop’s liquid-vapor interface and the horizontal plane which the contact line
intersects (since neither model deals with the experimentally common situation
of a drop on a flat plate). The differences between the models indicate that there
are effects of the non-planar constraint geometry in modeling drop oscillation.
The single prediction of Lyubimov for a contact angle of 90° matches Chiba et
al.’s model37 for the identical case of a contact angle of 90° on a flat plate, and
matches experimental data for drops near this contact angle well.

Both the models by Bauer and Chiba34 and Chiba et al.37 fail to predict oscillation
eigenvalues at low and high contact angles, under- and overpredicting them,
respectively. At low contact angles, the difference is likely due to depth effects.
Capillary waves decrease in frequency as fluid depth decreases. For the case of
sessile drops, low contact angle indicates small fluid depth for a given volume.
Both models, on the other hand, have relatively larger fluid depths due to the
non-planar geometry they employ to simplify the mathematics. The difference at
higher contact angles may be due to the constraint of the drop. For both of the
models, there is no surrounding solid surface to interfere with the drop as it
oscillates, while a sessile drop on a flat surface can interfere with the surface as
the drops interface bends toward it. This would tend to increase the stiffness of
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the drop, increasing the frequency and decreasing the eigenvalue, as seen in the
comparison between the model predictions and experimental data.

To summarize the above discussion, neither low-order, nor medium-order
models can successfully predict modal frequency over the full range of contact
angles. While the high-order infinite summation models are close in their
predictions, they fail at high and low contact angles. Thus, a more accurate model
of mode 1-1 oscillations of constrained drops is necessary. Until such time as such
a model exists, the high order model of Chiba et al.37 can be used, or the collected
literature data can be used as an empirical graph of expected eigenvalues. It is
worth mentioning here that none of the experimental data for mode 1-1
oscillations are for larger pendant drops (Smithwick and Boulet40 studied small
(low Bond number) pendant drops). Experiments addressing this deficiency
would allow for a comparison between sessile and pendant mode 1-1 oscillations
(though for sufficiently low gravitational effects (i.e. sufficiently low Bond
numbers) there should be no difference seen).

5.5.2 Testing Models for Mode 0-1 and 2-1 Oscillations
A similar analysis to the above can be performed for the mode 0-1 (with mixed
mode 2-1 in the newly presented data) oscillations also seen in Figure 5-6.
Throughout this section, modes 0-1 and 2-1 are treated as showing identical
frequencies, based on literature models37 and the experimental results given
using the whole profile analysis technique. Mode 2-1 was only observed in the
newly presented data; however, no other researchers have performed the full
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profile analysis technique necessary to identify this mode. Of the models in
Equations 5-5 through 5-10, only Equation 5-7 is considered here. Equations 5-5
and 5-6 are neglected since they have no contact angle dependence. Equation 5-8
is neglected since it is for mode 1-1 oscillations, and Equations 5-9 and 5-10 are
neglected for the same reasons given in Section 5.5.1. Further, the predictions of
Strani and Sabetta18, Smithwick and Boulet40 and Yamakita et al.41 (who each
used the model of Strani and Sabetta), of Lyubimov39, and of Bauer and Chiba34
and Chiba et al.37 have been read from their respective papers and compared to
experimental data.

The experimental data and model predictions for Mode 0-1 and 2-1 oscillations
are shown in Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9. Figure 5-8 is the prediction of Strani and
Sabetta18 matched to the experimental data given by Rodot et al.32 for a drop
oscillating in a fluid of matched density (it is therefore a reproduction of the
result shown in Strani and Sabetta18, but cast as eigenvalues. It can be seen that
there is excellent agreement between experiment and theory at high contact
angles, with worse results at lower contact angles. This was noted in the original
work18, and is likely due to the difference between the geometry used in the
experiment (a drop on a flat topped pin) versus the geometry of the model (a
drop in a spherical bowl), since lower contact angle drops would in effect be a
shallower ‘pool’ leading to decreased frequency and increased eigenvalue.
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Figure 5-8: Eigenvalue versus contact angle for mode 0-1 oscillations of sessile drops of density
matched fluid in a fluid medium. Experimental data are from Rodot et al. 1979, and model
predictions are those originally given by Strani and Sabetta 1984. Model predictions were read at
discrete points and are connected by straight lines.
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Figure 5-9: Eigenvalue versus contact angle for mode 0-1 and 2-1 oscillations of sessile drops in
vapor. Experimental data are shown as solid symbols, model predictions were read at discrete points
and are connected by straight lines except for the single prediction at 90° made by Lyubimov.

Figure 5-9 includes the experimental data from this work, as well as data from
several literature sources, all for the case of liquid drops oscillating in air with
pinned contact lines. Causes of oscillation include surface acoustic wave forcing41,
solid surface oscillation by loudspeaker 40,48,71, and (as in the present work) cross
flowing air76. All data have been cast as eigenvalues to normalize the effects of
varying fluid densities, drop sizes, and surface tensions. The data points in Figure
5-9 are approximately as tightly clustered as those in Figure 5-7 for mode 1-1
oscillations, again suggesting that the (cross flow induced) deformed equilibrium
shapes of the

drops in the present work have little effect on oscillation

characteristics, and indicating (as discussed in the second paragraph of Section
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5.5) that drops in cross flow undergo oscillations with the frequency determined
by the natural frequencies of the drops. As in Figure 5-7, one can surmise that the
mode 0-1 and 2-1 eigenvalues for contact angles of 0° and 180° should both be
infinite since the frequency of oscillation in both cases is zero.

Comparing the model predictions to experimental data, it can immediately be
seen that the model of Bauer and Chiba34 fails to predict the eigenvalues. As
mentioned previously, the model in that paper gave nearly identical results for
mode 1-1 and mode 0-1 oscillations, suggesting that one of the predictions was
incorrect. Figure 5-9 shows that Bauer and Chiba’s model for mode 0-1
oscillations is incorrect. Otherwise, the high order model predictions of Strani
and Sabetta18 match those from the similar model of Chiba et al.37, and the single
prediction at 90° contact angle by Lyubimov39. The models of Strani and
Sabetta18 and Chiba et al.37, however, do not predict an infinite eigenvalue as they
should for a 0° contact angle. This is likely because these models do not
accurately capture the vanishing fluid depth as contact angle decreases. Away
from these low contact angles, however, the models of Strani and Sabetta18 and
Chiba et al.37 seem to give satisfactory results for mode 0-1 and 2-1 oscillations.
To improve accuracy, it may be possible to add a corrective term for the effects of
decreased actual fluid depth.

Considering medium order models, the model of Noblin et al.48 (subsequently rederived by Sharp et al.50) follows the data relatively well for contact angles below
~80°, but does not follow the data as well at higher contact angles. Further, it is
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still not ideal in that while it does approach infinity at zero contact angle (as it
should), it does not approach infinity at 180°. As such, it predicts a finite
frequency of mode 0-1 oscillation for a free floating drop (contact angle of 180°).
This is contrary to the established models for free drops16, and indicates that the
1-D model of Noblin et al.48 and Sharp et al.50 should not be used. Further, the
predictions of this model given in Figure 5-9 were for the mode shape of mode 01 oscillations (see Figure 5-2). The predictions of this model for mode 2-1
oscillations would be very different, despite the fact that theory and experiments
suggests that the frequencies (and thus eigenvalues) would be similar37.

To summarize the above discussion, the high order model originally proposed by
Strani and Sabetta18 matches experimental data well, except at low contact
angles. The high order model of Chiba et al.37 has the same minor failing as the
Strani and Sabetta model, but improves on the previous work by including nonaxisymmetric modes (discussed in Section 5.5.1). On the other hand, the medium
order models of Noblin et al. (rederived by Sharp et al.) should not be used for
mode 0-1 or 2-1 oscillations. Further, an error was made in Bauer and Chiba34, so
their high order model should not be used for mode 0-1 oscillations (they did not
present a model for mode 2-1 oscillations). Improvements to the models could
include considering the effects of the decreasing depth of the drop as contact
angle decreases. Experimental data is also somewhat lacking in the low contact
angle range; such data would be necessary to validate improved models.
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5.6 Conclusions
Categorizing and collecting diffuse literature, low-order, medium-order, and
high-order models for the contact angle dependent eigenvalue describing sessile
drop oscillations have been gathered. The eigenvalue is used in the dispersion
relationship to relate drop oscillation frequency to mode shape (thus relating
bulk oscillation to surface oscillation).

A unifying conceptual framework has also been presented based upon the review
of literature. This framework clarifies bulk and surface modes of oscillation, their
coupling for constrained drops, and numerates the modes of surface oscillation.
Oscillations can be both axisymmetric (requiring a single mode, also known as
degree, number) and non-axisymmetric (requiring both an order and degree
number to describe the non-axisymmetric spherical harmonic shape).

Using a newly developed full-profile analysis technique, the oscillation of sessile
drops in cross flowing air has been investigated for drops of water on smooth
PMMA and Teflon, and drops of hexadecane on smooth Teflon. The oscillations
are coupled bulk and surface oscillations, driven by a flutter-like aeroelastic
coupling in the quasi-steady air flow. The data of mode shape indicated nonaxisymmetric mode 1-1 oscillations at lower frequencies, as well as a mix of
axisymmetric mode 0-1 oscillations and non-axisymmetric mode 2-1 oscillations
at approximately the same higher frequency. Mode 2-1 oscillations could not have
been observed in previous literature due to the lack of full profile analysis.
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Comparing the dispersion relationship eigenvalues to those seen in literature
data, one can conclude that the oscillation of sessile drops in cross flow is similar
to drops oscillated by myriad other means (e.g. by oscillating plate or an imposed
surface deformation).

With the combined data set, the models available in literature were tested. It is
seen that none of the low-order models are sufficient, nor are the medium order
models (even those which take into account the 2-D mode shape). High order
models (based on the use of Legendre polynomials to decompose the mode
shapes) are somewhat successful for mode 1-1 oscillations (seen as a lateral
‘bending’ mode), and very successful for mode 0-1 and 2-1 oscillations (seen as
longitudinal modes), expect for the lowest contact angles. Models could be
improved by taking into account the diminishing ‘depth’ (drop height) of low
contact angle drops. Until models are perfected, the collected literature data can
serve as an empirical eigenvalue graph, and in the collection of more data or the
generation of new models, the conceptual framework may be used to guide
analysis and categorization of results.
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Chapter 6: Summary Conclusions and Future
Directions
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis has studied some of the interactions of individual sessile drops
with cross flowing air, for drops of hexadecane on Teflon coated glass, as
well as drops of water on PMMA coated glass, Teflon coated glass, and a
Teflon coated etched superhydrophobic surface (SHS) made from
aluminum. Drop volumes from 0.5 to 100 µl were tested in a laminar wind
tunnel. For the range of volumes tested, the contact angles were not seen
to change significantly for a given system of liquid on solid. Drops were
monitored by high speed videography and a modified floating element
differential drag sensor.

Incipient motion (the onset of shedding) was the main cross flow/sessile
drop interaction studied, first in terms of the critical air velocity for
shedding (Chapter 2).

Using a newly developed floating element

differential drag sensor (Chapter 3), the drag forces imposed upon the
drop were also studied (Chapter 4). Finally, the air flow induced oscillation
of sessile drops was examined (Chapter 5) in relation to the broader,
diffuse literature on sessile (or more general surface constrained) drop
oscillation.

Evaporation,

internal

circulation,

and

runback/breakup/(re)entrainment of the drop were not studied.
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Critical air velocity, force, and oscillation measurements inform each other
in terms of understanding the interactions of sessile drops with a cross
flow. Conclusions here centre around the air speed and force for incipient
motion, the broader relationship between force and airspeed, and
differences due to varying fluid properties.

The wetting properties of drops were seen to have major influences on the
airspeed and force necessary for reaching the point of incipient motion at
which the drop begins to be shed from a surface by airflow. Adhesion force
depends upon wetting parameters such as surface tension, contact angle,
and drop shape, as well as drop size (here characterized in terms of length
of contact line, with proxy measurement given by baselength measured in
profile view). Drag force, which must overcome the maximum adhesion
force in order to shed the drop, also depends on drop shape and size (here
characterized by cross sectional area). Forces for shedding were
comparable in magnitude to the gravitational shedding from a tilted plate
and to simplified models for drop adhesion.

Scaling analysis was used to determine that the critical air velocity at
which drag overcomes adhesion should scale with the ratio (Lb/A)1/2 for
any given value of contact angle. It was found, however, that this scaling
follows an exponential rather than a linear relation. This indicates that the
ratio (k/CD)½, also found by the scaling analysis to be important, must
grow exponentially with (Lb/A)1/2 . Force measurements indicated that k
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(an empirical parameter related to drop adhesion) is nearly constant with
drop volume (i.e. nearly constant with (Lb/A)1/2); force measurements also
indicated that CD (drag coefficient) indeed generally grows exponentially
with (Lb/A)1/2.

It was also found that curves of critical air velocity for shedding for all the
water systems can be collapsed to a self similar master curve by means of
normalizing by a reference value of (Lb/A)1/2. The master curve also
captured and explains results from other researchers. This may be related
to the finding from force measurements that all systems and volumes
follow generally similar relations for drag coefficient versus Reynolds
number when Reynolds number is based on drop height. The HD-Teflon
system (which also follows a similar CD versus Re curve), did not collapse
onto exactly the same master curve, which will be discussed later in terms
of effects of fluid properties.

Measurements of critical airspeed indicated that more hydrophobic
surfaces shed drops more easily, but could not indicate whether this was
due to decreased adhesion, or increased drag force, due to the drops more
spherical shape. Force measurements indicate that decreased adhesion is
generally the more important consideration for shedding from SHS, since
water drops on such surfaces in fact experience lower drag forces at the
point of shedding compared to water on smooth Teflon. Shedding of water
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from smooth Teflon is aided both by decreased adhesion and increased
drag forces compared to water drops on more hydrophilic PMMA surfaces.

Critical airspeed (and force) for shedding were found not to be affected by
wind tunnel vibrational noise. However, minimizing these background
vibrations in the future would allow for more accurate measurements of
drag force, and of drop oscillation growth rates, which may be important
in terms of coupling to vortex shedding/increased wake drag.

The relationship between drag force and airspeed (or drag coefficient and
Reynolds number) was found using the floating element differential drag
sensor, but is informed by findings from the drop oscillation analysis. It
was found that water on Teflon and water on the SHS experiences higher
forces at any given value of airspeed. This is understood to be due to the
increased cross sectional area/poorly aerodynamic shape of drops for this
system. Drops of water on PMMA and hexadecane on Teflon experience
similar forces at any given airspeed. Drops of hexadecane are shed at lower
forces, while drops of water on PMMA are shed at forces higher than those
for any of the other systems due to the increased adhesion of water on
PMMA.

Non-dimensionalizing the results, it was found that all four systems follow
the same general curve, though the onset of motion limits the range of
Reynolds numbers considered for some of the systems, meaning that
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behavior could change at the un-probed higher values. The general curve
includes a roughly linear Stokesian decrease in drag coefficient at low
Reynolds numbers, followed by a brief leveling near CD~1, followed by an
increase in drag coefficient starting at Reynolds numbers around 500800.

This increase in drag coefficient was hypothesized to be due to aeroelastic
coupling of the oscillating drop into the wake, increasing drag in a similar
manner to what has been seen for free (non-surface constrained) drops. A
slight increase in drag coefficients was also seen with increasing drop
volume. As drop shape/contact angles are largely unchanged with volume
for a given system, the increase is expected to be due to changes in internal
circulation/oscillation with drop size, a theory that should be tested in the
future. Increasing contact angle also slightly increases drag coefficient,
indicating some effect of drop shape that is not captured by standard nondimensionalization.

An investigation of fluid properties (such as surface tension, density, and
viscosity) was made by studying hexadecane on Teflon along with the
three water systems. Hexadecane on Teflon has a similar drop shape to
water on PMMA. The Hexadecane-Teflon data (for force and air velocity
for shedding) was adjusted by the difference in surface tension and drop
shape. This caused the data to reach the same order of magnitude as
water-PMMA data. However, the variation of air velocity and force for
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shedding with increasing drop size were still dissimilar between the two
systems. Similarly adjusted values of oscillation frequency closely match
frequencies for water-PMMA, and as mentioned, the relationship between
drag coefficient and Reynolds number was also nearly identical for
Hexadecane-Teflon and water-PMMA. This indicates that bulk fluid
properties, such as density and viscosity, do have an effect on the force/air
velocity necessary for shedding.

Aside from measurements of air velocity for shedding and force versus
airspeed, the experiments of this thesis have also compared contact angle
measurements between air flow shedding tests, tilted plate shedding tests,
and quasi-static advancing/receding tests. It was found that the three test
types resulted in different contact angles. These differences should impact
the adhesion force by which drops resist shedding by, e.g. cross flowing air
and gravity, respectively. This was confirmed by subtle differences
between measurements of the force for shedding by the two different types
of tests. Therefore, it is stressed that models for drop shedding should
always use contact angles measured using a suitable experimental
methodology (i.e. one that mimics the expected conditions of shedding).
Interestingly, the changes in contact angles between cross flow and quasistatic advancing/receding tests does not seem to affect frequency of
oscillation, as the measurements presented in this thesis fall in line with
data collected from literature.
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Categorizing and collecting diffuse literature, low-order, medium-order,
and high-order models for the contact angle dependent eigenvalue
describing sessile drop oscillations have been gathered. The eigenvalue
relates drop oscillation frequency to mode shape (thus relating bulk
oscillation to surface oscillation). A unifying conceptual framework has
also been presented based upon the literature review, clarifying bulk and
surface modes of oscillation, their coupling for constrained drops, and
numerating the modes of both axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric
surface oscillations.

Full profile analysis techniques were developed and used to identify nonaxisymmetric mode 1-1 oscillations at lower frequencies for sessile drops
in cross flow, as well as a mix of axisymmetric mode 0-1 oscillations and
non-axisymmetric mode 2-1 oscillations at approximately the same higher
frequency. As stated above, in both cross flow and quiescent conditions,
drops oscillate at similar frequencies, indicating little effect of the
deformed drop shape. These new results were combined with collected
literature results, with the combined data set used to test the collected
models.

It was seen that none of the low-order models are sufficient, nor are the
medium order models (even those which take into account the 2-D mode
shape). High order models (based on the use of Legendre polynomials to
decompose the mode shapes) were somewhat successful for mode 1-1
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oscillations (seen as a lateral ‘bending’ mode), and very successful for
mode 0-1 and 2-1 oscillations (seen as longitudinal modes), except at
maximum and minimum contact angles. Until models are perfected, the
collected literature data can serve as an empirical eigenvalue graph, and
can aid in future tests of both the oscillation and shedding of sessile drops
by cross flow.

6.2 Future Directions
Several future directions are possible based upon the work of this thesis.
Having determined the airspeed and force for shedding, higher airspeeds
and forces can be probed with stationary drops by pinning the drop to the
surface via heterogeneities and/or roughness variation on the surface. This
would allow systems, such as hexadecane on Teflon and water on the SHS,
to be tested at higher airspeeds to determine if their behavior continues to
follow that of water on PMMA and water on Teflon, respectively. Using a
quieter tunnel (e.g. one driven by pressurized air) would allow the growth
rate of drop oscillations to be determined, which could lead to greater
knowledge of how drop oscillations are linked to the increase in drag force
with increasing Reynolds number.

In addition, the possible effects of fluid properties (specifically, viscosity)
on shedding and/or oscillation could be probed by testing silicone oils. A
wider range of volumes and multiple drops could also be studied. Micro
PIV could be used to study the drop’s internal flow in such experiments.
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PIV measurements could perhaps be made through transparent surfaces
to avoid problems with lensing effects through the side of drops.

Improvements to the floating element differential drag sensor are also
possible. Temporal and physical resolution of the sensor could be
improved by making it an active, rather than passive sensor. Passive shear
force sensors rely upon converting measurements of sensor deformation to
measurements of force. Active shear force sensors use electronic
monitoring and force actuation (through, e.g. magnetic or electrostatic
force) to maintain the sensor surface at a fixed position, measuring force
on the sensor by monitoring the necessary applied force to fix the sensor in
position. The relatively smaller motion of the sensor surface permits a
smaller gap in the floating element, which improves the flow
characteristics/accuracy. The temporal response is also improved, as it is
limited only by the electronic feedback system for active sensors, rather
than by the natural frequency of passive sensors. Once these
improvements are completed, further calibration tests of the sensor can be
made, varying surface size, testing solid particles, etc, to quantify
interference drag effects. Drag on other wall bound particles could also be
investigated.

Having studied the incipient motion and oscillation of individual sessile
drops, run back/breakup and (re)entrainment of drops are logical avenues
of future study. Testing the impact of drops onto surfaces under airflow,
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and their possible rebound, runback, etc. would also be interesting. Heat
transfer and phase change could also be studied, with direct application to,
e.g. aircraft icing. Studying sessile drops (or bubbles/other particles)
interacting with a fluid outer phase would introduce potentially interesting
effects in terms of changes in density and viscosity ratios between the
inner and outer fluid. Finally, the 3-D profile measurements techniques
currently under development by others could be used in conjunction with
the floating element differential drag sensor both to verify measurements
between the two systems, and to give further insight into the interactions
of sessile drops with crossing flow.
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Appendix A
A.1

Annotated

Image

of

Wind

Tunnel

Setup,

Supplemental to Section 2.3.1
Figure A-1 shows an annotated image of the wind tunnel setup. As labeled it
shows: a) highspeed camera and lens, b) cold light source, c) diffuser, d) Labview
DAQ board, e) laptop, f) fitted surface sample, g) streamlined body, h) cut-out
through center of streamlined body for equipment access. Not shown in Figure
A-1 are the pitot tubes, mounted just out of frame upstream, and laterally
displaced from ‘f’. Also not visible is the floating element differential drag sensor
(see Chapters 3 and 4), which is mounted below, and connected to, ‘f’.

Figure A-1: Annotated image of the wind tunnel setup, with description in the text.
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A.2

Illustrative Images from the Image Processing

Routine, Supplemental to Section 2.3.4
Representative images from the image processing routine are given below, with
descriptions in each images caption.

Figure A-2: Raw image (note pitot tube in top left, and registration marks on the wind tunnel side
wall in top right and bottom left). Drop is past the point of incipient motion.

Figure A-3: Registered image (i.e. corrected for tilt/jitter of camera by means of the registration
marks and two user input points which define the drop baseline in the original (quiescent) frame.
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Figure A-4: Edges of registered image found.

Figure A-5: User defined baseline drawn, and noise below this baseline removed.

Figure A-6: Edges of drop found by searching outward from a user defined point inside the drop.
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Figure A-7: Edge artifacts inside drop (caused by lensing effect) removed.

Figure A-8: Final image, drop profile traced in white and ready for determination of, e.g., location of
baseline to determine point of incipient motion, or calculation of drop profile oscillation. Small cross
inside drop denotes side view centroid. Large cross is user defined point inside drop (but outside light
artifact) .

A.3

Reference

Measurements

(Force

with

Drop

Absent), Supplemental to Section 3.5.2
Figure A-9 corresponds to Figure 3.9, but shows the individual reference
measurements that were made for the water-Teflon system tests.
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Figure A-9: Force measured by the floating element shear sensor (without drop present) versus
airspeed measured 1 cm above surface for five different reference tests prior to water-Teflon tests.
Also included are power law fits of each test, a power law fit of the combined data, and the expected
force based on flat plate drag theory.

A.4

Force for Shedding, Supplemental to Sections

3.5.4 and 4.3
With the point of incipient motion found from high speed video analysis (see
Chapter 2 and 3), the force for shedding can be determined. Figure A-10 shows
the averaged results for each repetition for each volume and system. The drag
force at the point of incipient motion is just sufficient to overcome the adhesion
force between the drop and the surface. Also shown in Figure A-10 for
comparison therefore is the gravitation force needed to overcome the adhesion of
a drop on a tilted plate measurements for the same systems and similar volume
ranges1 without airflow present. As a proxy model for cross flow shedding, the
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Furmidge model2 for drop adhesion is also shown in Figure A-10. The Furmidge
model:
Fadh = k ⋅ Lb ⋅ γ ⋅ (cos θ min − cos θ max )

Equation A-1

contains a fitting parameter, k, and further depends on a posteriori
measurements of upstream, θmin, and downstream, θmax, contact angles of the
drop as it begins to shed, as well as measurements of the drop baselength, Lb,
measured in the quiescent state1. The fitting parameter was determined by
minimizing the error for all measurements of drag force across volume for each
system, using average values of maximum and minimum downstream and
upstream contact angles. The second highest volume of the HD-Teflon system
showed data that was considered to be an outlier. It was not used in determining
the fit of the Furmidge model for the HD-Teflon system. As discussed in Chapter
4, the water-Teflon system also shows measurements of the force for shedding
which may be an outlier. This data was also not used in the fit of the Furmidge
model to that system.

It can be seen that the force for shedding generally increases monotonically with
volume. The largest drop volumes for all four systems show a leveling off of force,
however.

We

hypothesis

this

is

due

to

the

increased

internal

circulation/oscillation of larger drop affecting the external drag necessary to shed
the drop. This leveling off could also possibly be caused by the large drops
adopting a ‘sausage’ shape (i.e. a shape elongated along the surface
perpendicularly to the direction of airflow) as observed in literature3. Some slight
lateral elongation of the drop was observed by eye, but the elongation was not as
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pronounced as in the previous literature3, which leads us to forward our first
hypothesis.
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Figure A-10: Force to shed a drop versus drop volume for the four systems tested. Diamond symbols show air drag measured in the present work,
triangles show the the Furmidge model2 as a proxy model for drag measurements, squares are the gravitational force needed to shed a drop from a
tilted plate measured previously for the same systems1. Error bars denote one standard deviation.

Comparing air drag measurements to gravitation force measurements from tilted
plate tests shows that while the forces are of the same order of magnitude and
general trend, the tilted plate measurements are almost universally monotonic,
unlike for drops in cross flowing air. Drops on a tilted plate do not undergo
internal flow, oscillation or inertial effects if the plate is tilted slowly, thus drops
on a tilted plate are in a quasi-static state. The difference between the cross flow
and tilted plate measurements therefore supports the theory that the interaction
of the drops with the airflow changes the shedding conditions, by either or both
of changing the shape/contact angle of the drop compared to a tilted plate test (as
noted previously1,4), or by setting up an internal circulation/oscillation of the
drop5. Further tests would be necessary to confirm the observation and
determine its cause.

Given the tuning and necessary inputs to the Furmidge model, it is of limited
utility in a priori predicting results in the present case. It was developed to
explain the quasi-static gravitational shedding of drops on tilted plates, and the
fact that it cannot capture the leveling off of force for shedding as volume
increases lends more credence to the idea that air flow interactions do change
drop shedding criteria compared to quasi-static cases. The differential drag
measurement technique developed in this paper should facilitate further studies
into the cause and implications of these changes.

Comparing results between systems, it is seen that more hydrophobic surfaces
shed drops at lower forces, as expected1. Chapter 4 shows that the water-SHS and
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water-Teflon systems experience similar, greater forces compared to the waterPMMA system for any given airspeed. However, the water-SHS requires much
lower forces for shedding, followed by water-Teflon and water-PMMA. This
change in ranking of forces means that both the adhesion force of the drop to the
surface and the drag force experienced by the drop must be considered for their
combined effect on shedding by cross flow.

Further comparisons between systems are possible due to the similar drop shape
between HD-Teflon and water-PMMA, which permits more direct comparisons
between the two. Results must be scaled to account for the difference in surface
tensions of water and HD, they should also be scaled for the slight difference in
contact angles, which can be approximately accounted for by considering the
difference in the cosines of minimum upstream and maximum downstream
contact angle1.

Adjusting the HD-Teflon data by the ratio of water-air/HD-air

surface tensions, and by the ratio of (cos(θwater-PMMA_Upstream)-cos(θwaterPMMA_Downstream))/(cos(θHD-Teflon_Upstream)-cos(θHD-Teflon_Downstream)),

results in Figure

A-11.
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Figure A-11: Drag force to shed a sessile drop versus volume, showing raw data for drops of water on
PMMA, and data for drops of Hexadecane on Teflon adjusted by the ratio of surface tensions and
the slightly different contact angles as described in the text. Error bars denote one standard
deviation.

Figure A-11 shows that the correction brings the HD-Teflon results to the same
order of magnitude as the water-PMMA results, but that there are still differences
in the trend, with water-PMMA (the less viscous system) showing a greater
increase of force with increasing volume, and more of a leveling off/decrease in
force at the highest volumes. This suggests that there could be effects of the
viscosity and density differences between water and hexadecane, in terms of
internal circulation, oscillation, etc., and that these in turn affect the necessary
force to overcome adhesion and shed the drop. These topics will be left for future
studies which can make use of the floating element differential drag technique for
force measurements.
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A.5

Force versus Air Velocity Showing All Volumes,

Supplemental to Section 4.4
Figure A-12, on the next page, is a graph corresponding to Figure 4-2, showing
force versus air velocity for the full range of drop volumes.
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Figure A-12: Force versus air velocity for different drop volumes for each system calculated using the differential drag technique (i.e.
corrected to remove the drag on the surface). The differently coloured data points (available in the electronic version) denote different
repetitions of the tests. Dotted lines are power law fits to individual tests, solid lines are fits to the collected data for each volume.
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A.6

Non-Dimensionalization

of

Drag

versus

Air

Velocity, Supplemental to Section 4.5
As stated in Section 4.5, the best non-dimensionalizing of the relationship
between drag force and air velocity is given by casting the Reynolds number in
terms of drop height. Alternatively, air velocity can be non-dimensionalized
using drop spherical cap radius as a reference length as is done here. The
coefficient of drag, C D , is still defined by:
FD =

1
ρU ∞ 2 C D A
2

Equation A-2

where FD is the drag force, ρ is air density, U ∞ , is the free stream air velocity,
and A is a reference area of the drop (here taken to be the cross sectional area of
the axisymmetric drop measured in quiescent conditions). The Reynolds number
is defined by:
Re R =

ρU ∞ R
µ

Equation A-3

where R is the spherical cap radius of the axisymmetric drop measured in
quiescent conditions and µ is the viscosity of air.

As in Chapter 4, Equation A-2 and A-3 do not account for drop properties,
contact angle, oscillation/internal circulation of the drops, or the deformation of
drops away from axisymmetric as velocity increases from quiescent. As discussed
in Chapter 4, much knowledge can still be gained from such nondimensionalizations.
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Figure A-13 presents drag coefficient versus Reynolds number for all drop
volumes for the four systems tested, for Reynolds numbers corresponding to the
range of near quiescent to just past incipient motion (similar to Figure 4-2). As in
Chapter 4, point by point calculations of drag coefficient and Reynolds number
were made, rather than relying on the power law fits of Figure 4-2.
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Water-SHS

Water-Teflon
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Figure A-13: Coefficient of drag versus Reynolds number based on drop spherical cap radius for sessile drops in cross flowing air for
the four liquid-on-solid-surface systems tested.

Water-PMMA

Hexadecane-Teflon

Considering Figure A-13 in total, it is seen that drag coefficient does not generally
level off with Reynolds number, with most relations showing either a roughly
linear decrease or more often a decrease followed by brief leveling and then an
increase in drag coefficient with Reynolds number. The roughly linear decrease
can be ascribed to Stokesian drag behavior for the drops, and as discussed in
Chapter 4, the increase is ascribed to aeroelastic coupling between the oscillating
drop and the wake causing vortex shedding and increased drag6,7.

Since Figure A-13 shows the same data as Chapter 4, only recast, it can still be
seen that increasing volumes show a shift to higher drag coefficients (most clearly
seen for the water-PMMA system, but also seen in general for the other systems).
Comparing specific graphs in Figure A-13 it is immediately seen that each system
presents somewhat different relationships between drag coefficient and Reynolds
number, with the HD-Teflon and water-PMMA systems showing similar results,
and the water-Teflon and water-SHS systems likewise showing somewhat similar
results to each other, but different results from the other two systems in terms of
the slope of the Stokesian region and the Reynolds number for minimum
coefficient of drag. This mirrors the finding of similar relationships between force
and airspeed for the two sets of systems, and led to the more successful nondimensionalization by drop height as discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

For the sake of completeness and comparison, Figure A-14 shows the nondimensionalized relations between drag and air velocity in a manner similar to
Figure A-13 but with Reynolds number cast with drop height as the reference
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length, as discussed in Section 4.5. It is identical data to that shown in Figure 4-5,
organized to show all volumes together on four separate plots (one for each
volume). As can be seen, comparing Figure A-14 and Figure A-13, the Reynolds
number based on drop height better collapses the results for different systems.
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Water-SHS

Water-Teflon
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Figure A-14: Coefficient of drag versus Reynolds number based on drop height for sessile drops in cross flowing air for the four liquidon-solid-surface systems tested.

Water-PMMA

Hexadecane-Teflon

HDTeflon
Volume θmax
θmin
(µl)
(°)
(°)
2
66.0 55.0
4
64.2 54.3
13
66.0 54.7
30
67.8 50.8
58
66.8 53.5
100
66.7 48.3

Spherical
Cap
Drop
Radius
(m)
1.31E-03
1.70E-03
2.45E-03
3.15E-03
3.98E-03
4.78E-03
Spherical
Cap
Height
Baselength
(m)
Area (m2) (m)
7.78E-04 1.68E-06
2.72E-03
9.61E-04 2.08E-06
3.05E-03
1.45E-03 4.10E-06
4.48E-03
1.96E-03 6.93E-06
6.05E-03
2.41E-03 1.04E-05
7.91E-03
2.89E-03 1.40E-05
9.69E-03

Table A-1: Geometric and other parameters for tests of hexadecane on Teflon

streamlined surface) and force at the point of incipient motion.

Critical
Air
Velocity
(m/s)
7.69
6.89
4.95
3.97
2.74
3.11
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Standard
Deviation
of Air
Critical
Velocity
Force
(m/s)
(µN)
2.37E-01 9.20E+00
1.98E-01 1.11E+01
2.64E-01 1.51E+01
1.46E-01 1.89E+01
2.58E-01 1.13E+01
2.79E-01 2.97E+01

Standard
Deviation
of Force
(µN)
7.34E-01
9.41E-01
1.21E+00
8.42E-01
2.05E+00
6.34E-01

of incipient motion, and averaged measured values of critical air velocity (measured 1 cm above the

these and other geometric parameters, along with averaged measured values of contact angle near the point

sectional (equal to frontal) area) were used in non-dimensionalizing data. Table A-1 through Table A-4 give

As mentioned in Section 4.5, quiescent measurements of geometric properties (drop heigh and cross

Spherical
Cap Drop
Radius
(m)
1.06E-03
1.49E-03
2.11E-03
2.76E-03
3.50E-03
4.09E-03

Spherical
Critical
Cap
Air
Height
Baselength Velocity
(m)
Area (m2) (m)
(m/s)
9.21E-04 1.48E-06
2.20E-03
17.91
1.06E-03 2.33E-06
2.83E-03
14.52
1.63E-03 4.60E-06
4.22E-03
12.27
2.17E-03 7.41E-06
5.49E-03
9.84
2.66E-03 1.16E-05
7.07E-03
8.81
3.26E-03 1.53E-05
8.30E-03
6.31

WaterTeflon
Volume θmax
(µl)
(°)
2 123.6
4 125.1
13 124.5
30 123.7
58 125.3
100 123.4
(°)
110.4
111.5
106.7
106.9
105.5
102.1

θmin

Spherical
Cap Drop
Radius
(m)
8.18E-04
1.03E-03
1.52E-03
2.02E-03
2.50E-03
3.01E-03

Spherical
Critical
Cap
Air
Height
Area
Baselength Velocity
(m)
(m2)
(m)
(m/s)
1.27E-03 1.90E-06
1.64E-03
7.76
1.62E-03 2.64E-06
1.94E-03
7.05
2.38E-03 5.52E-06
2.86E-03
4.99
3.13E-03 9.52E-06
3.99E-03
3.82
3.95E-03 1.42E-05
5.08E-03
2.99
4.68E-03 2.00E-05
6.29E-03
2.54

Table A-3: Geometric and other parameters for tests of water on Teflon

WaterPMMA
Volume θmax
θmin
(°)
(°)
(µl)
2
82.5 51.0
4
73.2 54.2
13
76.8 55.5
30
77.6 53.2
58
76.0 49.8
100
78.3 48.5

Table A-2: Geometric and other parameters for tests of water on PMMA
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Standard
Deviation
of Air
Velocity
Critical
(m/s)
Force (µN)
4.26E-01
1.52E+01
3.16E-01
2.39E+01
3.31E-01
5.54E+01
2.29E-01
6.28E+01
7.67E-01
6.73E+01
7.51E-01
4.38E+01

Standard
Deviation
of Air
Critical
Velocity
Force
(m/s)
(µN)
1.89E-01 6.35E+01
2.93E-01 8.33E+01
7.02E-01 1.53E+02
6.00E-01 1.94E+02
4.69E-01 2.94E+02
4.66E-01 2.24E+02

Standard
Deviation
of Force
(µN)
7.88E+00
1.07E+00
1.75E+01
1.08E+01
4.81E+00
9.53E+00

Standard
Deviation
of Force
(µN)
8.04E+00
3.17E+00
2.00E+01
3.31E+01
2.61E+01
4.66E+01

WaterSHS
Volume θmax
(°)
(µl)
2 161.9
4 162.0
13 162.5
30 161.0
58 161.3
100 160.0
(°)
142.6
133.7
125.3
116.4
123.9
129.0

θmin

Spherical
Cap
Drop
Radius
(m)
7.82E-04
9.85E-04
1.46E-03
1.93E-03
2.40E-03
2.88E-03
Spherical
Critical
Cap
Air
Height
Baselength Velocity
(m)
Area (m2) (m)
(m/s)
1.53E-03 2.10E-06
9.38E-04
4.61
1.92E-03 2.91E-06
1.22E-03
4.54
2.85E-03 5.81E-06
1.86E-03
3.06
3.75E-03 9.77E-06
2.66E-03
3.17
4.68E-03 1.47E-05
3.64E-03
2.61
5.59E-03 2.06E-05
4.89E-03
2.47
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Standard
Deviation
of Air
Velocity
Critical
(m/s)
Force (µN)
1.05E+00
1.10E+01
3.98E-01
1.03E+01
4.28E-01
7.40E+00
4.12E-01
1.43E+01
2.56E-01
1.46E+01
4.10E-01
1.92E+01
Standard
Deviation
of Force
(µN)
4.28E+00
1.36E+00
3.74E+00
1.46E+00
1.06E+00
2.45E+00

Table A-4: Geometric and other parameters for tests of water on the superhydrophobic surface (HCl acid etched, Teflon coated
aluminum)

A.7

Letters

of

Permission

for

Copyrighted

or

Co-

Authored Work
The permission letter on the next page was given related to Figure 4-6, taken from Clift,
Grace, and Weber6. As a note, Dr. Clift and Dr. Grace gave permission for this use as
well through personal communication. Sadly, Dr. Weber passed away in 2008.
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The permission letter on the following pages was given related to Figure 5.2, taken from
Chiba et al.8
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The following permission was given by the co-authors of Chapter 5, Dr. Miguel
Cabrerizo Vilchez and Dr. Beatriz Defez Garcia. As co-supervisors of my theis, Dr.
Alidad Amirfazli and Dr. Brian Fleck have not included letters, and have instead
approved of the entire thesis through the examination process of the University of
Alberta.
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